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1. Disaster Management
1.1 Monsoon and Disasters
Manifest pedagogy: Even as the southwest monsoon began to retreat from the subcontinent, Kerala and
Uttarakhand received record rainfall in October. In both these States and others, over the last few years, there
have been variations in the pattern and intensity of rainfall. Kerala had seen a severe spell in 2018, which caused
havoc. This year’s rain, too, claimed lives in Kerala and Uttarakhand.
In news: Why is India facing bouts of extreme weather?
Dimensions:
• Pattern of Southwest monsoon and its retreat
• The plethora of disasters since 2013 from Himalayas to Western Ghats
• Factors behind disasters related to monsoon
• Long term solutions
Content:

•

Pattern of Southwest monsoon and its retreat:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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A monsoon is a seasonal change in the direction
of the prevailing, or strongest, winds of a
region.
They cause wet and dry seasons throughout
much of the tropics and are most often
associated with the Indian Ocean.
The summer monsoon and the winter monsoon
determine the climate for most of India and
Southeast Asia.
The summer monsoon or South West Monsoon
is associated with heavy rainfall. It usually
happens between June and September.
As winter ends, warm, moist air from the
southwest Indian Ocean blows toward the
Indian subcontinent.
The summer monsoon brings a humid climate
and torrential rainfall to these areas.
India and Southeast Asia depend on the
summer monsoon. Agriculture, for example,
relies on the yearly rain.
Many areas in these countries do not have large
irrigation systems surrounding lakes, rivers, or
snowmelt areas. The summer monsoon fills
wells and aquifers for the rest of the year.

•
•

A great deal of electricity in the region is
produced by hydroelectric power plants, which
are driven by water collected during the
monsoons
When the summer monsoon is late or weak, the
region’s economy suffers.
The summer monsoon has been called India's
true finance minister.

Retreat of Monsoon
•

•
•
•

•

The Indian Oceans winter monsoon, which lasts
from October to April, is less well-known than
its rainy summer equivalent.
The dry winter monsoon blows from the
northeast.
These winds start in the air above Mongolia and
northwestern China.
Winter monsoons are less powerful than
summer monsoons in Southeast Asia, in part
because the Himalaya Mountains prevent much
of the wind and moisture of the monsoons from
reaching the coast.
The Himalayas also prevent much of the cool air
from reaching places like southern India and Sri
Lanka, keeping them warm all year.

The plethora of disasters since 2013 from Himalayas to
Western Ghats
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2013 Cloudburst in Uttarakhand:
•

•
•

•

In June 2013, a mid-day cloudburst centered on
the North Indian state of Uttarakhand caused
devastating floods and landslides, becoming the
country's worst natural disaster since the 2004
tsunami.
The rainfall received that month was far greater
than the rainfall the state usually received.
Debris blocked the rivers, causing major
overflow.

2021 Kerala / Uttarakhand floods
•

•

The 2015 South India floods
•
•

•

•
•

•

They resulted from heavy rainfall generated by
the annual northeast monsoon in November–
December 2015.
They affected the Coromandel Coast region of
the South Indian states of Tamil Nadu and
Andhra Pradesh.
More than 500 people were killed and over 1.8
million (18 lakh) people were displaced
The unusually heavy rainfall in southern India
during the winter of 2015 has been partly
attributed to the 2014–16 El Niño event.
In July 2018 the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India (CAG) categorised the flooding
across Tamil Nadu as a "man-made disaster",
and held the Government of Tamil Nadu
responsible for the scale of the catastrophe

Vagaries of Climate Change:
•

2018 Kerala floods

•

•

•
•

4

On 16 August 2018, severe floods affected the
south Indian state Kerala, due to unusually high
rainfall during the monsoon season.
It was the worst flood in Kerala in nearly a
century with all 14 districts of the state placed
on red alert.
According to the Kerala government, one-sixth
of the total population of Kerala had been
directly affected by the floods and related
incidents.
The Indian government had declared it a Level 3
Calamity, or "calamity of a severe nature".
It is the worst flood in Kerala after the great
flood of 99 that took place in 1924.

Even as the southwest monsoon began to
retreat from the subcontinent, Kerala and
Uttarakhand received record rainfall in
October.
In both these States and others, over the last
few years, there have been variations in the
pattern and intensity of rainfall.
According to the India Meteorological
Department (IMD), the Kerala and Mahe region
received 124% excess rainfall from October 14
to October 20.

Factors behind disasters related to monsoon
Monsoon-induced disasters, predominantly landslides
and floods, are common geological hazards triggered
by torrential rainfalls during the rainy season.

•

•

Heavy rains in Wayanad and Idukki had caused
severe landslides and have left the hilly districts
isolated

•

This year, India was poised to receive below
normal rainfall until August when global
meteorological factors changed and caused a
torrential September that largely repaired the
monsoon deficit.
However, the vagaries in climate reveal their
impact in the damage that they cause and the
latter is due to society’s environmental choices.
There is a broad agreement that warming
oceans are contributing to intense spells of
rainfall in pockets followed by long rainless
spells, specific instances

Hilly topography:
•

Kerala and Uttarakhand have large tracts of hilly
terrain that are prone to landslips.

Deforestation:
•

Deforestation causes the acceleration of runoff
and lowering of infiltration.
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•

Deforestation of hill slopes leads to greater runoff which raises the water level in rivers flowing
from Western Ghats, Siwaliks and Chotanagpur
plateau region.

Obstruction of free-flow of rivers:
•

Embankments, railways, canals etc. obstruct the
free flow of rivers leading to flood.

• In addition, a regional modeling diagnosis
attributed 60–90 % of rainfall amounts in the
June 2013 event to post-1980 climate trends.

Inadequate drainage arrangement:
•

a) Northern India has experienced increasingly
large rainfall in June since the late 1980s,
b) The increase in rainfall appears to be associated
with a tendency in the upper troposphere
towards amplified short waves, and
c) The phasing of such amplified short waves is tied
to increased loading of green-house gases and
aerosols.

After introduction of irrigation in some areas,
the sub-soil water table rises fast unless
adequate arrangement is simultaneously made
for both surface and sub-surface drainage eg.
Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh.

Long Term solutions:
•

Unscientific / haphazards Construction:
•
•

•

•

•

Unprecedented
destruction
of
rainfall
witnessed in Uttarakhand state was also
attributed, by environmentalists, to unscientific
developmental activities undertaken in recent
decades contributing to high levels of loss of
property and lives.
Roads constructed in haphazard style, new
resorts and hotels built on fragile river and
more than 70 hydroelectric projects in the
watersheds of the state led to a "disaster
waiting to happen" as termed by certain
environmentalists.
The environmental experts reported that the
tunnels built and blasts undertaken for the 70
hydro electric projects contributed to the
ecological imbalance in the state, with flows of
river water restricted and the streamside
development activity contributing to a higher
number of landslides and more flooding
One estimate by researchers in 2017 put
quarrying area in Kerala at over 7,157 hectares,
much of it in central districts that were hit later
by mudslides.

A study by Utah State University analyzed the natural
and anthropogenic influences on the climate anomalies
using simulations, and found that
5

•

•

•

•

•

The precarity of living conditions in much of the
country make the annual monsoon a persistent
threat for millions, and governments should do
more to reduce the risk to life and property.
Nurturing the health of rivers and keeping them
free of encroachments, protecting the integrity
of mountain slopes by ending mining,
deforestation and incompatible construction
hold the key.
Landslides cannot be fully prevented but there
are ways to secure people’s lives against them.
One way is identifying and relocating human
settlements in hilly and mountainous areas
vulnerable to landslides.
The ecological imperative should be clear to
Kerala with successive years of devastation,
echoing the warnings in the Madhav Gadgil
committee report on the Western Ghats.
Land may be an extremely scarce resource, but
expanding extractive economic activity to
montane forests is certain to cause incalculable
losses.
It should be evident to governments that it is
unconscionable to allow the pursuit of shortterm profits at the cost of helpless
communities.
A more benign development policy should treat
nature as an asset, and not an impediment.
Accurately mapped hazard zones should inform
all decisions.
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•

There is a similar threat from extreme weather,
breaking glaciers and cloudbursts to
Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh.

•

Several States face climate change impacts and
extreme weather, and the response must be to
strengthen natural defences.

Mould your thought:
• Discuss the reasons behind the increased disasters related to Monsoon in India? What can be done in the long
run to avoid such events?
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Give examples to show monsoon related disasters have become frequent
• Mention the reasons for these disasters
• Discuss the long term solutions
• Conclusion

2. ECONOMY
2.1 Corporate Minimum Tax - Diplomacy Reshaping Global Economy
Manifest pedagogy: Leaders at the Group of 20 summit in Rome are expressing broad support for sweeping
changes in how big global companies are taxed.The goal deterring multinationals from stashing profits in
countries where they pay little or no taxes commonly known as tax havens.The proposal was finalized in October
among 136 countries and sent to the G-20 for a final look after complex talks overseen by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development.
In news: How G20-backed corporate minimum tax would work
Dimensions:
• What is the problem with the current corporate taxation?
• Impact of Tax Havens on Indian Economy
• What is Global Minimum Tax?
• Objectives of Global Minimum Tax
• Criticisms of the plan
Content:

•

What is the problem with the current corporate
taxation?
•

•

6

In the modern economy, multinational
companies can earn huge profits from things
like trademarks and intellectual property that
are easier than factories to move.
Companies can assign the earnings they
generate to a subsidiary in a country where tax
rates are very low.

•
•

Some countries compete for revenue by using
very low rates to lure companies amassing huge
tax bases. Even though the tax rates are
marginally above zero still these countries earn
huge revenues from it.
Between 1985 and 2018, the global average
corporate headline rate fell from 49% to 24%.
By 2016, over half of all U.S. corporate profits
were booked in seven tax havens: Bermuda, the
Cayman Islands, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Singapore and Switzerland.
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•

White House officials are saying the global
minimum would result in almost $60 billion of
added U.S. tax revenue.

Important terms to know:
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS): practice of
multinational corporations of shifting their profits
from high-tax jurisdictions to low-tax jurisdictions
(tax havens) is known as Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS).
Tax Haven: It can be defined as a
country/place/jurisdiction where the rate of
taxation is very low. This low rate of taxation usually
varies from 2% to sometimes as low as 0.02%.
Countries engage in upholding such a low rate of
taxation in order to increase foreign investment as
well as the cash flow in their economy.

Tax Avoidance: An arrangement made to beat the
intent of the law by taking unfair advantage of the
shortcomings in the tax rules is known as Tax
Avoidance. It refers to finding out new methods or
tools to avoid the payment of taxes which are
within the limits of the law.
Impact of Tax Havens on Indian Economy:
Traditionally, tax havens have been used for both Tax
Avoidance and Tax Evasion; they have had numerous
negative repercussions upon the Indian economy.
Prevents Mobilization Efforts:
•

•
Black Money: It can be best understood as any
money that breaks laws in its origin, movement or
use, and is not reported for tax purposes, then such
money would fall within the meaning of black
money.
In other words, any money to be classified as Black
money must fall under either of the two categories:
–
First, any money earned through any activity which
is defined as illegal by virtue of any law prevailing in
the country.
The second category comprises the generation of
income from a legal activity that is not reported to
the tax authorities and any audit trail relating
thereto has been removed, leading to evasion of
one or more taxes.
Tax Evasion: it is a practice of reducing tax liability
through illegal means, i.e. by suppressing income or
inflating expenses or by showing lower income. It is
an illegal act, made to escape from paying taxes.
Such illegal practices can be deliberate concealment
of income, manipulation in accounts, disclosure of
unreal expenses for deductions, showing personal
expenditure as business expenses, overstatement
of tax credit or exemptions, suppression of profits
and capital gains, etc.
7

•

•

The most fundamental effect that the usage of
Tax Havens has on the Indian economy is that it
prevents the various mobilization efforts as
made by the government of India
Reduction of Tax liability by the usage of Tax
Havens considerably decreases the tax base (as
available to the taxation authorities) and this
leads to a significant shortage of funds in the
hands of the government.
This shortage of funds, in turn, leads to the
distortion of the government’s plans regarding
economic growth and development.
In India, tax havens have been a significant
barrier towards government expenditure and
has
had
the
negative
impact
of
restricting/slowing down the growth rate.

Interferes with implementation of economic policies:
•

•

•

Reduction of Tax liability by the usage of Tax
Havens also interferes with the Indian
government’s efforts to implement its
economic policies.
Though the economic policies have been
structured by the government for the benefit of
the people, Tax Havens have served as a
significant barrier towards the proper
execution/implementation of the former.
This, too, occurs due to a shortage of funds in
the hands of the government.
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Store of “Black Money”
•

•

•

•

Tax evasion by the usage of Tax Havens to store
“Black Money” also dismantles the equity
attribute of any tax system
In India, specifically, reduction of their tax
liability by many leads to an increase in the
rates of taxes as charged by the government for
every assessment year (for the purpose of
increasing its revenue) and the burden of that
unfortunately ends up falling upon the honest
tax payers.
As a consequence of this, even the taxpayers
who always pay their taxes honestly end up
engaging in practices such as tax evasion in
order to reduce an already incremental burden.

•

•

Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEA)
•

Unnecessary time consumption of Tax Authorities:
•

•

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting through the
usage of Tax Havens leads to an unnecessary
consumption of time, effort and energy on
behalf of the Indian tax authority.
The Indian tax authorities have to constantly
engage themselves in developing various
policies for the purpose of countering the
intricate mechanisms that corporations use in
order to shift their profits for the purpose of
reducing their tax liability.

•

•

•

Impact on social and moralistic values:
•

•

With the usage of tax havens for tax evasion
comes unsocial and immoral activities such as
bribery, intimidation, tampering of official
records, submission of fake documents etc.
These activities create a significant impact on
the social and moralistic values of Indian
society.

•

8

Renegotiating a Revised Double Taxation
Avoidance Agreement
India has, furthermore, enabled itself to tackle
the issue of Treaty-Shopping.

India has also put severe restrictions upon the
practice of storage of money received in the
form of illicit/illegitimate gains (“Black Money”)
in tax havens by entering into Tax Information
Exchange Agreements (TIEA) with several tax
havens.
A TIEA provides India with the power to gather
information from these havens upon requests
relating to a criminal or civil tax-related
investigation.
This has subsequently reduced the secrecy
provided by many of the tax havens and
potential tax evaders find it risky to store their
“Black Money” in these havens.
India has entered into TIEAs with several tax
havens such as Bahamas (2011), Bermuda
(2011), Liberia (2012) and Belize (2014).

Imposing an Equalisation Levy
•

•

India’s efforts so far to tackle the problem of tax
heavens:
•

Especially with regards to the India-Mauritius
DTAA, Indian authorities can now tax Mauritius
residents upon their transactions (to and from
India) based on their own personal discretion
This has, positively, limited the practice of third
party corporations to incorporate themselves
in Mauritius in order to conduct tax-free
business in India.
This has also, positively, led to the generation
of a higher amount of revenue in the hands of
Indian authorities.

•

India has also successfully implemented the
Equalisation Levy to all business transactions
irrespective of a corporation’s Permanent
Establishment (PE).
As a result of this, any corporation that has
incorporated itself in a tax haven but engages
in regular transactions with entities in India will
be charged a fee (Equalisation Levy) for doing
the same.
Many other countries have followed India’s
footsteps and have implemented the
Equalisation Levy for business transactions.
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Implementing OECD’s BEPS Action Plan:
• In order to limit the practices of Base Erosion
and Profit Shifting, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) introduced a set of action plans.
• These plans, collectively named as the BEPS
Action Plan, were discussed and subsequently
approved by all members of the G20.
• The BEPS Action Plan consists of 15 different
action plans, each for a different issue relating
to Base Erosion and Profit Shifting.
• India, like many other countries, have adopted
these action plans in order to resolve
complications arising out of the various
number of issues discussed above

•

How does the plan address the challenge of taxing
digitalized economy?
•

•
•

What is Global Minimum Tax?
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

9

The Global Minimum Tax or Corporate
Minimum Tax is an idea to impose a minimum
rate of corporate tax all over the globe on
earnings of multinational companies.
The basic idea is simple: Countries would
legislate a minimum rate of at least 15% for
very big companies with annual revenues over
750 million euros ($864 million)
If company earnings go untaxed or lightly taxed
in one of the world's tax havens, their home
country would impose a top-up tax that would
bring the rate to 15%.
That would make it pointless for a company to
use tax havens, since taxes avoided in the haven
would be collected at home.
The goal: deterring multinationals from stashing
profits in countries where they pay little or no
taxes — commonly known as tax havens.
It will end a decadeslong “race to the bottom”
that has seen corporate tax rates fall as tax
havens sought to attract businesses that used
clever accounting to take advantage of low
rates in countries where they had little real
activity.
The proposal was finalized in October among
136 countries and sent to the G-20 for a final
look after complex talks overseen by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.

It would update a century's worth of
international taxation rules to cope with
changes brought by digitalization and
globalization.

•

The plan would also let countries tax part of the
earnings of the 100 or so biggest multinationals
when they do business in places where they
have no physical presence, such as through
internet retailing or advertising.
The tax would only apply to a portion of profits
above a profit margin of 10%.
In return, other countries would abolish their
unilateral digital services taxes on U.S. tech
giants such as Google, Facebook and Amazon.
That would head off trade conflicts with
Washington, which argues such taxes unfairly
target U.S. companies.

Criticisms of the tax plan:
•

•

•

•

Some developing countries and advocacy
groups such as Oxfam and the UK-based Tax
Justice Network say the 15% rate is too low.
Although the global minimum would capture
some $150 billion in new revenue for
governments, most of it would go to rich
countries because they are where many of the
biggest multinationals are headquartered.
The EU Tax Observatory research consortium
cautions that exemptions for companies with
actual assets and employees in a given country
could “exacerbate tax competition by giving
firms incentives to move real activity to tax
havens.”
That means some tax competition among
countries would still be possible when actual
business operations — as opposed to shifty
accounting — are involved.

Implementation:
•

Backing from the G-20 leaders completes a
year’s long process of negotiation.
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•

•

Once approval is reflected in the summit's final
statement, implementation then moves to the
individual nations.
The tax on earnings where companies have no
physical presence would require countries to
sign on to an intergovernmental agreement in
2022, with implementation in 2023.

•

•

The global minimum could be applied by
individual countries using model rules
developed by the OECD.
If the U.S. and European countries where most
multinationals are headquartered legislate
such minimums, that would have much of the
intended effect, even if some tax havens don't.

Mould your thought:
• How do tax havens affect the Indian Economy? Evaluate the rationale behind the Global Minimum tax for
tackling tax havens.
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Define tax havens
• List out the effects of tax havens on Indian economy
• Discuss the idea of Global Minimum tax
• Mention its objective and how it tries to achieve it
• Discuss the criticisms of Global Minimum Tax
• Conclusion

3. Environment
3.1 India's Solar Policy
Manifest pedagogy: India is shining in energy transition by treading a strong renewable energy path post-2015
Paris Agreement as it witnesses a step-up in investments in solar energy. Additionally, there's a significant
slowdown in investments in thermal power plants.
In news: India shines in energy transition with strong renewable path
Dimensions:
• Recent achievement of 100 Gw Renewable energy
• Evolution of National Solar mission
• International Solar Alliance
• PM KUSUM
• Solar parks and Ultra mega power parks
• Challenges to India's solar transition
Content:
•
Recent achievement of 100 GW Renewable Energy:
• The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
announced that the total installed renewable
energy capacity in India, excluding large
10

•

hydropower, has crossed the milestone of 100
GW or 100,000 MW.
This comes to about 26 per cent of the total
capacity
This is a turning point in the history of
renewables as India is celebrating 75th
Independence Day.
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•

•

•

•
•

India now stands fourth in the world in terms
of installed renewable capacity, fifth in solar
and fourth in wind in terms of installed
capacity.
The feat of 100GW of renewable energy is a
testimony to India's desire to adopt sustainable
energy choices.
This milestone came at a time when the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report was launched citing the need for
urgent climate actions collectively to keep
global warming under 1.5 degrees.
India has gone from 10 GW to 100 GW in just 15
years, from 2005 onwards.
It highlights the success that is achieved
with simultaneous, strengthening availability:
○ of both equity and debt,
○ of human and organisational capacity in
the solar, financial and policy sectors,
and
○ of continuously tweaking business
models in light of advances in solar
technologies, investments, and markets.

Evolution of National Solar Mission:
•

•

•
•

•
•

11

•

•

•

Phase 1
•

•

•

The Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission,
also known as National Solar Mission, began as
one of the eight key National Mission’s in
India's National Action Plan on Climate Change
(NAPCC).
NAPCC was launched on 30th June 2008 which
identified development of solar energy
technologies in the country as a National
Mission.
The National Solar Mission was approved on
January 11, 2010 by the government.
The Mission had set the ambitious target of
deploying 20,000 MW of grid connected solar
power by 2022,
However, in 2015 this target was revised to
1,00,000 MW(i.e. 100GW) by 2022
The objective of the National Solar Mission is to
establish India as a global leader in solar energy,
by creating the policy conditions for its diffusion
across the country as quickly as possible.

Mission anticipates achieving grid parity by
2022 and parity with coal based thermal power
by 2030.
The Mission adopted a 3 - phase approach,
Phase 1 (up to 2012 - 13), Phase 2 (2013 - 17)
and Phase 3 (2017 - 22).
The immediate aim of the Mission was to focus
on setting up an enabling environment for solar
technology penetration in the country both at a
centralized and decentralized level.

•

•

The first phase announced the broad policy
framework to achieve the objectives of the
National Solar Mission by 2022.
During the first phase of the Jawaharlal Nehru
National Solar Mission, the target was to:
○ Set up 1,000 MW grid connected (33 KV
and above) solar plants,
○ 100 MW of roof top and small solar
plants connected to LT/11 KV grid and
○ 200 MW capacity equivalent off-grid
solar applications.
100 MW capacity of solar roof top and small
grid connected solar power plants norms and
guidelines were developed for direct purchase
of such power generated by the distribution
utilities
200 MW equivalent capacity of off-grid solar
applications, both solar thermal and
photovoltaic were implemented through a
combination of low interest bearing loans and
/or central financial assistance
In addition, the Mission supported various
activities, as considered necessary, on R&D,
Human Resource Development, Technical
Assistance, training, publicity and awareness
etc. for successful implementation of the
Mission.

Phase 2
National Solar Mission envisages installation of around
10 GW utility scales solar power projects in Phase-II.
It is envisaged that out of this 10 GW target, 4 GW
would be developed under central scheme and 6 GW
under various State specific schemes.
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The implementationModel was based on Bundling
Scheme, Generation Based Incentive (GBI) Scheme and
Viability Gap Funding Scheme.
International Solar Alliance
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

12

•

But it will establish networks and develop
synergies with them and supplement their
efforts in a sustainable and focused manner.

Advantages for India:

The International Solar Alliance (ISA) is a treaty
based inter-governmental organization working
to create a global market system to tap the
benefits of solar power and promote clean
energy applications.
The International Solar Alliance (ISA) is an
initiative proposed by our Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and was launched by him at the
UN Climate Change Conference in Paris along
with the President of France. It was launched on
30th November 2015.
The International Solar Alliance (ISA) was
conceived as a coalition of solar-resource-rich
countries (which lie either completely or partly
between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn) to address their special energy
needs.
The ISA will provide a dedicated platform for
cooperation
among
solar-resource-rich
countries, through which the global community,
including
governments,
bilateral
and
multilateral organizations, corporates, industry,
and other stakeholders.
It can contribute to help achieve the common
goal of increasing the use and quality of solar
energy in meeting energy needs of prospective
ISA member countries in a safe, convenient,
affordable, equitable and sustainable manner.
The ISA has 122 sun-belt countries that lie
between the two tropics as its prospective
member countries and currently boasts a
membership of 86 countries globally.
ISA will not duplicate or replicate the efforts
that others (like International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA), Renewable Energy and
Energy
Efficiency
Partnership
(REEEP),
International Energy Agency (IEA), Renewable
Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century
(REN21), United Nations bodies, bilateral
organizations etc.) are currently engaged in,

•
•

•

•

•

This could position India as an energy leader of
sun-rich developing countries
It showcases India as a strong contender
internationally and could generate job
opportunities of a global nature.
The ISA could be the beginning of more macrolevel analysis and discussions of international
energy markets, rather than just focussing on
Indian policies or domestic policies.
India lacks adequate infrastructure for solar
energy. Further, the cost of solar power is not
yet commercially viable. To reach its desired
target of 100GW of solar power, ISA can help
fund the capacity addition and make solar
power commercially viable.
It can also adopt best practices in renewable
energy

PM KUSUM:
•

•

PM-KUSUM (Pradhan Mantri Kisan Urja
Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan) Scheme is
aimed at ensuring energy security for farmers
in India.
It also contributes towards India’s commitment
to increase the share of installed capacity of
electric power from non-fossil-fuel sources to
40% by 2030 as part of Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions (INDCs).

The PM-KUSUM Scheme was launched in 2019 with 3
components:
Component-A: For Setting up of 10,000 MW of
Decentralized Grid Connected Renewable Energy
Power Plants on barren land.
•

Under this component, renewable energy based
power plants (REPP) of capacity 500 kW to 2
MW will be setup by individual farmers/ group
of farmers/ cooperatives/ panchayats/ Farmer
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•

•

•

Producer Organisations (FPO)/Water User
associations (WUA) on barren/fallow land.
These power plants can also be installed on
cultivable land on stilts where crops can also be
grown below the solar panels.
The renewable energy power project will be
installed within a five km radius of the substations in order to avoid high cost of subtransmission lines and to reduce transmission
losses.
The power generated will be purchased by local
DISCOM at pre-fixed tariff

Component-B: For Installation of 17.50 Lakh standalone solar agriculture pumps.
•

•

Under this Component, individual farmers will
be supported to install standalone solar
Agriculture pumps of capacity up to 7.5 HP for
replacement of existing diesel Agriculture
pumps / irrigation systems in off-grid areas,
where grid supply is not available.
Pumps of capacity higher than 7.5 HP can also
be installed, however, the financial support will
be limited to 7.5 HP capacity

Component-C: For Solarisation of 10 Lakh Grid
Connected Agriculture Pumps.
•

•

Under this Component, individual farmers
having grid connected agriculture pump will be
supported to solarise pumps.
The farmer will be able to use the generated
solar power to meet the irrigation needs and
the excess solar power will be sold to DISCOMs
at pre-fixed tariff

•

•

Salient Features
•

•

•

•

•

•

Solar parks and Ultra mega power parks:
•

•
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Solar power projects can be set up anywhere in
the country, however the scattering of solar
power projects leads to higher project cost per
MW and higher transmission losses.
Individual projects of smaller capacity incur
significant expenses in site development,
drawing separate transmission lines to nearest
substation, procuring water and in creation of
other necessary infrastructure.

It also takes a long time for project developers
to acquire land, get change of land use and
various permissions, etc. which delays the
project.
To overcome these challenges, the scheme for
“Development of Solar Parks and Ultra-Mega
Solar Power Projects” was rolled out in
December, 2014 with an objective to facilitate
the solar project developers to set up projects
in a plug and play model.

•
•

The scheme for “Development of Solar Parks
and Ultra Mega Solar Power Projects” was
rolled out by Ministry of New & Renewable
Energy on 12-12-2014.
Under this scheme, it was proposed to set up at
least 25 Solar Parks and Ultra Mega Solar Power
Projects targeting over 20,000 MW of solar
power installed capacity within a span of 5
years starting from 2014-15.
The capacity of the Scheme has been enhanced
from 20,000 MW to 40,000 MW vide this
Ministry’s order dated 21-03-2017. These parks
are proposed to be set up by 2021-22.
The scheme envisages supporting the
States/UTs in setting up solar parks at various
locations in the country with a view to create
required infrastructure for setting up of solar
power projects
The solar parks provide suitable developed
land with all clearances, transmission system,
water access, road connectivity, communication
network, etc.
The scheme facilitates and speeds up
installation of grid connected solar power
projects for electricity generation on a large
scale.
All the States and Union Territories are eligible
for getting benefit under the scheme.
The capacity of the solar parks shall be 500 MW
and above. However, smaller parks are also
considered where contiguous land may be
difficult to acquire in view of difficult terrain
and where there is acute shortage of nonagricultural land.
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Future Targets:
Some Solutions:
• According to Central Electricity Authority (CEA)
projections, instead of 40 per cent, India will
have 63 per cent of installed capacity from nonfossil fuel sources by 2029-30.
• Now, India has a target of installing 175 GW of
wind and solar energy by 2022. If achieved, that
would be close to 50 per cent of India's current
total installed power capacity.

•

•

Challenges to India's solar transition:
•
Constraints of Land availability and acquisition:
•

•

As grid-connected ground-mounted solar panels
are installed more in India, there arose higher
demands of large acres of land to meet the
target.
This creates the troubles on land acquisition

•

Lack of consistent policies:
•

The solar sector also faces other impediments
including the lack of consistent state policies
and the lack of intent by the distribution
companies in procuring the generated solar
power.

Lack of interest in Rooftop solar generation:
•

•

•

Meanwhile, states like Gujarat have issued
plans to utilise its wastelands so as to utilise it
for the generation of solar and wind power
projects.
The state has also demanded its solar panel
producers and solar project developers to
install 50% of the total generating capacity
within three years, thus achieving its 100% by
2022.
By introducing aesthetic structures, along with
other user-friendly, profitable features and
services like the net-metering and remotesensing, more house owners can be brought
into this eco-friendly, sustainable way of energy
usage.
In addition to this, those customers who have
seen the benefits of grid-connected solar panels
should advocate its advantages of converting to
a greener energy solution by comparing it to
the conventional grid electricity.
Despite the economic slowdown induced by the
coronavirus pandemic and troubles in land
acquisition, India has the potential of achieving
its target of harnessing solar energy.
Addressing the various roadblocks to the
growth of the sector, and educating the
residential customers about the importance of
going solar, can help expedite India’s journey to
achieve this goal.

There is a lack of awareness and education in
the residential customers about the importance
of going solar.

Mould your thought:
• How important is the recent achievement of 100GW solar installed power generation capacity for India?
Discuss the future goals, roadblocks and solutions for it.
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Mention how 100GW target has helped India both domestically and internationally
• Discuss the future goals for India
• Discuss the challenges
• Mention some solutions for them
• Conclusion
14
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3.2 Net Zero Emission Goal and India
Manifest pedagogy: India has surprised the world by committing to achieving Net Zero by the year 2070. The
target, announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on November 1 during the ongoing annual UN climate
change conference COP26 in Glasgow, has been hailed as a milestone in the world's efforts to reduce global
warming and avert the catastrophe of climate change.
In news: For net-zero, India needs 5,600 GW of solar capacity, coal usage drop by 99%: CEEW
Dimensions:
• What is Net Zero?
• India’s New Targets - ‘Panchamrit Strategy’
• Significance of the new targets
• India’s Challenges
• Way forward
Content:
What is Net Zero?
•

•

•

•

According to a report by the United Nations'
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), Net Zero is a state in which emissions
caused by humans do not lead to any
accumulation of earth-warming greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere,.
In other words, the amount of greenhouse
gases (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
etc) produced will be equal to the amount that
can be removed from the atmosphere.
Net Zero will ensure that global warming is
limited to 1.5°C above pre-industrial age levels.

•
•

•

Difference between renewable energy sources and
non-fossil sources:

India’s New Targets - ‘Panchamrit Strategy’:

•

India recently announced new climate targets at
COP26 under its ‘Panchamrit strategy’.
Panchamrit is a five-fold strategy to fight climate
change, and was announced by the Indian PM at the
COP26 meeting at Glasgow. The strategy also includes
a target year for reaching Net Zero.

•

India made five big-ticket announcements at the
climate change meeting in Glasgow:
•

15

450GW out of which 100GW is already
installed) by 2030.
Meeting 50% of its energy requirements from
renewable energy by 2030.
Reducing the total projected carbon emissions
by one billion tonnes, till 2030.
Reducing the carbon intensity of its economy by
45% by 2030 (India has achieved 25% of
emission intensity reduction of GDP b/w 2005 2016, and is on the path to achieve more than
40% by 2030.)
Achieving the target of Net Zero by the year
2070.

Non-fossil sources also include scalable nuclear
power and hydroelectricity.
Renewable sources don’t include these energy
sources.

Other meanings of Panchamrit:
•

•

‘Panchamrit’ is a traditional method of mixing
five natural foods — milk, ghee, curd, honey
and jaggery.
It is also a technique used in Ayurveda and is
also used in Hindu and Jain worship rituals

Increasing its non-fossil energy capacity to
500GW (India had earlier extended its target to
www.journalsofindia.com
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Significance of the new targets:

to challenging climate targets, which is
laudable.

India’s reluctance before the start of COP26:
•

•

•

Before the climate change conference, there
was pressure on India, the world's third-largest
polluter, to commit to Net Zero.
India was hesitant because its energy needs are
growing as it tries to remove poverty and meet
the needs of an aspirational population.
Fifty-nine countries, representing 54% of global
greenhouse gas emissions, have so far set Net
Zero targets.

India’s Challenges:
Reaching Net Zero by 2070 requires an overhaul of a
coal-reliant energy sector, transport, heavy industry
and even the nation’s sluggish bureaucracy.
Challenges of equitable development:
•

Acceptance of Absolute emission targets for the first
time:
•

•

•

As a developing nation, this is the first time
India has taken any climate target in terms of
absolute emissions.
Prior to this, India used the emission intensity
as the reference for setting climate targets and
trajectory.
Note: Under the international climate change
architecture, only developed countries are
mandated, and expected, to make reductions in
their absolute emissions.

The target must be achieved while India also
meets the aspirations of 1.4 billion people for
faster economic development, which will only
happen with an accelerated pace of
industrialisation and energy demand.

Challenges of ramping up renewables:
•

•
•

Reforming India’s electricity sector is key to
delivering lower emissions. Hitting net zero will
require an even more dramatic acceleration
than already being done now.
Renewables suffer from issues of scale.
For instance: Increasing storage capacity, to
managing grid integration

Crippled distribution utilities:
Softened its stance about common but differentiated
responsibilities (CBDR):
•

•

•
•

•
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India has a very low historical contribution to
GHG emissions. Post industrialization i.e. from
1870 to 2019, its emissions have been merely
4% of the global total.
Moreover, as a developing nation it has a
compulsion to grow its economy which needs a
lot of energy in the future.
Due to this, India was adamant on the principle
of CBDR in climate negotiation until now.
From the 1980s, the Indian government has
consistently argued that developing nations
that bear little of the historical responsibility for
global warming shouldn’t be constrained in
their ability to pollute.
Despite this, India has now softened its hard
stand on the CBDR issue. It has now committed

•

India will also need to fix its money-losing
distribution utilities (discoms), make more land
available for wind and solar farms, and support
development of additional transmission
networks.

Slow pace of RE adoption:
•

•

The global shift to electric vehicles is happening
far more slowly in India, with the costs of
battery powered-models too high, access to
charging infrastructure limited and concerns
over the reliability of power grids.
By 2040, only about a third of new passenger
cars sold will be battery-powered, compared
with about 70% in China and Germany.
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Balancing its dependence on foreign suppliers:
•

•

It’ll also have to balance its renewables push
against a desire to reduce dependence on
foreign suppliers.
Taxes on imports of foreign solar panels are
intended to spur domestic manufacturing, but
could make the rollout of cleaner energy more
expensive in the short term.

Cleaner Industry:
•

•

Phasing out fossil fuels:
•

•
•

Just three fuels meet about 80% of India’s
energy demand: coal, oil and solid biomass such
as fuelwood, animal waste and charcoal.
Changing that mix will require more than simply
adding more renewables.
India’s coal consumption is surging even as
more renewables are added into the energy
mix.

Increasing R&D into Renewable Energy sector:
•

•
Bureaucratic inefficiencies:
•

•

India will also have to give its under-funded
environmental regulators more resources and
power, and ministries will need to get better at
translating policy into action.
For decades, the nation has been disappointed
in efforts to improve crumbling infrastructure,
extend access to public services and root out
corruption.

•

•

•
Private sector investment:

•
•
•
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For meeting India’s targets it needs increased
investments, which can’t be fulfilled by the
government alone.
Excluding hydro projects, India’s installed
renewable capacity is about 100 GW.
The private sector today owns about 48% of the
capacity.
For India to meet its 2030 targets, private
investors will need an incentive to keep adding
to this capacity.

How India supports research and innovation in
technologies including energy storage and
carbon-capture will be crucial to success in
meeting any new target
A five-fold addition in renewable capacity needs
to be accompanied by greater R&D investments
by all stakeholders.
Intellectual Property rights with Indian entities
can help reduce the cost of production and
reduce foreign dependence.

Better Bureaucracy:

Way forward:

•

India could make a dent in emissions by
deploying more energy-efficient measures,
switching to cleaner fuels and embracing
carbon-capture technology.
Increasing clean-energy spending will go a long
way in helping the industrial sector. The IEA
estimates that green investment across the
energy sector, which includes energy, transport,
and industry will need to be three times higher
between 2025 and 2030, relative to the average
from 2015 to 2020.

One solution could be to set up a climate
change commission, similar to bodies
established in the UK and New Zealand, to
monitor progress and help devise mechanisms
to achieve long-term emission reductions
The UK’s Climate Change Committee has been
credited with pushing the government to set
the most ambitious goal among G-20 nations.

Encouraging Renewables in public transport:
•

In addition to electric vehicles, India is also
examining plans to run long-haul vehicles on
liquefied natural gas and hydrogen.
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Mould your thought:
• What is the significance of India’s Panchamrit climate strategy announced at the COP26? How can India
achieve these targets?
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Mention the new targets of Panchamrit
• Discuss its significance
• Discuss the challenges
• Mention certain solutions to these challenges
• Conclusion

3.3 Eco-Sensitive Zones and Long Debate between Environment Conservation
and Economic Development
Manifest pedagogy: Karnataka Government has submitted its opposition to the Centre against the Kasturirangan
Committee report as it can adversely affect the livelihood of people in the region. Kerala has sought clarity on
'non-core' areas in Western Ghats. In this context, any UPSC aspirant should know the debate surrounding
conservation of Western Ghats.
In news: Karnataka is opposed to implementation of Kasturirangan report on Western Ghats, CM informs Centre
Static dimensions:
• What are eco-sensitive zones?
• Madhav Gadgil report on Western Ghats
• Kasturirangan report
Current dimensions:
• Opposition of the states: Moves of Kerala and Karnataka
• Effect on the economic development of the communities
Content:

•

What are eco-sensitive zones?
• Eco-Sensitive Zone (ESZ) is a buffer or transition
zone around highly-protected areas such as
National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries.
• Eco-Sensitive Areas are ecologically and
economically important but are vulnerable to
even mild disturbance.
• The purpose of declaring ESZs is to create some
kind of “shock absorbers” to the protected
areas by regulating and managing the activities
around such areas.

18

•

•

•

The Government Regulates and Manages the
activities in such areas, so that there is no
external harm to the higher protected areas.
Therefore the basic aim is to regulate certain
activities around National Parks and Wildlife
Sanctuaries so as to minimise their impact on
fragile ecosystem of the Protected Areas
Eco Sensitive Zones are notified by the Central
Government through Ministry of Environment
Forests and Climate Change (MOEFCC) under
the provisions of the Environment Protection
Act of 1986
However, the delineation of the extent of the
ESZ area is site specific. Its width varies from
one protected area to the other.
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•

As per the Wildlife Conservation Strategy 20022005 and Supreme Court judgements the area
may generally extend up to 10 km around the
protected area.

Summary of Gadgil Commission Report is as follows:
•

Features of Eco Sensitive Areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Biologically and ecologically rich, valuable and
unique
Largely irreplaceable if destroyed
High value to human societies
Maintain ecological stability of the area
Conserves biological diversity

•

The Environment Protection Act, 1986 does not
mention the word “Eco-sensitive Zones”.
The section 3(2)(v) of the Act, says that Central
Government can restrict areas in which any
industries, operations or processes shall not be
carried out or shall be carried out subject to certain
safeguards

•

•
Besides the section 5 (1) of this act says that central
government can prohibit or restrict the location of
industries and carrying on certain operations or
processes on the basis of considerations like the
biological diversity of an area, maximum allowable
limits of concentration of pollutants for an area,
environmentally compatible land use, and proximity
to protected areas.
The above two clauses have been effectively used
by the government to declare Eco-Sensitive Zones
or Ecologically Fragile Areas (EFA).

•

•

The same criteria have been used by the government
to declare No Development Zones also.
Madhav Gadgil report on Western Ghats

Criticisms of Gadgil Report

The commission is formally known as Western Ghats
Ecology Expert Panel (WGEEP). It was an
environmental research commission is named after its
chairman Madhav Gadgil.
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Designated the entire Western Ghats as an
Ecologically
Sensitive Area
(ESA):
It
recommended to assign three levels of
Ecological Sensitivity to different regions of
Western Ghats. The panel classified the
extensive region of 64% of the Western Ghats,
spanning over six States, 44 districts and 142
taluks, into Ecologically Sensitive Zones, called
ESZ 1, ESZ 2 and ESZ 3.
ESZ-1 of the Ghats was given high priority:
almost all developmental activities like mining,
construction of thermal power plants, dams etc
were suggested to stop along with the
decommissioning of similar projects that have
completed their shelf life.
Advocates a graded or layered approach of
conservation: with regulatory as well as
promotional measures appropriately fine-tuned
to local ecological and social contexts within the
broad framework of ESZ1, ESZ2 and ESZ3.
Suggested a better way of governance of the
environment: It proposed a bottom to top
approach instead of a top to bottom approach,
basically, the decentralization and more powers
to local authorities.
Suggested the need to regulate developmental
activities: stopping creation of new hill
stations, changing the land use from farmland
to non-farm land and the stoppage of diversions
of rivers in order to protect the ecology of the
region.
Constitution of a Western Ghats Ecology
Authority (WGEA), as a statutory authority
under the Ministry of Environment and Forests,
with the powers under Section 3 of the
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.

•
•

It was more environment-friendly and not in
tune with the ground realities.
Recommendations were cited as impractical to
implement.
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•

•

•

•

Gadgil report has asked for a complete ecosensitive cover for the Western Ghats which
hamper different states on energy and
development fronts.
States opined that the constitution of a new
body called WGEA is unnecessary. They insist
that protection can be given under existing
laws.
The report doesn’t give a solution for revenue
losses due to the implementation of its
recommendations.
Gadgil report is against dams in the Western
Ghats, which is a crucial blow on the ailing
power sector.

•
•
•

•
•

Kasturirangan report:
The Kasturirangan committee was constituted to
examine the WGEEP report or Gadgil Report. Officially
it is known as – high-level working group (HLWG) – it
denotes the 10 member committee, headed by
Kasturirangan.

•

time of expiry of mining lease, whichever is
earlier.
No thermal power be allowed and hydropower
projects are allowed only after detailed study.
Red industries, i.e. which are highly polluting,
are strictly banned in ESAbareas.
The Kasturirangan report on the Western Ghats
has
made
several
pro-farmer
recommendations, including the exclusion of
inhabited regions and plantations from the
purview of ecologically sensitive areas (ESAs).
The Kasturirangan report had said 123 villages
fall under the ESA purview.
It also stated that the UNESCO Heritage tag is
an opportunity to build global and domestic
recognition of the enormous natural wealth
that exists in the Western Ghats. The 39 sites
are located across the Western Ghats and
distributed across the states (Kerala 19),
Karnataka (10), Tamil Nadu (6) and Maharashtra
(4).
The state of Karnataka has the highest
percentage of the ESA- 46.50 per cent.

Summary of recommendations are as follows:
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
20

Opined that the “blanket prescription”
approach of the Gadgil committee would be
harmful to the economy.
The report categorized areas on the basis of
their ecological sensitivity.
It classified 60% of the Western Ghats as a
cultural landscape with human settlements,
agriculture and plantations. Remaining area was
termed as natural landscape, with37%
“biologically rich” area
Instead of the total area of Western Ghats, only
37% (close to 60,000 sq. km.) of the total area
will be brought under ESA under the
Kasturirangan report.
A complete ban on mining, quarrying and sand
mining in ESA.
Distinguished between cultural (58% occupied
in the Western Ghats by it like human
settlements, agricultural fields and plantations)
and natural landscape (90% of it should come
under ESA according to the committee).
Current mining areas in the ESA should be
phased out within the next five years, or at the

Criticism of Kasturirangan Report:
•

•

•
•

•

The Kasturirangan panel used remote sensing
and aerial survey methods for zonal
demarcation of land in the Western Ghats. The
usage of such techniques, without examining
the ground reality, has caused many errors in
the report.
The use of “erroneous method” had caused
inclusion of many villages under Ecologically
Sensitive Areas (ESA) though there were only
rubber plantations and no forest land!
The power is vested with the bureaucrats and
forest officials and not with gram sabhas.
Many fear that the farmers would get evicted if
the Kasturirangan Committee report is
implemented.
The Kasturirangan report included ecologically
non-sensitive areas under ESA, and left out
many ecologically sensitive areas!
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Opposition of the states: Moves of Kerala and
Karnataka
•

•

•

The Gadgil Committee report prioritized the
Environment and recommended measures
keeping it at the centre.
Whereas the Kasturirangan committee tried to
balance
the
recommendations
with
development, simultaneously with safeguards.
However, both the reports have evoked sharp
reactions from the stakeholders

Karnataka’s position:

•

The Karnataka government has repeatedly
rejected
the
implementation
of
the
Kasturirangan report.

•

The
state
government
believes
that
implementation of the report will halt the
developmental activities in the region.

•

CM Bommai said that Karnataka has the
distinction of being one of the states with
extensive forest cover and the government has
taken care to protect the biodiversity of
Western Ghats.

•

Kasturirangan report has been prepared based
on the satellite images, but the ground reality is
different. So the Karnataka government and the
people living in the region are opposed to
implementation of the Kasturirangan report.

Moves by Kerala
• Kerala appointed the Oommen V Oommen
committee to review the Kasturirangan panel's
recommendations since the latter had not
physically visited the Western Ghats region in
Kerala before demarcating 9,993.7 square
kilometres as ESA.
• Later, the State constituted another panel
under P H Kurian for a more scientific appraisal
of the Kasturirangan report.
• The Kurian committee found that the ESA
would be confined to 92 villages spread over
8,656.4 square kilometres. Kerala had
submitted the report to the Centre in 2018.
• Kerala has urged the Central Ministry for
Environment, Forest and Climate Change to
define 'non-core' areas in the Western Ghats,
where
relaxation
in
Western
Ghats
environmental protection regulations is
applicable
• It asked the Centre to demarcate the
Ecologically Sensitive Area (ESA) without
unsettling the present population living in the
region.
• Also demand for excluding 1,337.24 square
kilometres from the ESA.
Effect on the economic development of the
communities
•

•
•

In Karnataka, the government has pointed out
that the implementation of the report would
impact 1,576 villages spread across 20,668 sq
km of Western Ghats region in the state.

•

The union government since 2014 has issued
several draft notifications to the Karnataka
government to finalise the eco-sensitive areas
in the Western Ghats but the government has
been firm in rejecting the implementation of
the report.
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•

It is claimed that declaring Western Ghats as an
ecologically sensitive zone would adversely
affect the livelihood of people in the region.
Considering the changes in climate (evident
from recurring floods, droughts, landslides,
increasing temperature, etc), which would
affect the livelihood of all people (irrespective
of poor or rich) and hurt the nation’s economy.
It is prudent to conserve the fragile ecosystems
that cost less compared to the situation prone
to calamities (with changes in the climate) than
spending money /resources for restoration /
rejuvenation.
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Mould your thought:
• What is an Eco-Sensitive Area? Why are states opposing the implementation of Kasturirangan Report on
Western Ghats?
Approach to the answer• Introduction to the topic
• Define Eco-sensitive Area
• Mention the features of ESAs
• Discuss the major recommendations of Kasturirangan Report
• Discuss the criticism of the report and moves by Karnataka and Kerala govts
• Conclusion

4. Foreign Affairs
4.1 China adopts new land border law- Formalizing its position on LAC
Manifest pedagogy: China's national legislature has adopted a new law on the protection and exploitation of the
land border areas, which could have bearing on Beijing's border dispute with India.
In news: China adopts new land border law amid military impasse with India
Dimensions:
• LAC issue
• Recent confrontations (enumerate 3 major confrontations)
• What does the new Law Say?
• What Does It Mean For India?
• Way forward
Content:
LAC issue:
• After its independence, India believed it had
inherited firm boundaries from the British, but
this was contrary to China’s view.
• China felt the British had left behind a disputed
legacy on the boundary between the two newly
formed republics.
• The 3,488-km length border between India and
China is not clearly demarcated throughout and
there is no mutually agreed Line of Actual
Control (LAC)
The India-China border is divided into three sectors,
viz. Western, Middle and Eastern.
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Western Sector –

•

The dispute pertains to the Johnson Line
proposed by the British in the 1860s that
extended up to the Kunlun Mountains and put
Aksai Chin in the then princely state of Jammu
and Kashmir(or the Chinese province of
Xinjiang).

•

Independent India used the Johnson Line and
claimed Aksai Chin as its own. However China
stated that it had never acceded to the Johnson
Line.
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Middle Sector –
•
•

The dispute is a minor one and is the only one
where India and China have exchanged maps on
which they broadly agree.

Eastern Sector –
•

•

•
•

Here dispute is over the McMahon Line,
(formerly referred to as the North East Frontier
Agency, and now called Arunachal Pradesh)
which was part of the 1914 Simla Convention
between British India and Tibet, an agreement
rejected by China.
Till the 1960s, China controlled Aksai Chin in the
West while India controlled the boundary up to
the McMahon Line in the East.

•

History of the dispute since independence:
•
•

•
•
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In 1960, based on an agreement between
Nehru and Zhou Enlai, Chinese minister,
discussions held by Indian and Chinese officials
in order to settle the boundary dispute failed.
The 1962 Sino-Indian War was fought in both of
these areas.
An agreement to resolve the dispute was
concluded in 1996, including “confidencebuilding measures” (CBM) and the informal
cease-fire line between India and China was

officially accepted as the ‘Line of Actual Control’
in a bilateral agreement.
In 2006, the Chinese ambassador to India
claimed that all of Arunachal Pradesh is Chinese
territory.
In 2014, China granted stapled visas to Indians
from Arunachal Pradesh.
In April 2013, as Chinese troops established a
camp in the Daulat Beg Oldi sector, 10 km on
their side of the Line of Actual Control, India
retaliated by setting up camps on its side. Both
sides pulled back soldiers in in May and the
tension got diffused.
In September 2014, India and China had a
standoff at the LAC, when Indian workers began
constructing a canal in the border village of
Demchok, and Chinese civilians protested with
the army’s support. It ended after about three
weeks, when both sides agreed to withdraw
troops.
In September 2015, Chinese and Indian troops
faced-off in the Burtse region of northern
Ladakh after Indian troops dismantled a
disputed watchtower the Chinese were building
close to the mutually-agreed patrolling line.

2017 Doklam Standoff
•

In June, 2017 a military standoff occurred
between India and China in the disputed
territory of Doklam(near the Doka La pass) ,
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•
•

•

•

•
•

•

which is claimed by both China and India’s ally
Bhutan.
Chinese with heavy road building equipment
began constructing a road in the disputed area.
This resulted in Indian intervention of China’s
road construction, based on India’s Friendship
Treaty which makes it mandatory for Bhutan to
take India’s guidance on foreign policy.
China’s claim on Doklam is based on the 1890
Convention of Calcutta between China and
Britain for which Bhutan was not a party.
The face-off at Doklam had also underscored
the vulnerability of Siliguri Corridor, a 22 kmlong narrow stretch linking the Northeast with
the rest of India.
Throughout July and August, the Doklam issue
remained unresolved.
On 28 August, India issued a statement saying
that both countries have agreed to "expeditious
disengagement" in the Doklam region.
In 2019, India and China decided to coordinate
border patrolling at one disputed point along
the LAC

Recent confrontations:
Following the incursion by Chinese soldiers across the
LAC in eastern Ladakh in May 2020, the two countries
have been engaged in military-level talks to defuse
tensions amid massive troop deployment on both sides
of the disputed border.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
While there has been disengagement in the:
•

•
•

Galwan Valley — where Indian and Chinese
soldiers clashed with blunt weapons in June last
year —
Pangong Lake and Gogra
The impasse continues in the Hot Springs and
Depsang Plains in eastern Ladakh, which the
13th and latest round of talks between Chinese
and Indian army corps commanders earlier in
October failed to resolve.

Galwan Valley clash - June 2020
•
24

steep section of a mountainous region in the
Galwan Valley.
The immediate cause of the incident is
unknown,
with
both
sides
releasing
contradictory official statements in the
aftermath.
Beijing said that Indian troops had attacked
Chinese troops first, while on 18 June a "senior
government official" in the Ministry of External
Affairs of India who said their troops were
ambushed with dammed rivulets being released
and boulders being thrown by Chinese troops.
The fighting, which took place in near-total
darkness, lasted for up to six hours.
The Defence Ministry of India said in its 2020
yearend review that China used "unorthodox
weapons".
The fighting resulted in the deaths of 20 Indian
soldiers, mainly from the 16th Bihar Regiment
including its commanding officer, Colonel
Santosh Babu.
In the aftermath of the incident at Galwan, the
Indian Army decided to equip soldiers along the
border with lightweight riot gear as well as
spiked clubs
On 20 June, India removed restriction on usage
of firearms for Indian soldiers along the LAC.
Satellite images analysed by the Australian
Strategic Policy Institute show that China
increased construction in the Galwan valley
since the 15 June skirmish.
Other new defensive positions by both Indian
and Chinese forces have also been built in the
valley.

Depsang Plains
•
•

India–China tension at Depsang started months
before the May 2020 standoff.
Chinese presence, 18 km (11 mi) inside India's
side of the LAC, 30 km (19 mi) south-east of DSDBO road on the Y-junction or Bottleneck on
Raki Nala at the Depsang Plains, was reported
by Indian media on 25 June 2020, who
described movements of troops, heavy vehicles
and military equipment.

On 15 June 2020, at patrolling point 14, Indian
and Chinese troops clashed for six hours in a
www.journalsofindia.com
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What Does the New Law Say?
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The new law, which comes into effect from
January 1, 2022, mandates China’s People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) to counter any “invasion,
encroachment, infiltration, [or] provocation"
along the country’s land borders
It also lays down a legal framework for hard
border closures if the need arises.
The law requires the Chinese government to
take measures to “strengthen border defence,
support economic and social development as
well as opening-up in border areas".
It calls for improvements in public services and
infrastructure in such areas to “encourage and
support people’s life and work there".
This can be read in the context of China looking
to settle disputed frontier areas through heavy
investment in infrastructure.
Recent reports have pointed to how “dual use"
border villages have cropped up to facilitate the
peopling and patrolling of such areas.
The new law, reports said, will “promote
coordination between border defence and
social, economic development in border areas".
The law also says citizens and organisations
shall support border patrol and control
activities and that the People’s Armed Police
Force and the Public Security Bureau can be
deployed to guard borders along with the PLA.

•

•

•

Responsibility of the border clearly to the PLA — “as
opposed to India”
•

•

Border Standoff and Disputes:
•

•

•
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•
•
•

The law unilaterally alters the situation in the
India-China border areas.
The law has a wide ambit vis-a-vis border affairs
and “clarifies the leadership system,
government responsibilities and military tasks
in territorial border work, the delineation and
surveying of land borders, the defence and
management of land borders and frontiers, and

With this new law, the chances of the PLA
pulling back from any other area (in Ladakh) are
remote. The PLA is now “bound to protect the
integrity, sovereignty of the border
It will make negotiations a little more difficult, a
pullout from balance areas less likely

New Dual civil military use settlements

What Does It Mean For India?
It is a matter of concern as the legislation can have
implications on the existing bilateral pacts on border
management and on the overall boundary question.

the international cooperation on land border
affairs".
China shares land borders stretching to a
cumulative 22,000km with 14 countries with
disputes arising out of a mismatch between its
historical perception of its territory and ground
realities.
Differences over the perception regarding the
LAC have fuelled routine standoffs between
Chinese and Indian soldiers.
Such stand offs could increase in the future.

•
•

As per the new law The state can take measures
“to strengthen border defence, support
economic and social development as well as
opening-up in border areas, improve public
services and infrastructure in such areas,
encourage and support people’s life and work
there, and promote coordination between
border defence and social, economic
development in border areas”.
In effect, this suggests a push to settle civilians
in the border areas.
China has been building “well-off” border
defence villages across the LAC in all sectors.
Indian military officials had said that the “dual
civil and military use” of border villages is a
concern for India.
Which means China is going to see resettlement
of civil population closer to the LAC
This could affect broder negotiations because
China can claim that they have settle civilian
population in the disputed areas.
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Cross border Rivers / Lakes:
•

•

•

The land border law also points to “measures to
protect the stability of cross-border rivers and
lakes", which is “believed to have been made
with India in mind".
Brahmaputra River which is an important river
for India has its source in China’s Tibet
Autonomous Region.
It could be the case that “China’s government is
flirting with the possibility of limiting the
volume of water during conflicts, citing
‘protection and reasonable use’ as stipulated in
the law".

India’s stand:
• The passage of this new law does not in India’s
view confer any legitimacy to the so-called China
Pakistan ‘Boundary Agreement’ of 1963 which
the government of India has consistently
maintained is an illegal and invalid agreement.
The reference was to Pakistan illegally ceding
Indian territory in Kashmir to China.
• India hit out at China for its ”unilateral” decision
to bring about a new land border law

• The law is a matter of concern as the legislation
can have implications on the existing bilateral
pacts on border management and on the overall
boundary question.
• india expects that China will avoid undertaking
action under the pretext of the law that could
unilaterally alter the situation in the India-China
border areas.
• India said, such a ”unilateral move” will have no
bearing on the arrangements that both sides
have already reached earlier — be it on the
boundary question or for maintaining peace and
tranquillity along the Line of Actual Control
(LAC).
Way forward:
• India and Bhutan are the two countries with
which China is yet to finalise the border
agreements, while Beijing resolved the
boundary disputes with 12 other neighbours.
• The two sides could hold talks at the level of
ministers or diplomats to break the deadlock
before resuming military commander level
talks,
• For this to materialise, peace and tranquillity in
the border areas is a must.

Mould your thought:
• How does China’s new border law affect India’s interests in the Sino-Indian border? How can India proceed
further to achieve its goals?
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Discuss the India- CHina border dispute in brief
• DIscuss the provisions of the new Chinese border law
• Mention how it can affect India
• Discuss the way forward
• Conclusion

4.2 National Hydrogen Mission and Prospects for India-GCC Cooperation
Manifest pedagogy: In a push for India’s energy security, Prime Minister Narendra Modi in his Independence Day
speech announced a National Hydrogen Mission for the country. This comes against the backdrop of India
spending ₹12 trillion annually to meet the energy needs. Similarly, the GCC countries have invested heavily in
hydrogen energy and are looking at it as the holy-grail to a cleaner future.
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In news: India’s National Hydrogen Mission and Prospects for Cooperation with GCC
Dimensions:
• National Hydrogen Mission (NHM)
• Why is Hydrogen so important for India?
• India’s efforts into Hydrogen technology
• Hydrogen Energy and GCC
• India–GCC Cooperation
• Future opportunities for collaboration
Content:
National Hydrogen Mission (NHM):
•

•

•

•
•

•

The proposal for the National Hydrogen Mission
was made in the Budget 2021 to launch NHM
that would enable the generation of hydrogen
“from green power sources".
It was the goal of controlling emissions that
makes hydrogen fuel so attractive to policymakers.
Whether it’s used in a fuel cell or burned to
create heat, wherever hydrogen replaces fossil
fuels, it slows global warming,
The plan involves India becoming a global hub
for green hydrogen production and exports.
The NHM, according to a draft paper prepared
by the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
(MNRE), has identified pilot projects,
infrastructure and supply chain, research and
development, regulations and public outreach
as broad activities for investment with a
proposed financial outlay of Rs 800 crores for
the next three years.
It aims to leverage the country’s landmass and
low solar and wind tariffs to produce low-cost
green hydrogen and ammonia for export to
Japan, South Korea and Europe.

development in hydrogen energy and intends to
produce three-fourths of its hydrogen from
renewable resources by 2050.
Why is Hydrogen so important for India?
•

•

•

•

Hydrogen can be a “decarbonising agent" for
industries like chemicals, iron, steel, fertiliser
and refining, transport, heat and power.
Hydrogen is seen as the game changer for
becoming a low-carbon economy for India.
Increasing concerns over the issue of climate
change have necessitated the use of hydrogen
as an alternate clean fuel.
Hydrogen energy is currently at a nascent stage
of development, but has considerable potential
for aiding the process of energy transition from
hydrocarbons to renewables.
It has huge potential in the transportation
sector as a direct replacement for fossil fuels.
Shipping and aviation have limited low-carbon
fuel options available and represent an
opportunity for hydrogen-based fuels.

India’s efforts into Hydrogen technology:
•

At present, bulk of the global energy
consumption comes from hydrocarbons.
• Hydrogen is at an early stage of entering the
energy sector in India.
National Hydrogen Mission aims to cut down
• Government as well as non-government
carbon emissions and increase the use of renewable
funding agencies are engaged in R&D projects
sources of energy while aligning India’s efforts with
pertaining to hydrogen production, storage,
global best practices in technology, policy and
utilisation, power generation and for transport
regulation.
applications.
•
As early as in 2003, the National Hydrogen
The Government of India has allotted Rs 25 crore in
Energy Board was formed and in 2006 the
the Union Budget 2021–22 for the research and
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy laid out
27
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•

•
•

•
•

the National Hydrogen Energy Road Map
identifying transport and power generation as
two major green energy initiatives.
India is participating in Mission Innovation
Challenge for clean hydrogen and shares the
objective to accelerate the development of a
global hydrogen market by identifying and
overcoming key technology barriers to the
production, distribution, storage and use of
hydrogen at gigawatt scale.
By 2050 India intends to produce three-fourths
of its hydrogen from renewable resources
R&D projects in India focus on improving the
efficiency of water-splitting reactions, and
finding newer materials, catalysts and
electrodes to accelerate the reaction.
Presently, more than 100 research groups are
focusing on fuel cell technology.
There are a number of foreign and Indian
companies that are involved in hydrogen
production, storage or delivery in India.

unemployment and the spillover effect might
also impact the expatriate population positively
Advantages available for GCC Countries:
There are facilitating factors that make it convenient
for the GCC countries to invest in renewable energy:
•

•

•

•

These countries have the potential to become
hydrogen producers as well as exporters as they
have existing industrial capacity and required
capital to invest in the initial infrastructure.
GCC has an abundance of inexpensive land and
water along with solar and wind resources that
can help in production of Green Hydrogen.
The countries are situated in geographical
proximity to the emerging and future markets
for cleaner fuel.
The GCC countries can easily be producers of
Blue Hydrogen due to availability of
hydrocarbons and the carbon capture,
utilisation and storage (CCUS) capacity.

Hydrogen Energy and GCC:
India–GCC Cooperation:

Opportunities for India in GCC:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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Rich in hydrocarbon resources, currently the
GCC countries consume around 7 per cent of
the grey hydrogen sourced from the natural
gas.
Qatar is the largest consumer of hydrogen in
the region followed by Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Oman, the UAE and Bahrain.
UAE and Saudi Arabia, and more recently
Oman, have embraced the concept of a
hydrogen economy.
They are keen to use it domestically as part of
decarbonisation efforts as well as intend to use
it as an alternative export commodity.
There are other motivating factors including
energy security and economic diversification.
GCC countries are at the forefront of cost
reductions in renewables and in shaping the
energy transformation within as well as outside
the region.
GCC countries are looking at renewable energy
as a job generating sector13 for their young
demography
that
is
grappling
with

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

India and GCC countries share robust energy
cooperation.
In 2017–18 India imported nearly 53 per cent of
its energy from the Persian Gulf, and UAE and
Saudi Arabia were third and fourth largest
trading partners of India.
India and the GCC are natural energy partners
and have huge potential for extending
cooperation in cleaner fuels like hydrogen.
India has signed MoUs on renewable energy
with most of the GCC countries.
India is looking at developing Hydrogen
collaboration with Bahrain and even invited
Bahrain to participate in the Hydrogen
Roundtable
The two countries agreed to engage more in
renewable energy capacity-building and focus
on cooperation between their governments as
well as the private sector, particularly in the
field of solar, wind and clean hydrogen.
In 2019, India signed an agreement with Saudi
Arabia about cooperation in renewable energy
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•

including hydrogen. The two countries are
collaboratively exploring Hydrogen Energy as a
future source of energy.
Saudi companies like Alfanar and Aljomaih that
have invested in India’s wind and solar energy
projects may be roped in for collaboration on
production of Green Hydrogen.

Future opportunities for collaboration:
Robust political will on both sides:
•

•

•
•

•

capture, utilisation and storage and there is
potential for Indian institutes working on the
same to collaborate in terms of knowledge
sharing.
Similarly, these countries have made
considerable investments in Fuel Cell Electric
Vehicles and Indian research groups can benefit
from the collaborations.

Energy Self-reliance and reducing carbon footprint

The political will to promote hydrogen energy
and collaborate with regional and international
actors exists on both sides.
Prime Minister Modi announced NHM on
Independence Day and said that Green
Hydrogen will give India a quantum jump in
achieving its renewable energy targets and help
in becoming Aatmanirbhar (self-reliant) in
energy.
In 2018, he had invited GCC business leaders to
invest in India’s energy sector
Similarly GCC leaders too have stated the
importance of clean fuel and their willingness to
collaborate on hydrogen energy.

•

•

•

•

Introducing hydrogen to import basket would
help in reduction of carbon footprint as well as
reduce India’s import bill till the time we
become self-reliant.
GCC countries are focusing on exporting
hydrogen to European countries and Southeast
Asian countries;
Therefore, the need of the hour is to act fast in
order to reap the benefits of cost
competitiveness.
Collaboration with the GCC countries will
accelerate India’s hydrogen mission and reduce
the time for New Delhi to export hydrogen.

Historical close ties
Interest in investment and technology sharing:
•
•

•

•

•

One of the major challenges faced by GCC
countries in production of hydrogen fuel is the
incompatibility of electrolyzers with salt water.
Sea water needs to be desalinated before it
becomes feasible for electrolysis. There is a
potential for collaboration between India and
these countries on this issue.
A number of Indian research groups are
working on hydrogen generation from sea
water.
For instance, Central Electrochemical Research
Institute, Karaikudi is conducting research on
design of electrodes and electrolytes for
hydrogen generation using sea water

Academic and R&D Cooperation
•

29

The GCC countries especially Saudi Arabia and
UAE have invested in enhancing carbon

•

•

GCC countries are India’s age-old energy
partners and have experience in energy
production and distribution.
Since this is an emerging field, India can ask for
partnership on equal terms. India can aim to
benefit from the abundant potential of GCC,
and the GCC countries can depend on its longtime reliable partner while benefiting from R&D
and skilled human resources.
The Middle East Green Initiative 2021 to be
held in October 2021 in Riyadh can be a
platform to further India’s hydrogen
cooperation with the region.

Geographical proximity and robust trade ties in
conventional energy calls for proactive measures to
collaborate with GCC countries especially Saudi
Arabia, UAE and Oman for research and development
pertaining to hydrogen energy.
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Mould your thought:
• Discuss the importance of the National Hydrogen Mission for India. Why should India look at enhancing
hydrogen cooperation with GCC countries?
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Discuss the importance of Hydrogen for India
• Mention how National Hydrogen Mission helps achieve these needs
• Mention the needs of GCC and India related to Hydrogen
• Discuss the future opportunities available for India in GCC
• Conclusion

4.3 India- Russia Relations:
Manifest pedagogy: The recently concluded 21st India Russia Annual summit between Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Russian President Vladimir Putin saw a host of agreements signed. The very fact that Russian President
Vladimir Putin arrived in India for an in-person summit was the most important takeaway from his six hours in
New Delhi. Putin hasn’t stepped out of Russia during the pandemic, except to meet Joe Biden in Geneva. In this
background let us explore the India-Russia relations in-depth.
In news: India, Russia reinvigorates bilateral ties
Static dimensions:
• 50 years of Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Cooperation
• Key takeaways of the 21st India Russia Summit
Current dimensions:
• India Russia - Defence and Security relations
• India Russia - Cultural relations
• India Russia - Trade Relations
• Act Far East Policy
• Why is Russia Important for India?
Content:

•

50 years of Treaty of Peace, Friendship and
Cooperation:

•

•
•

•

30

India and Russia have completed 50 years of
friendship.
Recently, the two countries celebrated the 50th
anniversary of the Treaty of Peace, Friendship
and Cooperation.
On 9 August 1971, India and the then Soviet
Union (present-day Russia) signed the
Chiranjeevi Friendship Papers.

•
•

The strength of the relationship between the
two countries was such that it radically changed
the equation of the then world.
Not only this, it influenced the foreign policy
not only of South Asia but also of America and
European countries.
In 1971, the situation was not favorable for
India at all.
On the one hand, in the then East Pakistan
(present-day Bangladesh), the people suffering
from the atrocities of the Pakistani army were
entering India to take refuge in India. At the
same time, the alliance of Pakistan, America
and China was getting stronger.
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

In such a situation, there was a big threat to the
security of India surrounded by three
directions.
Despite the sanctions, both the US and China
were providing military aid to Pakistan by
secretly giving weapons.
Russian Foreign Minister came to India and
signed the agreement
In such a situation, the Foreign Minister of the
Soviet Union Andrei Gromiko came to India and
on this day in 1971, he signed the Soviet-India
Peace, Friendship and Cooperation Treaty with
the then Foreign Minister of India, Sardar
Swaran Singh.
This treaty became a milestone in the friendly
relations between the two countries.
Soon after this treaty, the Soviet Union declared
that an attack on India would be considered an
attack on it.
This is cited as the reason why the US naval
fleet did not dare to attack India during the
1971 war.
Russia has been a longstanding and time-tested
partner for India.
Development of India-Russia relations has been
a key pillar of India's foreign policy.
Since the signing of “Declaration on the IndiaRussia Strategic Partnership” in October 2000
(during the visit of President Putin), India-Russia
ties have acquired a qualitatively new character
with enhanced levels of cooperation in almost
all areas of the bilateral relationship including
political, security, defence, trade and economy,
science and technology, and culture.
Under the Strategic Partnership, several
institutionalized dialogue mechanisms operate
at both political and official levels to ensure
regular interaction and follow up on
cooperation activities.
During the visit of the Russian President to India
in December 2010, the Strategic Partnership
was elevated to the level of a “Special and
Privileged Strategic Partnership.”

Key takeaways of the 21st India Russia Summit
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Evaluation:
•

•

•
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28 agreements/MoUs were signed during the
21st India-Russia Annual Summit in New Delhi
PM Narendra Modi and Russian President
Vladimir Putin discussed regional & global
developments, including post-pandemic global
economic recovery, & the situation in
Afghanistan
PM Modi thanked President Putin for the
welfare of the Indian community in Russia,
especially during COVID pandemic.
Both leaders discussed the need for mutual
recognition of vaccine certification to enable
easier travel by our citizens to each other’s
countries
On the trade & investment side, there are some
specific plans which include long-term
corporation in the areas of inland waterways,
fertilizers, coking coals, steel, skilled
manpower.
The issue of RELOS (Reciprocal Exchange of
Logistics Agreement) has been put off for some
time because there are still a few issues that
need to be discuss further
India will be manufacturing the AK 203 assault
rifle here and S-400 deliveries have started.
Fossil fuel imports from Russia, including coking
coal for India’s steel industry, investments by
Vostok Oil have been renewed and broadened.
Connectivity, the most important being the
Chennai-Vladivostok Maritime Corridor, was
discussed, not yet actioned.

21st India Russia summit dispelled the
impression that India-Russia ties were on the
wane because the two countries were moving
closer to different partners in today’s primary
international confrontation — the United States
(US) and China, respectively.
It showed that both leaderships are quite
realistic about their relationship and where it is
placed in this ongoing churn.
The joint statement showcased the breadth and
depth of the relationship as well as its nuanced
responses to the several challenges that exist in
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•

•

•

•

•

areas where bilateral ties are affected by
external developments.
India and Russia clearly demonstrated the need
to post-haste deal with the lack of economic
traction between the two economies.
This reflects Modi-Putin’s understanding that
the relationship can only last, despite their
close defence cooperation and similarity of
long-term strategic views, if it has a robust
economic foundation.
The extension for another 10 years of the
agreement on military cooperation is an
indication that the two countries will continue
to be important to each other’s defence sectors
for several more years, even decades
The two sides did not sign the widely expected
Reciprocal Exchange of Logistics Agreement
(RELOS), which is similar to the Logistics
Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA)
between India and the US. This gives access to
both countries to designated military facilities
on either side for the purpose of refuelling and
replenishment.
Both Modi and Putin appear to have reduced
vexing divergences significantly on a variety of
important international issues — Afghanistan,
the Indo-Pacific Quad, rapidly developing close
ties between India and the US, and Russia’s
growing relations with China and Pakistan.

India Russia - Defence and Security relations
•
•

•

•
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India has longstanding and wide-ranging
cooperation with Russia in the field of defence.
The Soviet Union was an important supplier of
defence equipment for several decades, and
this role has been inherited by the Russian
federation.
India-Russia military technical cooperation has
evolved from a buyer - seller framework to one
involving joint research, development and
production of advanced defence technologies
and systems.
BrahMos Missile System as well as the licensed
production in India of SU-30 aircraft and T-90
tanks, are examples of such flagship
cooperation.

•

•

•

•

Furthering this cooperation, an agreement on
the cooperation in the production of spare
parts for Russian/Soviet military equipment was
signed during the 20th Annual Bilateral Summit
in Vladivostok in September 2019.
In October 2018, India inked the historic
agreement worth US$5.43 billion with Russia to
procure five S-400 Triumf surface-to-air missile
defence system, the most powerful missile
defence system in the world ignoring America's
CAATSA act.
The first-ever Tri-Services exercise –‘INDRA
2017’ took place in Vladivostok from October
2017.
Bilateral Russian-Indian naval exercise Indra
Navy-2018 was held in the Bay of Bengal.

India and Russia have several major joint military
programmes including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BrahMos cruise missile programme
5th generation fighter jet programme
Sukhoi Su-30MKI programme (230+ to be built
by Hindustan Aeronautics)
Ilyushin/HAL Tactical Transport Aircraft
KA-226T twin-engine utility helicopters
Some frigates

India Russia - Cultural relations
•
•

•

•
•

Indo–Russian relations in the field of culture are
historical.
One of the first Russian visitors to India was
Afanasiy Nikitin a merchant from Tver in
Russia.His famous journey (1466-1472) was
documented in the book A Journey Beyond the
Three Seas.
Astrakhan in Russia has historically been a
trading centre for Indian merchants since the
16th century.
There is a strong tradition of Indian studies in
Russia.
JNCC maintains close cooperation with leading
Russian institutions. About 20 Russian
Institutions, including leading universities and
schools, regularly teach Hindi to about 1500
Russian students.
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•

•

•

•

•

Apart from Hindi, languages such as Tamil,
Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali, Urdu, Sanskrit and
Pali are taught in Russian Institutions. There is
strong interest among Russian people in Indian
dance, music, yoga and Ayurveda.
Traditionally,
there
has
been
strong
collaboration in the field of cinema between
India and the USSR. Several generations of
Russians grew up watching subtitled Indian
films (mainly Bollywood) and vice versa for
Indians watching Russian films
Yoga in Russia has been growing and becoming
increasingly popular since the 1980s,
particularly in majors cities and urban centres,
mainly due to its reputation for health benefits
As per the reciprocal agreement, regular
cultural exchange between India and Russia has
been taking place since 2015.
Russia has been an active partner country for
ITEC scholarship with around 76 Russians taking
the benefit in 2018-19. The number of ICCR
scholarships has been steadily growing every
year.

•
•

•
•

Act Far East Policy
•

•

India Russia - Trade Relations
•
•

•

•
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Bilateral trade between both countries is
concentrated in key value chain sectors.
These sectors include highly diversified
segments such as machinery, electronics,
aerospace, automobile, commercial shipping,
chemicals,
pharmaceuticals,
fertilisers,
apparels, precious stones, industrial metals,
petroleum products, coal, high-end tea and
coffee products
Intensifying the trade and economic relations
has been identified as a priority area by the
leaders on both sides as is clear by the revised
targets of increasing bilateral investment to US
$ 50 billion and bilateral trade to US $ 30 billion
by 2025.
In the aftermath of general economic slowdown
and Russia’s ongoing dispute with the West
over Ukraine issue, Russia has emphasized on
import substitution due to which, there has
been a significant reduction in Russia’s external
trade.

India has also been affected by this contraction
in Russian exports and imports.
Bilateral trade in services has remained stable
during the last 5 years with trade balance in
Russia’s favour.
Hydrocarbons are an active area for exploring
cooperation between the two countries.
In the second and third quarter of 2016, Indian
companies invested close to US$ 5.5 billion in
Russia’s Oil and Gas sector, which included
acquisition of 23.9% stake in Vankorneft and
29.9% in Taas-Yuryakh by an Indian Consortium

•

•

•

•

•

The Far East as a geographical term refers to
East Asia (including Northeast Asia), the Russian
Far East (part of North Asia), and Southeast
Asia. The Russian Far East comprises the
Russian part of the Far East, the easternmost
territory of Russia, between Lake Baikal in
Eastern Siberia and the Pacific Ocean.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in September
2019 launched 'Act Far East' policy while
addressing the plenary session of the 5th
Eastern Economic Forum in Vladivostok.
He announced a USD one billion line of credit
for the development of the resource rich
region. He was the Chief Guest at the Eastern
Economic Forum.
'India's new Act Far East' is an extension to
India’s Act East policy, Act East Plus- as it
includes Russia's Far East. The goals are to
consolidate the strategic and commercial
relations.
‘Act Far-East’ policy does open a host of
opportunities for India, Russia, and Japan as
they aim to increase trade and balance relations
with China.
It also helps India to take a more considered
stand regarding the South China Sea since the
proposed maritime route with Russia goes
through it.
It also fulfills India’s view on ‘Indo-Pacific’ as
“free and inclusive.”
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•

•

•

•

Initiatives taken, especially by India and Russia,
could lead to a more robust economic
relationship.
‘Act Far East’ allows India to look towards
Russia as an alternative source of energy
supplies as the situation in the Middle East is
escalating with threats to essential oil trade
routes.
Rosneft’s involvement in the South China Sea
allows India and Russia to collaborate in the
region.
Moreover, it gives Russia an opportunity to
diversify from China . Russia has been worried
about the growing presence of China in its Far
East. If Indians are allowed as well as Indian
businesses, it could offset the demography
change that Russia is concerned about.

•

•

Areas of Concern:
•

Why is Russia Important for India?
•

•

•

•

Russia’s status in international sphere: Russia
remains, and will remain a pre-eminent nuclear
and energy power and a permanent member of
the United Nations Security Council
Multipolar World Politics: Since the world is
becoming increasingly multipolar, maintaining
close and strategic relations with Russia and the
US at the same time is indispensable for India.
Strong partnership with Russia provides India
leverages to deal with other countries.
Support for UNSC seat: Russia has stated
publicly that it supports India receiving a
permanent seat on the United Nations Security
Council.
Counterbalance to China Aggression: India has
no option but to have a close relationship both
with the US and Russia and to manage its
difficult relationship with China. So long as
Russia’s relationship with the West remains
strained, Russia will look towards China. So long
as Sino-Indian relations remain troubled,

Russia’s going into the Chinese sphere of
influence will not suit India.
India’s energy security: Russia has huge
reserves of oil. India to look towards Russia as
an alternative source of energy supplies as the
situation in the Middle East is escalating with
threats to essential oil trade routes
Important Technology supplier: Russia can help
India build its technological potential by
providing access to its technologies especially in
the defence technology and nuclear technology.

•

•

•
•

•
•

The increasing hostility between Russia and the
West has pushed the former closer to China.
Both countries insist on multi-polarity to resist
US hegemony. That is why they insist on RIC
(Russia-India-China), BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa) and Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
Russia also feels that India, because of its
growing links with the US, is not fully
committed to these Forums.
Further, the ‘Countering America's Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act’, or the CATSAA, and Iran
sanctions restrict and adversely impact IndoRussia relations.
India has to find a way of navigating through
the Russia-US tension.
The growing strategic partnership between
India and the US has also caused concerns in
Russia where the perception is that India is
surely and steadily going into the Western
camp.
Russia has sought to keep India on its side by
inviting it to join the BRICS and the SCO.
But it remains concerned that strengthening of
Indo US partnership will impact Russia
adversely.

Mould your thought:
• India has no option but to have a close relationship both with the US and Russia. Evaluate.
Approach to the answer• Begin with brief intro history of India’s relations with US and Russia
34
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•
•
•
•

Discuss India’s needs
Mention the current geopolitical situation (Multipolar world /climate change/trade etc)
Discuss why India needs both US and Russia
Conclusion

5. GEOGRAPHY
5.1 Interlinking of rivers
Manifest pedagogy: Climate change events cause erratic spatial and temporal variability in rainfall, temperature,
humidity, etc..These events affect irrigation, domestic and industrial water supply. Water availability is under
pressure due to climate change on one hand and there is overexploitation of water resources on the other. To
overcome such problems, interlinking of rivers is one of the suitable alternatives.
In news: Centre has set in motion the process of creating the National Interlinking of Rivers Authority (NIRA).
Static dimensions:
• What is interlinking of rivers?
• Drought prone Areas of India
• Flood Prone Areas of India
Current dimensions:
• Plan on River Linking
• Advantages of River Linking
• Disadvantages of River Linking
• Recent river links established
• Best practices in the world on interlinking
• National Interlinking of Rivers Authority (NIRA)
Content:

•

What is interlinking of rivers?
•

•

•
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Interlinking of rivers refers to the water transfer
from water surplus rivers to the water deficit
rivers or regions.
Brahmaputra and Ganga rivers particularly their
northern tributaries, Godavari, Mahanadi and
West Flowing rivers originating from the
Western Ghats of India are found to be surplus
in surface water resources.
The initial plan to interlink India’s rivers came in
1858 from a British irrigation engineer, Sir
Arthur Thomas Cotton.

•

•

However, the idea of interlinking Indian rivers
was revived a few decades ago independently
by M. Visveswarayya, K. L. Rao and D.J.
Dastur.
In 1982, National Water Development Agency
(NWDA) was set up as an autonomous
organization under the Ministry of Irrigation
with the aim to carry out detailed studies,
surveys and investigations of the water balance
and feasibility studies of the river interlinking
projects.
In 2002, the Government of India declared a
substantial plan for an Inter-basin Water
transfer (IBWT) program involving 30 links of
different river basins of peninsular and the
Himalayan parts of India.
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•
Drought prone areas of India•
•

•

•
•

•

About 42% of India’s land area is drought
prone, according to the Drought Early Warning
System (DEWS), a real-time drought monitoring
platform.
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Jharkhand,
Karnataka, Maharashtra, parts of the NorthEast, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Telangana are
the worst hit.
These states are home to 500 million people,
almost 40% of the country’s population.
The parts of the country facing drought have
been divided into six categories -- Exceptionally
Dry, Extremely Dry, Severely Dry, Moderately
Dry, Abnormally Dry and No Drought, as per
DEWS.
The area in Extremely and Exceptionally dry
categories is 11% of the entire country (as of
2019).

•

•

Every year, about 8 million hectares in India is
affected by floods.
The most flood prone region of the nation is the
basin of the Himalayan rivers covering parts of
Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Delhi,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West
Bengal.
Another flood prone region is the northwestern river basin and Central and Peninsular
river basins of Narmada, Tapi, Chambal and
Mahanadi.
Heavy floods often occur in the Godavari,
Krishna, Pennar and Cauvery.

Plan on river linking•
Flood prone areas of India•
•

36

In India, an average of 40 million hectares or 12
percent of the total land is flood prone, as per
the SAARC Disaster Management Centre.

The National River Linking project (NRLP) has
two components: the peninsular and the
Himalayan.
The peninsular part of India covers the rivers in
southern India envisaged developing a
“Southern Water Grid” with 16 important river
linkages in different states.
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•

•

•
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This part included diversion of the excess
waters of Godavari and Mahanadi to the
Krishna, Cauvery, Pennar and Vaigai rivers.
The 4 sub-components are
(1) Network of Mahanadi-Godavari-KrishnaCauvery-Vaigai rivers;
(2) Network of west flowing rivers lies
between south of Tapi and north of
Bombay;
(3) Network of Parbati-Kalisindh-Chambal and
Ken-Betwa rivers and
(4) Diverting the flow in some of the west
flowing rivers to the eastern side of the
country.
The Himalayan part of the India was conceived
for building storage reservoirs on the Ganga
and the Brahmaputra and their main tributaries

•

The Himalayan part of India comprises 14 inter
basin water transfer networks.

•

It has two sub-components:
(1) Transfer of Ganga and Brahmaputra rivers
surplus waters to the Mahanadi Basin and
from Mahanadi to Godavari, Godavari to
Krishna, Krishna to Pennar and Pennar to
the Cauvery river basins.
(2) Transfer of water from the Eastern Ganga
tributaries to the western sects of the
Ganga and the Sabarmati river basins.

Since 2015, the Indian Government has implemented
river interlinking projects in several segments such as
the Godavari-Krishna River interlinking in Andhra
Pradesh and the Ken-Betwa rivers interlink in Madhya
Pradesh.
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Advantages of River Linking•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

As Indian agriculture is ‘Gambling with
monsoons’, the major benefit will be taken by
the farmers who need not depend on the
untimely rains for agricultural processes.
The problems of floods and droughts would be
tackled nationwide. E.g. The Ken Betwa link has
been constructed that would help in supplying
water to certain drought-prone areas.
Social problems like deforestation, low water
availability and no irrigation facilities can be
solved.
The poor section would be given drinkable
water with greater equity.
Many poor farmers will be able to use their
lands if they are not using due to the irrigation
crisis.
If storage reservoirs can be built on these rivers
and connected to other parts of the country,
regional water imbalances could be reduced.
Many benefits by way of industrial and
domestic water supply, hydropower generation,
waterways facilities, etc. would be ensured.
Use of the surplus water which is otherwise
flowing into the sea can be utilized.

Disadvantages of River Linking•

•

•

•
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•
•

•

Recent river links establishedKen-Betwa River linking Project (RLP)•

•

•

•

•

The construction of canals, reservoirs, dams to
complete the project might be very
deteriorating for nearby vegetation and natural
habitat. E.g. Ken-Betwa link leads to flooding of
10% of Panna Tiger reserve thus affecting
wildlife.
There is a possibility of a change in rainfall
pattern as the marine ecosystem will be
disturbed and the physical process for the
rainfall will be affected.
A study of Indian Institutes of Technology,
Mumbai and Indian Institutes of Technology,
Chennai reported that rainfall of the country
has decreased over the years 1901–2004,
reducing water storage even in the river basins
that have surplus water.
Reconstruction and rehabilitation caused due to
displacement
resulting
from
the

implementation of the projects will involve
social cost as well.
State water disputes will lead to social unrest.
Linking rivers having international boundaries
may affect relations with neighbouring
countries.
Spread of endemic diseases is also a cause of
concern.

•

Recently, Chief Ministers of Madhya Pradesh
and Uttar Pradesh signed a memorandum of
agreement to implement the Ken Betwa Link
Project (KBLP).
KBLP is the River interlinking project that aims
to transfer surplus water from the Ken river in
MP to Betwa in UP to irrigate the droughtprone Bundelkhand region.
The region spread across the districts of two
states mainly Jhansi, Banda, Lalitpur and
Mahoba districts of UP and Tikamgarh, Panna
and Chhatarpur districts of MP.
The project involves building a 77-metre tall
and a 2-km wide Daudhan dam and a 230-km
canal.
River linking will be a solution to recurring
droughts in Bundelkhand region and will curb
the rate of farmers suicide.
It helps in reducing excessive dependence on
groundwater and will accelerate the water
conservation by construction of a multipurpose
dam.
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Kosi-Mechi Interlinking project•

•

•

•

•

•
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Cauvery – Vaigai – Gundar link-

This is the second major river interlinking
project in the country to be approved by the
Central Government after the Ken-Betwa
project in Madhya Pradesh.
The river Kosi is an international river
originating from Tibet and flowing through
Nepal in Himalayan Mountains and the lower

•

portion through plains of North Bihar.
To overcome the acute problem of shifting of
course to the Kosi river, heavy sediment load,
flooding etc...the then Government of Nepal
and the Government of India signed an
agreement on 25th April 1954 for
implementation of Kosi project.
The present proposal is an extension of Eastern
Kosi Main Canal (EKMC) system upto river
Mechi, a tributary of river Mahananda.
The aim of extension of EKMC upto Mechi river
is mainly to provide irrigation benefits to the
water scarce 2.14 lakh hectares of Mahananda
basin command in the districts of Araria,
Kishanganj, Purnia and Katihar during kharif
season depending upon the pondage available
in Hanuman Nagar barrage.
This intrastate link scheme will thus transfer
part of surplus water of Kosi basin to
Mahananda basin.

•

•

•
•

Cauvery–Vaigai Link Canal Project is a project
envisioned by the Government of Tamil Nadu,
linking Kaveri and Vaigai rivers, which would
benefit the state during the drier seasons.
Project involves construction of a 60-kilometre
long canal from Mayanur in Karur district to link
river Kaveri with Vaigai.

The gravity canal will provide water for
irrigating an additional area of 3.38 lakh
hectares and for domestic and industrial water
supply.
The project lies entirely in Tamil Nadu State.
This link is an integral part of the Mahanadi –
Godavari – Krishna -Pennar – Cauvery – Vaigai –
Gundar link, which envisages transfer of surplus
Mahanadi and Godavari waters that would be
brought into the Krishna river to Pennar and
from there to Palar, Cauvery, Gundar etc.

Periyar river project•

•

The project was started in 1895 with the aim to
provide irrigation facilities to water deficit
Vaigai river basin.
The project envisages the transfer of water
from Periyar river basin to Vaigai river basin.
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•
•

A masonry gravity dam at Periyar river has been
constructed across a gorge on west flowing.
There is also a hydropower station of 140 MW
capacities.
(4)

Polavaram project• It is also called the Indira Sagar project.
• It is a multipurpose project built on Godavari
river to transfer surplus water to river Krishna
in the state of Andhra Pradesh.
• It has an assessed culturable command area
(CCA) of 2.91 lakh hectares and hydropower
generation capacity of 960 Mega Watt (MW).
• It additionally has a carrying capacity of drinking
water supply of 23.44 thousand Million Cubic
Feet (TMC) to Visakhapatnam Steel Plant.

National Interlinking of Rivers Authority (NIRA)•

•

Best Practices in the world on river interlinking(1)

(2)

(3)

South-north water transfer project, China-An ambitious plan to link Yangtze river basin
in the south with the yellow river basin in the
north, construction of the South-north water
transfer project (SNWTP) began in 2002.
Tagus-Segura transfer project, Spain-- This
project was completed in 1978 that connects
four river basins Tagus, Jucar, Segura and
Guadiana, to irrigate 1.7 lakh hectares and
provide water to 76 municipalities in south
eastern Spain.
Lesotho highlands water projects, South
Africa -- This project was started in 1950 and
completed in 1986 by South Africa and its
neighbor Lesotho, the project involves

transferring water from the upper reaches of
the Orange river in Lesotho to the Vaal river
in South Africa, and also generate hydel
power.
California’s State Water Project, United
States-- It diverts 4 km3 of water from excess
watered northern California to the drier
central and southern parts.

•
•

•

•

NIRA will be an independent autonomous body
for planning, investigation, financing and the
implementation of the river interlinking projects
in the country.
It will replace the existing National Water
Development Agency (NWDA) and will function
as an umbrella body for all river linking
projects.
It will be headed by a Government of India
Secretary-rank officer.
The new body will coordinate with
neighbouring countries and concerned states
and departments and will also have powers on
issues related to environment, wildlife and
forest clearances under river linking projects
and their legal aspects.
It will have the power to raise funds and act as a
repository of borrowed funds or money
received on deposit or loan given on interest.
It will have the power to set up a Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV) for individual link
projects.

Mould your thought:
• Though interlinking of rivers is a way for sustainable usage of water, it has its own cons that may be disastrous.
Comment.
Approach to the answer• Briefly define interlinking of rivers
• Explain the disadvantages
• Write the advantages with examples
• Conclusion
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6. Governance
6.1 SC to Form Special Panels to Probe Atrocities by Police
Manifest pedagogy: Chief Justice of India (CJI) N.V. Ramana said he was in favour of forming standing committees
headed by the Chief Justices of the High Courts to investigate complaints received from the common man of
“atrocities” committed by the bureaucracy, especially police officers, in the country. The CJI’s oral observation
comes even as police officers are in the spotlight for committing serious crimes.
In news: CJI for forming special panels to probe ‘atrocities’ by police
Dimensions:
• Status of Police and Bureaucrat Atrocities and Custodial Deaths
• Reasons for them
• Suggestions
Content:

•

Status of Police and Bureaucrat Atrocities and
Custodial Deaths:
•

•
•

•

Data shows that between 2001 to 2018, 1,727
persons have died in police custody (including
those in judicial remand) and those who have
been arrested but not yet produced before the
court.
On average, 96 persons die in custody every
year.
Every day, an average of five people die in
custody in India, with some of them succumbing
to torture in police or judicial custody.
And yet, there has not been a single conviction
in the deaths of 500 persons allegedly due to
torture in police custody between 2005 and
2018.

•
•

•

•

Data from “India: Annual Report on Torture”
•

•
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According to the India: Annual Report on
Torture 2019, there were a total of 1,731
custodial deaths in India.
Out of those, 1,606 people died under judicial
custody and 125 people died under police
custody. This works out to almost five such
deaths daily.

The report highlights the most common forms
of torture which include electric shock,
hammering nails in the body, applying chilly
power on different parts of the body, branding
with a hot iron, inserting rods in the parts of the
body, forcing legs apart, hanging upside down
and merciless beating, etc.
These are some of the horrific treatments the
person who dies in custody often goes through.
Most of these people belong to the oppressed
classes who are not economically and socially
empowered to fight the atrocities of the police.
The report indicates that Uttar Pradesh has the
dubious distinction of most custodial deaths
with 14 out of 125 cases, followed by Tamil
Nadu with and Punjab, both recording 11
deaths.
What is most disconcerting is that about 75% of
these 125 deaths happened due to alleged
torture or foul play, and about 20% died under
suspicious circumstances that police cited
suicide.

Reasons for them:
Colonial Mindset:
•

The fact that the criminal justice system has the
underlying colonial mindset is in fact
responsible for many of the problems in it
which continue to the present day.
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•
•
•

The Policing system in India is quoted as the
best example of colonial mentality by many.
It was originally conceived for maintaining law
and order to serve the interests of British.
The colonial nature to serve for the interests of
political executive rather than for public
interest still continues.

•

help and this affects their mental health
greatly.
Thus it is imperative that they should have
better access to psychological support and
better preventive measures must be
implemented.

Overwork and overload among police
Torture is perpetrated to extract confession or bribes
•
•

•

•

Many studies suggest the prevalence of
corruption is one of the reasons for police
atrocities.
It is a fact that police resort to third-degree
methods for obtaining confessions and
statements from the accused.
Such methods often result in serious injuries
and even death.

•
•

The police depts are hopelessly understaffed
and policemen are extremely overloaded with
work. Typical constable works 12 to 16 hour a
day 6 days a week.
Such overloading makes them angry and
frustrated.
This makes torture and other atrocities as a
easy method to get the work done.

Suggestions
Section 49 of CrPC accords a list of rights to an arrested
person. It is explicitly mentioned in there that the use
of force while detaining a person should not be more
than it is necessary to stop them from escaping. This is
hardly followed.
Absence Conviction of policemen accused of torture:
•
•

•

There is absolute impunity to the perpetrators
of torture.
The National Crime Records Bureau under the
Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India
in its Crime in India reports from 2005 to 2018
revealed that with respect to the death of 500
“persons remanded to police custody by court”,
281 cases were registered, 54 policemen were
chargesheeted
But not a single policeman was convicted as on
date

•
•
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•
•

•

•

There has been large scale anger over the issue
and demands for reforms in policing and
bringing in adequate mechanisms, making the
culpable officers accountable for their misdeeds
We have certain remedies in the IPC to address
this issue.
The Supreme Court also, from time to time, has
issued directives and instructions to the Union
and State Governments to take up the matter
seriously, implement means to bring down
incidents of custodial death, and punish the
truant officials.
But these have not yielded fruit, as is evident
from the rising numbers of custodial deaths in
the country.
Interestingly, India does not have an antitorture law and this matter is being hotly
debated once again now.

Need for a Anti Custodial Torture law

Absence of psychiatric help:
•

•

Jails often fail to provide proper healthcare and
security to the prisoners.
Suicide is one of the biggest reasons for
custodial deaths.
In India, there are no adequate provisions for
inmates and under-trials seeking psychiatric

•
•
•

Custodial deaths are one of the highest forms of
violation of human rights.
It is a blunt attack on the right to life and liberty
guaranteed by the Indian Constitution.
Torture is not defined in the Indian Penal Code,
but the definitions of ‘hurt’ and ‘grievous hurt’
are clearly laid down.
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•

Though the definition of ‘hurt’ does not include
mental torture, Indian courts have included
psychic torture, environmental coercion, tiring
interrogative prolixity, and overbearing and
intimidatory methods, among others, in the
ambit of torture.
Voluntarily causing hurt and grievous hurt to
extort confession are also provided in the Code
with enhanced punishment.
In such cases, Anti Custodial Torture law is
needed to hold the erring policemen
accountable.

•

In its 273rd report, the law commission had
provided a draft Prevention of Torture Bill, 2017.
The key features of this bill are as follows:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

This bill makes provisions for punishment
(including life term) to officials for any kind of
torture and inhuman treatment.
It makes provisions for compensation to victims
of torture. The courts will decide upon the
justifiable compensation after taking into
account the various facets of case.
The courts will bear in mind the socio-economic
background of the victim and ensure that the
compensation helps the victim to bear the
expenses on medical treatment and
rehabilitation.

•
•
•

•

Arguments against torture:
•

Should we sign Anti Torture Convention?
•
•

•

•
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The Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment (commonly known as the United
Nations Convention against Torture(UNCAT))
aims to prevent torture and other acts of cruel,
inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishment around the world.
The Convention requires states to take effective
measures to prevent torture in any
territoryunder their jurisdiction, and forbids
states to transport people to any country where
there is reason to believe they will be tortured.
All state parties are obliged under the
Convention to submit regular reports to the CAT
on how rights are being implemented.

Upon ratifying the Convention, states must
submit a report within one year, after which
they are obliged to report every four years.
The Convention was adopted on 10 December
1984 and came into force on 26 June 1987.
India signed the UN convention on October 14,
1997 but has not yet ratified it.
The reason the government gives is that it has
already criminalized torture under penal law.
However, sections 330 and 348 of the Indian
Penal Code, 1860 do not particularly criminalize
torture instead it penalizes certain acts that
involve torture.
In addition, the provisions grant immunity to
the police officers, armed forces personnel and
public servants unless the government
approves their prosecution.
India has also expresses its reservations against
the following provisions of the convention:
Inquiry by the CAT (Article 20); State complaints
(Article 21); Individual complaints (Article 22)
273rd Report of the Law Commission
recommended ratification of the U.N.
Convention against Torture and other Cruel,
Inhumane or Degrading Treatment (CAT).

•

•

Torture is used as a tool by the State to silence
people and suppress their voice against
injustice.
Torture tends to degrade and corrupt the
society.
Information provided by the prisoners under
torture is unreliable as they tend to say
anything to escape torture.
Torture is against the principles and
conventions of UN and they tend to negate the
inalienable rights of all members of human
family.

Other Reforms
•
•

Providing psychiatric help and better healthcare
facilities.
Recruiting adequate numbers of police, raising
the salaries of policemen, and providing more
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•
•

funds to district police chiefs to buy
better/more equipment.
Overhauling the laws and procedure related to
bail
Ensuring the judicial system delivers speedy
justice.

•

Pass laws to decriminalize vics like drugs, liquor,
gambling and prostitution. This will reduce
opportunities for policemen to collect bribes,
and would give them more time and resources
to chase real criminals like murderers, thieves
etc.

Mould your thought:
• Why are the cases of police atrocities rising in India? What can be done to remedy the situation?
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Give statistics about police atrocities
• Mention the reasons for the rise in atrocities
• Discuss the solutions to eliminate them
• Conclusion

6.2 Provisions Of The Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996
(PESA)
Manifest pedagogy: PESA offers a better way to strengthen tribal hands in the larger interest of social justice as
well as deepen grass-root democracy. But there is a clear indication that sincere implementation of PESA has not
been seriously attempted by the state governments. There is a need that Gram Sabha institutions should be made
an effective body of district administration and not treated merely as institutions of local governance.
In news: Year 2021 marked the 25th year of enactment of the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act
1996 (PESA).
Static dimensions:
•
•

Key provisions of the 73rd amendment act
Key Provisions of PESA, 1996

Current dimensions:
•
•

Challenges in implementing PESA
Case study of implementation of PESA (Jharkhand)

Content:

and a new Eleventh Schedule covering 29
subjects within the functions of the Panchayats.

Key provisions of the 73rd amendment act
Salient Features:
•

44

The 73rd Amendment 1992 added a new Part
IX to the constitution titled “The Panchayats”
covering provisions from Article 243 to 243(O)

•

Gram Sabha is a body consisting of all the
persons registered in the electoral rolls relating
to a village within the area of Panchayat at the
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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village level. It is the only permanent unit in the
Panchayati Raj system and not constituted for a
particular period. The powers and functions of
Gram Sabha are fixed by the state legislature by
law.
It provides for a 3 tier Panchayat system, which
would be constituted in every state at the
village level, intermediate level and district
level. This provision brought uniformity in the
Panchayati Raj structure in India.
All the members of these three levels are
elected. Further, the chairperson of panchayats
at the intermediate and district levels are
indirectly elected from amongst the elected
members. But at the village level, the election
of chairperson of Panchayat (Sarpanch) may be
direct or indirect as provided by the state
Panchayati Raj Act.
The seats are to be reserved for SCs and STs in
proportion to their population at each level.
Out of the Reserved Seats, 1/3rd have to be
reserved for the women of the SC and ST. Out
of the total number of seats to be filled by the
direct elections, 1/3rd have to be reserved for
women. The State by law may also provide for
reservations for the offices of the Chairpersons.
A clear term for 5 years has been provided for
the Panchayats and elections must take place
before the expiry of the terms. However, the
Panchayat may be dissolved earlier on specific
grounds in accordance with the state
legislations. In that case the elections must take
place before expiry of 6 months of the
dissolution.
Any person who is qualified to become an MLA
is qualified to become a member of the
Panchayat, but for Panchayat the minimum age
prescribed is 21 years. Further, the
disqualification criteria are to be decided by the
state legislature by law.
The State Government needs to appoint a
Finance commission every five years and its
report would be laid on the table in the State
legislature.
The State Government can make provisions for
audit of accounts of the Panchayats.

•

•

•

•

Article 243K provides for the constitution of a
State Election Commission in respect of the
Panchayats, which would have the power to
supervise, direct and control the elections to
the Panchayats and also prepare the electoral
rolls.
Article 243 O bars the courts to interfere in the
Panchayat Matters. No election to any
Panchayat is to be questioned except by an
election petition presented to such authority
and in such manner as provided by the state
legislature.
Provisions of Panchayats shall be applicable to
the UTs in the same way as in case of the states
but the President by a public notification may
make any modifications in the applications of
any part.
The provisions of part IX are not applicable to:
○ Entire states of Nagaland, Meghalaya
and Mizoram
○ Hill areas in the State of Manipur for
which District Councils
○ The district level provisions shall not
apply to the hill areas of the District of
Darjeeling in the State of West Bengal
which affect the Darjeeling Gorkha Hill
Council.
○ The reservation provisions are not
applicable to Arunachal Pradesh.

Key Provisions of PESA, 1996
•

Based on Dilip Singh Bhuria committee report,
it was enacted on 24 December 1996 to extend
the provisions of Part IX of the Constitution to
Scheduled Areas, with certain exceptions and
modifications.

Scheduled areas•

•
•

“Scheduled Areas” means the Scheduled Areas
as referred to in Clause (1) of Article 244[4] of
the Constitution.
These are areas identified by the Fifth Schedule
of the Constitution of India.
These areas are found in ten states of India
which have a predominant population of tribal
communities.
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•

•

•

•

•
•

They are Andhra Pradesh (including Telangana),
Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Odisha and Rajasthan.
These are not covered by the Panchayati Raj
Act.
The PESA Act conferred the absolute powers to
Gram Sabha, whereas state legislature has given
an advisory role to ensure the proper
functioning of Panchayats and Gram Sabhas.
The power delegated to Gram Sabha cannot be
curtailed by a higher level, and there shall be
independence throughout.
Section 4 (i) of PESA provides the right to Gram
Sabhas to be consulted before land acquisition.
The consent of the Panchayats or the
Autonomous Districts Councils shall be obtained
in cases where the Gram Sabha does not exist
or has not been constituted.

Following powers and functions have been provided to
the Gram Sabhas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protection of traditional belief, the culture of
the tribal communities
Resolution of the local disputes
Prevention of land alienation
Management and protection of the common
properties based on their traditions
Management of village markets
Right to control production, distillation, and
prohibition of liquor
Exercise of control over money-lending
Any other rights involving the Scheduled Tribes.

•

The Samatha judgment of the Supreme Court in
1997 was a landmark judicial intervention in
scheduled Areas and PESA. The case was against the
Government of A.P for leasing tribal lands to private
mining companies in the scheduled areas. The Court
in its final verdict, declared that ‘person’ would
include both natural persons as well as juristic
persons and constitutional government and that all
lands leased by the government or its agencies to
private mining companies apart from its
instrumentalities in the scheduled areas are null and
void.
Challenges in implementing PESA
•

•

•
•

•

•
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The Governor of each State having Scheduled
Areas shall annually make a report to the
President regarding the administration of the
Scheduled Areas in that State.
The provision lays down the responsibility on
the Governor to ensure that laws that are
contrary to the interests of Scheduled Areas
may be suitably modified.
In case of a project involving land acquisition on
behalf of a Requiring Body which involves
involuntary displacement of the SCs and ST

families, a Development Plan shall be prepared,
laying down the details of procedure for settling
land rights due, but not settled and restoring
titles of the SCs and STs on the alienated land.
In case of land being acquired from members of
the SCs and STs, at least one-third of the
compensation amount due shall be paid to the
affected families initially as first installment and
the rest shall be paid after taking over the
possession of the land.

•

•

PESA remains disempowered as only four states
have been able to publish PESA Rules-- Andhra
Pradesh was the first state to publish the rules
in 2011, followed by Himachal Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Maharashtra.
The state’s PESA rules are set up at the group
panchayat level and it does not recognise
smaller units of governance like villages and
hamlets etc…
Verdicts passed by the gram sabhas are not
taken seriously. E.g. not a single state has given
control of minor forest produce to gram sabhas
so far.
Powerful people still have control over natural
resources and the local community suffers if
they try to claim their ownership.
The state governments are acquiring land
without the consent of gram sabhas. E.g. A
study conducted by the Indian Institute of
Public Administration highlighted that in the
Khunti district of Jharkhand, 65% of people
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•
•

whose land was acquired were not even asked
about it.
The Governors of Scheduled Areas have hardly
ever used their powers independently.
After enacting PESA, the Union government
brought several other legislations like the Land
Acquisition Act, 2013 that empowered gram
sabhas immensely and the Forest Right Act,
2006 that has provisions of PESA. Hence when
people need to protect their rights and
resources, they look up to these laws.

Case study of implementation of PESA (Jharkhand)
Jharkhand, 28th state of India carved from the
Southern part of Bihar in 2000, has the highest
population of Adivasi people from 32 different tribes,
mainly Santhal (34 per cent), Oraon (19.6 per cent),
Munda (14.8 per cent) and Ho (10.5 per cent) including
the nine Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTG).
But they have their own system of governance, which
was, unlike the caste system, non-hierarchical. Every
tribal village had a village council as the basic unit for
self-governance.
The entire social system was organised into three
functional levels across major tribal communities in
the state. The first one is at the village level; the
second at the cluster of five-six village levels and the
third at community levels.
These forums used to act as the decision-making
bodies for all matters related to administration, the
Parliament and judiciary. All three tires used to have
regular meetings to discuss issues relevant to them.
Consent from the whole village was considered to be

the main component of this decentralised decisionmaking process.
But it had several loopholes including the absence of
women in this entire process of decision making. It
denied women’s right to own property. The chiefs of
the traditional self-governance system of tribes in
Jharkhand would be selected hereditarily, though one
might get removed from the responsibilities for
inefficiency.
After the introduction of the Bihar Panchayat Raj
System (BPRS) in 1947, these Adivasi traditional
governance systems became weak due to the nonpriority and neglect, industrialisation, displacement of
Adivasis and urbanisation.
After the PESA Act came into existence, a total of 16
districts out of 24 came under the PESA provision in
Jharkhand. As many as 2,071 Gram Panchayats in 135
blocks are included under the Schedule V area of
Jharkhand. However, out of 22 provisions in the PESA,
the state has taken only 7 of them and replaced the 15
provisions by the general administrative norms of the
Panchayat system for non-Scheduled Areas.
The partially implemented PESA has worsened selfgovernance in Adivasi areas in Jharkhand due to the
lack of clarity, legal infirmity, bureaucratic apathy,
absence of a political will, resistance to change in the
hierarchy of power etc.. Social audits conducted across
the state have also pointed out that in reality different
developmental schemes were being approved on
paper by Gram Sabha as a vetting entity without
actually having any meeting for discussion and decision
making.

Mould your thought:
• Has the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996 (PESA) become successful in making gram sabhas
the institutions of self-governance? Examine.
Approach to the answer• Write the history of PESA.
• Brief about powers of Gram sabhas under PESA.
• Write down the challenges faced in its implementation.
• Conclusion
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6.3 Need for a National Judicial Infrastructure Authority of India
Manifest pedagogy: Days after Chief Justice of India N V Ramana pressed for establishing a new body to improve
judicial infrastructure, the government on Friday said it has received a proposal from him to set up the National
Judicial Infrastructure Authority of India (NJIAI). In this context let us explore the issues pertaining to Judicial
Infrastructure in India.
In news: CJI sends proposal to set up National Judicial Infrastructure Authority of India
Static dimensions:
• What is judicial infrastructure?
• State of judicial infrastructure in India
• How is judicial infrastructure built and maintained in India?
Current dimensions:
• What is NJIAI?
• NJIAI’s solution to problems of Judicial Infrastructure
Content:

•

What is Judicial Infrastructure?
•

•

•

Judicial infrastructure is the basic physical and
organizational structures and facilities (e.g.
buildings, power supplies, computers etc)
needed for the operation of the judicial system.
Without these resources (such as personnel,
buildings, or equipment) justice cannot be
served.
Judicial infrastructure is important for
improving access to justice

•

National Judicial Infrastructure Authority of
India , therefore, is about this rainbow
constituency who are its end users and/or
ultimate beneficiaries.
Today all these constituents of the judiciary are
collectively and wholly dependent upon the
Executive for their fiscal needs.

State of Judicial Infrastructure in India:
In November 2021, Chief Justice NV Ramana said that
Indian “courts still operate with dilapidated
structures”, making it difficult for the judiciary and the
lawmakers to perform effectively.

Does Judiciary Mean Judges?
•

•

48

First off, there is this popular perception, that
Judiciary means the Judges and therefore,
building courts and allied infrastructure is the
sole responsibility of the judges. - This is called
“Judge centric view”
But, Judiciary is a holistic institution including
within its ambit - the courts and tribunals over
which the courts have administrative control,
litigants, including the beneficiaries under
various Legal Services schemes, Paralegal
volunteers Court Staffs, and most importantly,
Advocates and their institutions – Bar
Associations and Councils.

Some of the facts about the judicial infrastructure are
as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

The total sanctioned strength of judicial officers
in the country is 24,280 and the number of
court halls available is 20,143 (including 620
rented halls).
26% of court complexes do not have separate
ladies toilets and 16% do not have gents toilets.
Only 54% of court complexes have purified
drinking water facilities.
Only 5% of court complexes have basic medical
facilities.
Only 32% of courtrooms have separate Record
Rooms.
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•
•

Only 51% of court complexes have a library.
Only 27% of courtrooms have computers placed
on the Judge’s dais with video-conferencing
facilities.
•

CJI’s comments on poor judicial infrastructure?
•

•
•

“This is not the fault of any institution or organ
of the state but is emblematic of a deeper
structural problem that has plagued judicial
infrastructure development in our country since
independence,” CJI had said.
Poor infrastructure is severely detrimental to
the experience of litigants and lawyers.
It is an unpleasant work environment for Court
staff and Judges, making it difficult to effectively
perform their functions.

Low budgetary
infrastructure:

allocation

leading

Delays and Underutilisation:
•

•

•

Reasons for the poor judicial infra in India
to

between various departments of the state
government including the district collectorate,
the Public Works Department and the Finance
Ministry.
It also involves coordination between the state
government and central government to
complete the significant paperwork necessary
to get funding under the centrally sponsored
scheme.

poor

The primary responsibility of infrastructure
development for the subordinate judiciary rests
with the State Governments.
Central Government augments the resources of
the State Governments by releasing financial
assistance through central schemes
Unfortunately, some of the States are not giving
their share of money as a contributing share. So
no infrastructure schemes are taking off.

Judiciary’s complete dependence on the Executive:
•
•

•

India spends only about 0.09% of its GDP to
maintain the judicial infrastructure.
Infrastructure status of lower courts of the
country is miserably grim due to which they fail
to deliver quality judgements.
A 2016 report published by the Supreme Court
showed that existing infrastructure could
accommodate only 15,540 judicial officers
against the all-India sanctioned strength of
20,558.

Lack of planning:
•
•

49

•

•

There is a major often overlooked challenge
that the judiciary is facing today due to its
entire dependence on the Executive.
The project design, monitoring and execution of
the infrastructure, mainly the building
infrastructure remains the sole prerogative of
the Public Works Departments (PWD).
Due to this many pertinent aspects cost and
space optimisations are being compromised.

National Mission for Justice Delivery & Legal
Reforms

The judicial infrastructure for courts in India has
always been an afterthought, said CJI recently
Due to this lack of planning the infrastructure is
overburdened as the future needs are not
adequately addressed during the construction
itself.

Complexity of the Financing:
•

•

•

•

The issue of financing judicial infrastructure is a
complex task which requires coordination

This is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme that aims
at improving the physical infrastructure of the
Subordinate Courts and also the housing needs
for Judicial Officers of District and Subordinate
Courts in the country with a view to
facilitate better justice delivery.
The scheme covers all States and UTs and it
does not cover construction of High Court
buildings.
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•

•

•

•
•

The scheme allows new construction and
upgradation or renovation of such existing
court buildings but does not allow routine
maintenance or upkeep.
The central assistance to States/UTs is
restricted to the budgetary provision of the
Department of Justice available under the
scheme during the financial year.
However, States/UTs are free to spend
additional amounts as per their requirement
from their resources.
This scheme is not a reimbursement scheme.
This scheme has been under implementation
since 1993.

•

•

•

What is NJIAI?
•

•

•

NJIAI is thought of as an “umbrella national
organisation” that would take care of the need
for judicial infrastructure.
It will be a special purpose vehicle solely
responsible
for
developing
judicial
infrastructure
According to the proposal, there will be a
governing body with CJI as patron-in-chief.

•

independent from the Executive. Therefore, it
can address judicial needs quickly.
Expert Project Monitoring and Evaluation:
NJIAI can be the part of the answer
to complexities ensuring entrustment of
Project Monitoring & Evaluation (PME) function
to the experts available across the nation or
even beyond.
Bringing Standardisation: NJIAI would bring the
uniformity and standardisation required to
revolutionise judicial infrastructure
Ensuring sufficient funding for Legal Services
Authorities: Most of the State Legal Services
Authorities are severely understaffed and are
dependent on the grants from National Legal
Services and State Law Departments. The fiscal
plight of Legal Services Authorities has a direct
bearing on the availing of legal services by the
beneficiaries. Overall financial independence of
the judiciary alone can ensure the
independence of the Legal Services Authorities.
Reducing Pendency of cases: Strengthening the
judicial infrastructure is the most important tool
to reduce pendency of cases.

Criticisms of NJIAI:
The other salient features in the proposal are that
NJIAI will act as a central body in laying down the
roadmap for:
•
•
•
•

Planning,
Creation,
Development,
Maintenance and management of functional
infrastructure for the Indian court system.

Besides, it will also create identical structures
under all the (25) high courts.
Rationale behind NJIAI

•

•

•
•

•

Judicial Independence / Financial autonomy:
NJIAI makes the judiciary more fiscally

Infrastructure projects inevitably include
tedious processes such as procurement,
tendering and auditing of building contracts.
And judges cannot be expected to do a better
job than other experts.
Judges cannot sit over the drafting of RFPs
(Request For Proposals) and tenders, negotiate
with state governments for land allotments and
conduct site inspections to monitor the
progress of building construction.
Parliament does not have sufficient power to
force states to fund the NJIAI.
Issues are also being raised about fixing the
accountability of the funds spent by NJIAI.

Mould your thought:
• Explore the Infrastructure bottlenecks plaguing the Indian Judiciary. Critically evaluate the role of NJIAI in
solving these issues.
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Approach to the answer• Define judicial infrastructure
• Briefly mention the present problems of Judicial Infrastructure in India
• Mention what is NJIAI and its envisaged role
• Discuss how it can solve Judicial Infrastructure problems
• Discuss the criticism of the proposal
• Conclusion

7. Law & Policy
7.1 Right to Get Grants by Minority Institutions is Not a Fundamental Right: SC
Manifest pedagogy: Recently the Supreme Court held that an institution’s right to government aid is not a
fundamental right. This has an important impact on the interpretation of Article 30 of the Indian Constitution.
In news: Right to Get Grants by Minority Institutions is Not a Fundamental Right: SC
Dimensions:
• SC ruling
• Text of Article 30
• Importance of the ruling
Content:

•

SC Ruling:
The Supreme Court of India recently made some
observations about the rights of minority institutions.

•

These were done during the Uttar Pradesh's appeal
challenging the Allahabad High Court verdict holding
that Regulation 101 framed under The Intermediate
Education Act, 1921 is unconstitutional:
Supreme Court observed that:
• The right of an institution, whether run by a
majority or minority community, to get
government aid is not a fundamental right.
• Whether it is an institution run by the majority
or the minority, all conditions that have
relevance to the proper utilisation of the grantin-aid by an educational institution can be
imposed.
• All that Article 30(2) states is that on the
ground that an institution is under the
management of a minority, whether based on
religion or language.
51

•

The grant of aid to that educational institution
cannot be discriminated against, if other
educational institutions are entitled to receive
aid
If the government made a policy call to
withdraw aid, an institution cannot question
the decision as a “matter of right”.
A grant of government aid comes with
accompanying conditions. An institution is free
to choose to accept the grant with the
conditions or go its own way

Other similar rulings on Art 30:
Ahmedabad St. Xavier’s College v State of Gujarat:
• The Supreme Court pointed out that the spirit
behind Article 30(1) is the conscience of the
nation that the minorities, religious as well as the
linguistic.
• It said minorities are not prohibited from the
establishment and the administering educational
institutions of their choice for the purpose of
giving their children the best general education to
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make them a complete men and women of the
country.
T.M.A Pai Foundation v State of Karnataka:
• SC overruled the proposition that no regulation
can be cast in the interest of the nation if it does
not serve the interest of the minority as well.
• Justice Kirpal C. J. had ruled that any of the
regulation which is framed in the national interest
must necessarily apply to all the educational
institutions, whether run by majority or by a
minority.
• Moreover, such a limitation must necessarily be
read into Article 30.
• The right under Article 30(1) cannot be such as to
override the national interest or to prevent the
Government from framing regulations on that
behalf.
• The court was of the view that no right can be
absolute. Whether a minority or a nonminority, no
community can claim its interest to be above
national interest.

(1) All minorities, whether based on religion or
language, shall have the right to establish and
administer educational institutions of their
choice
(1a) In making any law providing for the compulsory
acquisition of any property of an educational
institution established and administered by a
minority, referred to in clause ( 1 ), the State
shall ensure that the amount fixed by or
determined under such law for the acquisition of
such property is such as would not restrict or
abrogate the right guaranteed under that clause
(2) The state shall not, in granting aid to educational
institutions, discriminate against any educational
institution on the ground that it is under the
management of a minority, whether based on
religion or language
Importance of the ruling:
Government aid is a policy decision:
•

Text of Article 30:
•

•

•

•

Article 30 of the Indian constitution consists of
provisions that safeguard various rights of the
minority community in the country keeping in
mind the principle of equality as well.
Article 30(1) says that all minorities, whether
based on religion or language, shall have the
right to establish and administer educational
institutions of their choice.
Article 30(1A) deals with the fixation of the
amount for acquisition of property of any
educational institution established by minority
groups.
Article 30(2) states that the government should
not discriminate against any educational
institution on the ground that it is under the
management of a minority, whether based on
religion or language, while giving aid.

Exact Text of Article 30:
Right of minorities to establish and administer
educational institutions
52

•

Therefore, it depends on various factors
including the interests of the institution itself
and the ability of the government to
understand the exercise.
Financial constraints and deficiencies are the
factors which are considered relevant in taking
any decision qua aid, including both the
decision to grant aid and the manner of
disbursement of an aid

Puts restrictions on grounds for challenge:
•

Making the right to get an aid as not a
fundamental right, puts restrictions on the
grounds on which such executive decisions
could be challenged in courts.
• Even in a case where a policy decision is made
to withdraw the aid, an institution cannot
question it as a matter of right.
Discrimination valid reason for challenge:
• Such a challenge would still be available to an
institution, when a grant is given to one
institution as against the other institution which
is similarly placed
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Mould your thought:
• The Indian constitution consists of provisions that safeguard various rights of the minority community in the
country keeping in mind the principle of equality. Critically evaluate the statement wrt constitutional
provisions and recent SC verdicts.
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Mention the provisions of Article 30 (1), (1A) and (2)
• Discuss how they provide equality
• Discuss the TMA Pai verdict
• Discuss the recent ruling about getting aid not FR and its importance
• Conclusion

7.2 Registration of Political Parties in India
Manifest pedagogy: Former Punjab chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh recently announced he will be
forming his own political party in Punjab ahead of the state assembly elections. He said his party’s name and
symbol will be announced only after the nod from the Election Commission. In this context it is prudent to know
about how political parties get registered and recognised in India.
In news: Amarinder Singh says will launch his own party, open to seat arrangement with BJP
Dimensions:
• Provisions relating to registering a political party
• Process of Registration
• Importance of registering with EC
• How is a party recognised as a state or national party?
Content:
Provisions relating to registering a political party:
• The registration of all political parties is
governed by the provisions of Section 29A of
the Representation of the People Act, 1951.
• An association (i.e. Political party) seeking
registration under Section 29A has to submit an
application to the Commission within a period
of 30 days following the date of its formation.
• As per existing guidelines, the applicant is asked
to
○ Publish a proposed party name in two
national daily newspapers and two local
daily newspapers, and
○ Provide two days for submitting
objections, if any, with regard to the
proposed registration of the party before

53

•

the Commission within 30 days from the
publication.
The notice for publication is also displayed on
the website of the Election Commission.

Process of Registration:
•

•
•

To register a political party, an application for
registration has to be sent by registered post or
presented personally to the Secretary to the
Election Commission within 30 days following
the date of formation of the party in the format
prescribed.
The application must be accompanied by a
demand draft for Rs10,000.
It also needs to include a printed copy of the
memorandum, rules and regulations or
constitution of the Party.
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•

•

•

•

There should be a specific provision in the
Party
Constitution/rules
and
regulations/memorandum of the party
regarding organizational elections at different
levels and the periodicity of such elections and
terms of office of the office-bearers of the
party.
It also needs to have the latest electoral rolls in
respect of at least 100 members of the party to
show that they are registered electors.
The application would also need an affidavit
duty signed by the President or General
Secretary of the party and sworn before a First
Class Magistrate/Oath Commissioner)/ Notary
Public to the effect that no member of the party
is a member of any other political party
registered with the Commission.
Further, individual affidavits from at least 100
members of the party would also be needed to
ensure that they are not a member of any other
political party registered with the Commission.

•

•

If a party is recognised as a ‘national party’ it is
entitled for exclusive allotment of its reserved
symbol to the candidates set up by it
throughout India.
In addition, recognised ‘state’ and ‘national’
parties:
○
○
○

Need only one proposer for filing the
nomination and
Are also entitled for two sets of electoral
rolls free of cost and
Broadcast/telecast facilities over stateowned Akashvani/Doordarshan during
the general elections.

How is a party recognised as a state or national
party?
•

•

Not all parties registering with the EC can be
allotted the status of either a ‘state party’ or a
‘national party’ by default.
There are several conditions that the
Commission follows to classify these parties.

Importance of registering with EC:
For becoming a state party:
•
•
•

•

•

•
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It is not mandatory to register with the Election
Commission.
However, registering as a political party with
the EC has its advantages.
A registered political party can avail itself of the
provisions of the Representation of the People
Act, 1951, (relating to registration of political
parties).
The candidates set up by a political party
registered with the EC will get preference in the
matter of allotment of free symbols vis-à-vis
purely independent candidates.
More importantly, these registered political
parties, over course of time, can get recognition
as a ‘state party’ or a ‘national party’ subject to
the fulfilment of the conditions prescribed by
the Commission in the Election Symbols
(Reservation and Allotment) Order, 1968.
As per the rules, if a party is recognised as a
‘state party’, it is entitled for exclusive
allotment of its reserved symbol to the
candidates set up by it in the state in which it is
so recognised.

A political party shall be treated as a recognised
political party in a state, if and only if either the
conditions specified in Clause (A) are, OR the condition
specified in Clause (B) is fulfilled by that party.
Clause (A) conditions:
•
•

A party should be engaged in political activity
for a continuous period of five years; and
Has, at the last general election in that state to
the house of the people, or, as the case may be,
to the Legislative Assembly of the state,
returned- either
i. at least one member to the house of the
people for every twenty-five members of that
House or any fraction of that number from
that state; or
ii. At least one member to the Legislative
Assembly of that state for every thirty
members of that assembly or any fraction of
that number.
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Clause (B) conditions:
•

Clause (B) states that the “total number of valid
votes polled by all the contesting candidates set
up by such party at the last general election in
the state to the house of the people, or as the
case may be, to the Legislative Assembly of the
state, is not less than six per cent of the total
number of valid votes polled by all the
contesting candidates at such general election
in the state.”

For becoming a ‘National Party’
•

For recognition of a ‘national party’ if a political
party is treated as a recognised political party in
four or more states, only then will it be

•

recognised as a `national party’ throughout the
whole of India.
But it will only be continued to be categorised
as one as long as that political party continues
to fulfill the conditions for recognition in four or
more states on the results of any subsequent
general election either to the house of the
people or to the Legislative Assembly of any
state.

The rules also state: if a political party is treated as a
recognised political party in less than four states, it
will be a `state party’ in the state but only so long as
that political party continues to fulfill the conditions
for recognition on the results of any subsequent
general election to the house of the people or, as the
case may be, to the Legislative Assembly of the state.

Mould your thought:
• Discuss the provisions of the law relating to registering a political party in India. Why would any party desire to
be registered with the Election Commission?
Approach to the answer:
• Introduction
• Discuss the provisions of the RP Act 1951 - Section 29A
• Mention that it's not mandatory to be registered
• List out the benefits of being a registered party
• List out the benefits of being a state party / national party
• Conclusion

7.3 The Assisted Reproductive Technology (Regulation) Bill, 2020
Manifest pedagogy: India has become the hub of the global fertility industry and medical tourism. .This has
resulted in multitude of legal, ethical and social issues and there are no standardizing protocols available. In order
to regulate India's fertility treatment industry, the Assisted Reproductive Technology (Regulation) Bill, 2020, will
be considered for passing in the Lok Sabha this winter session.
In news: Winter Session: Bill on assisted reproductive technology tabled in Lok Sabha
Static dimensions:
• What is assisted reproductive technology (ART)?
• Historical background
• Difference between Surrogacy and ART
Current dimensions:
• The need for ART regulation in India
55
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•

Provisions of the bill

Content:
What is assisted reproductive technology (ART)?
• Assisted Reproductive Technology refers to a
range of medical interventions that help in
fertility and reproduction

•

These include procedures such as:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Gamete donation (the use of donor sperm or
eggs),
Intrauterine insemination (a procedure in which
sperm is artificially inserted into the uterus),
In-vitro fertilisation (the egg is fertilised by
sperm outside the body and then transferred to
the uterus),
Intra cytoplasmic sperm injection (a form of ivf
in which a live sperm is injected into the centre
of an egg),
Preimplantation genetic diagnostics (the
screening of an embryo for genetic conditions
prior to implantation/pregnancy)
Gestational surrogacy (in which a surrogate
carries the baby in her uterus but has no
genetic link to it)

Historical background:
•
•

•
•

•

•
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The world's first test tube baby, Louise Brown
was born on 25th July 1978.
About two months later, the world's second
and India's first IVF baby, Kanupriya alias Durga
was born in Kolkata.
Since then the field of Assisted Reproductive
Technology (ART) has grown exponentially.
The ICMR drafted the National Guidelines for
Accreditation, Supervision and Regulation
of ART Clinics in India in 2005 as the first ever
national guidelines for laying down standards of
conduct for surrogacy in India.
The Law Commission of India suo motu took up
the subject of the need for legislation to
regulate Assisted Reproductive Technology
Clinics as well as rights and obligations of
parties to a surrogacy.
The Law Commission presented its 228th
Report in 2009 which stated that an active

legislative intervention is required to facilitate
correct uses of the new technology, i.e. ART and
legalization of surrogacy.
In 2020, the ART bill was introduced in the
monsoon session of Parliament but the
proceedings were curtailed due to Covid,
leading to further delay.

Why has ART become so popular?
• Social norms: Infertility is seen as a major
problem as kinship and family ties are
dependent on progeny.
• Social stigma of being childless: A woman is
respected as a wife only if she is mother of a
child, so that her husband's masculinity and
sexual potency is proved and the lineage
continues
• Lengthy adoption processes: Any person who is
Indian, Non-Indian or a foreigner is eligible to
adopt a child as per Indian law. Indian culture
doesn’t enable “open adoption”. Since India
takes after “shut adoption”, arrangement about
the birth parent/s isn’t revealed. But it takes a
long time to be verified and matched to a baby.
• Ease of access to ART clinics: ART clinics are
easily accessible. According to a registry
maintained by the Indian Council of Medical
Research, there are 1,269 ART clinics in India (as
on November, 2019).
Difference between Surrogacy and ART:
Surrogacy:
•

•
•

Surrogacy is an infertility treatment where a
third person (woman) is involved who is the
surrogate mother
Surrogacy is allowed for only Indian Married
Couple
Commercial surrogacy is not allowed in India

ART:
•

Assisted Reproductive technology treatments
can be availed by the commissioning couple
themselves and no third person is involved
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•
•

ART procedures are open to married, live in
partners, Single Woman and also foreigners
No Commercial donors allowed

The need for ART regulation in India:
Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART), including In
Vitro Fertilization (IVF), has given hope to many
persons suffering from infertility but introduced a
plethora of legal, ethical and social issues.
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Commercialisation of ART Clinics without
approvals: As of today, anyone can open an
infertility or assisted reproductive technology
(ART) clinic; no permission is required to do so.
There has been, consequently, a mushrooming
of such clinics around the country
Medical Tourism: India’s fertility industry is an
integral part of the country's growing medical
tourism industry, which experienced 30%
growth in 2000 and 15% growth between 2005
and 2010. Despite so much activity in India,
there is no standardisation of protocols yet and
reporting is still very inadequate. Furthermore,
there are only guidelines of ART, and no law still
exists.
Non-uniformity of costs and standards: There
are no standard operating procedures to ensure
“uniform costs” and “global quality standards”
across India.
Moral issues: criticism that surrogacy leads to
commoditization of the child, breaks the bond
between the mother and the child, interferes
with nature and leads to exploitation of poor
women in underdeveloped countries who sell
their bodies for money.
Sex selective treatment: The technology can be
misused to get sex selective offspring which
may have disastrous demographic and social
implications.
Preventing exploitation of women and
children: The need to regulate the Assisted
Reproductive Technology Services is mainly to
protect the affected Women and the Children
from exploitation. The oocyte donor needs to
be supported by an insurance cover, protected
from multiple embryo implantation and
children born through Assisted reproductive

technology should be provided all rights
equivalent to a Biological Children.
Consequently, infertile couples will be more
ensured/confident of the ethical practices in ARTs.
Objectives of the bill:
The objectives of the Assisted Reproductive
Technology Regulation Bill 2020 as laid down in the
standing committee report is:
•
•

•

•
•

•

To regulate ART services and protect the
women and children involved from exploitation.
To provide insurance cover for egg donors and
protection from multiple embryo implantation
(due to the health risks involved for mother and
child).
To provide rights to children born through ART
equivalent to rights provided to biological
children.
To regulate cryopreservation [cold storage] of
sperm, eggs, and embryos by ART banks.
To make pre-implantation genetic testing
mandatory for the benefit of a child born
through assisted reproductive technology.
To ensure proper registration of ART clinics and
banks.

Provisions of the bill:
Definition of Assisted Reproductive Technology
(ART):
•

•

•

The Bill defines ART to include all techniques
that seek to obtain a pregnancy by handling the
sperm or the oocyte (immature egg cell) outside
the human body and transferring the gamete or
the embryo into the reproductive system of a
woman.
Examples of ART services include gamete
(sperm or oocyte) donation, in-vitro-fertilisation
(fertilising an egg in the lab), and gestational
surrogacy (the child is not biologically related to
surrogate mother).
ART services will be provided through: (i) ART
clinics, which offer ART related treatments and
procedures, and (ii) ART banks, which store and
supply gametes.
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Regulation of ART clinics and banks:
•

•

•

•
•

The Bill provides that every ART clinic and bank
must be registered under the National Registry
of Banks and Clinics of India.
The National Registry will be established under
the Bill and will act as a central database with
details of all ART clinics and banks in the
country.
State governments will appoint registration
authorities for facilitating the registration
process. Clinics and banks will be registered
only if they adhere to certain standards
(specialised manpower, physical infrastructure,
and diagnostic facilities).
The registration will be valid for five years and
can be renewed for a further five years.
Registration may be cancelled or suspended if
the entity contravenes the provisions of the
Bill.

•
•

Rights of a child born through ART:
•

•

•

•

•

•

A child born through ART will be deemed to be
a biological child of the commissioning couple
and will be entitled to the rights and privileges
available to a natural child of the
commissioning couple.
A donor will not have any parental rights over
the child.

National and State Boards:
•

The Bill provides that the National and State
Boards for Surrogacy constituted under the
Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2019 will act as the
National and State Board respectively for the
regulation of ART services.
• Key powers and functions of the National
Board include:
i. advising the central government on ART
related policy matters,
ii. reviewing
and
monitoring
the
implementation of the Bill,
iii. formulating code of conduct and standards
for ART clinics and banks, and
iv. Overseeing various bodies to be constituted
under the Bill.
• The State Boards will coordinate enforcement
of the policies and guidelines for ART as per the
recommendations, policies, and regulations of
the National Board.

Conditions for gamete donation and supply:
•

the oocyte donor (for any loss, damage, or
death of the donor).
A clinic is prohibited from offering to provide a
child of pre-determined sex.
The Bill also requires checking for genetic
diseases before the embryo implantation.

Screening of gamete donors, collection and
storage of semen, and provision of oocyte
donor can only be done by a registered ART
bank.
A bank can obtain semen from males between
21 and 55 years of age, and oocytes from
females between 23 and 35 years of age.
An oocyte donor should be an ever-married
woman having at least one alive child of her
own (minimum three years of age).
The woman can donate oocyte only once in her
life and not more than seven oocytes can be
retrieved from her.
A bank cannot supply gamete of a single donor
to more than one commissioning couple
(couple seeking services).

Offences and penalties:
Conditions for offering ART services:
Offences under the Bill include:
•

•
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ART procedures can only be carried out with the
written informed consent of both the party
seeking ART services as well as the donor.
The party seeking ART services will be required
to provide insurance coverage in the favour of

i.
ii.

abandoning, or exploiting children born through
ART,
selling, purchasing, trading, or importing human
embryos or gametes,
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iii.
iv.

using intermediates to obtain donors,
exploiting commissioning couple, woman, or the
gamete donor in any form, and (
Transferring the human embryo into a male or an
animal.

v.

•

•

The quantum of punishment has also been
specified:
•

These offences will be punishable with a fine
between five and ten lakh rupees for the first
contravention.

•

For subsequent contraventions, these offences
will be punishable with imprisonment for a
term between eight and 12 years, and a fine
between 10 and 20 lakh rupees.
Any clinic or bank advertising or offering sexselective ART will be punishable with
imprisonment between five and ten years, or
fine between Rs 10 lakh and Rs 25 lakh, or
both.
No court will take cognisance of offences under
the Bill, except on a complaint made by the
National or State Board or any officer
authorised by the Boards.

Mould your thought:
• Why is it necessary to regulate Assisted Reproductive Technology in India? Also examine how The Assisted
Reproductive Technology (Regulation) Bill, 2020 addresses these issues.
Approach to the answer• Define ART
• Write the need for the regulation of ART
• Write about the Provisions of the bill that address these issues
• Conclusion

7.4 Preamble - Its History and Amendability
Manifest pedagogy: In the 2021 Winter session of the Indian Parliament, a private member’s Bill to amend the
Preamble to the Constitution to replace the word “socialist” with “equitable”, among other changes, was
introduced by BJP MP K.J. Alphons led to protests by Opposition MPs. In this context let us understand the issues
surrounding amendability of the Preamble of Indian Constitution.
In news: Protests over BJP MP’s Bill to amend Preamble
Static dimensions:
• Preamble
• Preamble and its Key terms
• Objectives resolution and its link to Preamble
Current dimensions:
• SC views on the Position of the Preamble (Berubari and Keshavanand Bharati case)
• 42nd amendment to the Preamble
Content:
Preamble:
• In general, Preamble refers to an introductory
statement, which in turn describes, or states
59

•

the reason for, the remaining portion of the
document or writing.
The Preamble of the Indian Constitution is an
introductory statement, stating the aims and
objectives of the constitution.
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•

•

Accordingly, the preamble to the Indian
constitution spells out the basic philosophy
contained in the body of the Indian
Constitution.
Preamble as such is widely accepted as the
quintessence or soul and spirit of the
constitution, because it embodies the
fundamentals and the basic of the constitution
as well as the vision and commitment of a
newly liberated nation

The Preamble is considered to be the key of the
Constitution because it explains the objectives of the
Constitution in two ways:
•
•

•

•
•

Source of authority of the constitution: Derives
its authority from the people of India
Nature of Indian State: Declares India to be a
Sovereign, Socialistic, Secular, Democratic and
Republic
Objectives of the constitution: To achieve
Justice, Liberty, Equality and Fraternity
Date of its adoption: 26 November 1949

Current Text
Constitution:

of

the

Preamble

of

•
•

•
•

•
•

Sovereign:
•

•

JUSTICE, social, economic and political;
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and
worship;
EQUALITY of status and of opportunity; and to
promote among them all
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual
and the unity and integrity of the Nation;

‘Identity card of the constitution’- NA
Palkhivala
‘The preamble to our constitution expresses
what we had thought or dreamt so long’- Sir
Alladi Krishnaswamy Iyer
‘The horoscope of our constitution’- Dr KM
Munshi
‘It is the soul of the constitution. It is a key to
the constitution. It is a jewel set in the
constitution. It is a proper yardstick with which
one can measure the worth of the
constitution’- Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava
‘Key-note of the constitution’- Sir Ernest Baker
‘Preamble is the soul of our constitution, which
lays down the pattern of our political society. It
contains a solemn resolve, which nothing but a
revolution can alter’- Former Chief Justice of
India, M Hidayatullah

Preamble and its Key Terms:

Indian

“WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly
resolved to constitute India into a SOVEREIGN
SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to
secure to all its citizens:
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Opinions and comments by eminent personalities
about the preamble of the Indian constitution:

About the structure of the governance
About the ideals to be achieved in independent
India.

Four important aspects about Indian Constitution that
can be known from the text of the preamble are:
•

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this 26th day of
November, 1949, do HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND
GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION”

•

•

Implies that India is neither a dependence nor a
dominion of any other nation but an
independent state.
There is no authority above it, and it is free to
conduct its own affairs (both internal and
external).
Being a sovereign state, India can either acquire
a foreign territory or cede a part of its territory
in favour of a foreign state.
In other words, a sovereign state is not subject
to the control of any other state or external
power, and that state has the power to legislate
on any subject.

Socialist:
•

It was added to the Preamble by the 42nd
Amendment in 1976.
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•

•
•
•

•

Even before the term was added by the
amendment, the Constitution had a socialist
content in the form of certain Directive
Principles of State Policy.
Socialism in India is democratic socialism.
India has a mixed economy with the
coexistence of both private and public sectors.
As the Supreme Court says, 'Democratic
socialism aims to end poverty, ignorance,
disease and inequality of opportunity.
Indian socialism is a blend of Marxism and
Gandhism, leaning heavily towards Gandhian
socialism'.

•

Justice: The Constitution provides for social, economic,
and political justice to ensure equality among its
citizens.
•

•
Secular:
•
•

•
•
•

It was also added into the Preamble by the
42nd Amendment in 1976.
Secular means that relations between
government and religious groups are
determined according to the Constitution and
the law.
Secularism separates the power of state and
religion.
In Indian secularism, all religions receive the
same support from the state.
In other words - the Indian Constitution
embodies the positive concept of secularism
i.e., all religions in our country (irrespective of
their strength) have the same status and
support from the state.

•

•
•

•

Republic:
•
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The ideal of liberty means that rules do not limit
or control the activities of individuals.
The Preamble gives five different types of
liberty. They are liberty of thought, expression,
belief, faith, and worship.

Fraternity:

Democratic:
The term democratic means that the
Constitution of India provides for a form of
government that derives its authority from the
will of the people expressed in an election.
The term 'democratic' is used in the Preamble
in the broader sense embracing not only
political democracy but also social and
economic democracy.

Social justice: Social justice means the absence
of privileges to certain sections in society. It
means that no discrimination shall be made
against any citizen on the basis of caste, creed,
color, religion, sex or place of birth.
Economic justice: Economic justice means that
there is no discrimination between people on
the basis of income, wealth and economic
status.
Political justice: Political justice means giving
equal, free, and fair opportunities to people for
participation in the political process.

Liberty:

•

•

In India, the President of India is the elected
head of state, who is indirectly elected by the
citizens of India for a 5 year term.

•
•
•

The word means a feeling of brotherhood and
an emotional attachment to the country and all
people.
Fraternity helps to promote dignity of an
individual and unity in the nation.
The constitution promotes this feeling of
fraternity by the system of single citizenship.
Also, the Fundamental Duties (Articles 51-A) say
that it shall be the duty of every citizen of India
to promote harmony and the spirit of common
brotherhood amongst all the people of India
transcending religious, linguistic, regional or
sectional diversities.

The term republic means that the head of state
is elected by the people. (It’s not hereditary)
www.journalsofindia.com
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Objectives resolution and its link to Preamble
•
•

•
•

The Preamble traces its origins to even before
the task of drafting the Constitution began.
The foundations of the Preamble were laid
down in the ‘Objectives Resolution’ moved by
Jawaharlal Nehru before the Constituent
Assembly in December 1946.
Basically, these resolutions were the aspirations
of people who were making the Constitution.
These resolutions were adopted on 22nd
January, 1947 by the assembly.

The summary of these resolutions is as follows•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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India is an independent, sovereign, republic.
India shall be a Union of erstwhile British Indian
territories, Indian States, and other parts
outside British India and Indian States as are
willing to be a part of the Union.
Territories forming the Union shall be
autonomous units and exercise all powers and
functions
of
the
Government
and
administration, except those assigned to or
vested in the Union
All powers and authority of sovereign and
independent India and its constitution shall flow
from the people
All people of India shall be guaranteed and
secured social, economic and political justice;
equality of status and opportunities and
equality before law; and fundamental freedoms
– of speech, expression, belief, faith, worship,
vocation, association and action – subject to
law and public morality.
The minorities, backward and tribal areas,
depressed and other backward classes shall be
provided adequate safeguards.
The territorial integrity of the Republic and its
sovereign rights on land, sea and air shall be
maintained according to justice and law of
civilized nation.
The land would make full and willing
contribution to the promotion of world peace
and welfare of mankind.
○ The Indian Preamble is based upon these
resolutions, which can easily be seen in
the preamble.

○

○

○

There were many discussions about
what should be included in the Preamble
and what should not be.
But same as everything, the baseline to
decide was these resolutions, which
were introduced in the very first session.
The ideals embodied in the objectives
Resolution are reflected in the preamble
to the constitution

SC views on the Position of the Preamble
The Supreme Court has deliberated on several
controversial questions on the Preamble.
Q1: Is Preamble part of Indian Constitution?
In the Berubari Union case (1960),
• The Supreme Court specifically opined that
Preamble is not a part of the Constitution.
• The Supreme Court said that the Preamble
shows the general purposes behind the several
provisions in the Constitution
• Thus, it is a key to the minds of the makers of
the Constitution.
• When the terms used in any article are
ambiguous or carry more than one meaning,
some assistance at interpretation may be taken
from the objectives enshrined in the Preamble.
In the Kesavananda Bharati case (1973),
• The Supreme Court rejected the earlier opinion
and held that Preamble is a part of the
• Constitution.
• It observed that the Preamble is of extreme
importance
• The Constitution should be read and
interpreted in the light of the grand and noble
vision expressed in the Preamble, it said.
• This opinion was further clarified by the SC in
LIC of India case (1995)
Important note:
Though preamble is part of the constitution
• It is a neither a source of power to legislature
nor a prohibition upon the powers of legislature
• It is a non-justiciable, i.e. , its provisions are not
enforceable in any courts of law
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Q2: Can Parliament amend the Preamble?
•

•

•

•

•

The question about amending the Preamble
under Article 368 by the Parliament arose in
the Kesavananda Bharati case (1973)
It was argued that the Preamble cannot be
amended because it was not part of the
constitution as held in the Berubari Union
case.
The Supreme Court, however, corrected its
earlier stance and held that the Preamble is a
part of the Constitution.
It held that the Preamble can be amended, but
as long as no amendment is done to the ‘Basic
Structure’

In other words, the Court held that the basic
elements or the fundamental features of the
Constitution as contained in the Preamble
cannot be altered by an amendment under
Article 368

42nd amendment to the Preamble:
•
•

•

The Preamble has been amended only once so
far.
In 1976, the 42nd Constitutional Amendment
Act added three new words– Socialist, Secular
and Integrity – to the Preamble.
This amendment of the Preamble was held to
be valid by the Supreme Court.

Mould your thought:
• How does the Preamble act as an identity card of the Indian Constitution? Can it be amended?
Approach to the answer• Define Preamble
• Mention the 4 key aspects known about Constitution from Preamble
• Discuss the provisions that correspond to the ideals mentioned in the Preamble
• Discuss the verdicts of Berubari Union case and Kesavananda Bharati case
• Mention 42nd amendment
• Conclusion

7.5 Biological Diversity (Amendment) Bill, 2021
Manifest pedagogy: The Biological Diversity Amendment Bill 2021, introduced in the Lok Sabha, exempts Ayush
practitioners from the ambit of the Biological Diversity Act, 2002, and facilitates access to biological resources and
traditional knowledge by the Indian traditional medicine sector. Legal experts have, however, expressed concerns
that easing the norms for the sector could be detrimental to ecology and go against the principle of sharing
commercial benefits with indigenous communities.
In news: Why legal experts are concerned about the Biological Diversity Amendment Bill 2021
Static dimensions:
• Biological Diversity Act, 2002
• Cartagena protocol and Nagoya protocol
Current dimensions:
• Provisions of the amendment Bill
• How the amendment to act would benefit the biopharmaceutical industry in India?
• Challenges to the biodiversity

63
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Content:

•

Biological Diversity Act, 2002:
•
•

•

•

The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 was passed by
the Indian Parliament passed on February 5,
2003
It provides for the conservation of biological
diversity, the sustainable use of its components,
the fair and equitable distribution of benefits
arising from the usage of biological resources,
and related matters.
The Act refers to the Convention on Biological
Diversity, adopted by the United Nations in
1992, which India is a signatory to.

Definitions of ‘biological diversity’, ‘sustainable use’
and ‘biological resources' as per the Act:
•

•

•

‘Biological diversity’ refers to the “variability
among living organisms from all sources and the
ecological complexes of which they are part.” It
includes diversity among and within species’
and ecosystems.
‘Sustainable use’ means the use of components
of biological diversity in a manner and rate that
does not lead to their ‘long-term decline’.
‘Biological resources’ refer to plants, animals,
micro-organisms and their genetic materials,
which have actual or potential use or value. The
term does not include human genetic material.

•
•

What are the central government’s duties under this
Act?
•

•

•

What does the Act say about regulating access to
biological diversity?

•

Without the approval of the National Biodiversity
Authority, no organisation or person – an Indian citizen
or otherwise – shall obtain any biological resource
occurring in India, or any associated knowledge for
research or commercial utilisation.

•

•
What is the National Biodiversity Authority?
•
•
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The Act directs the central government to set
up the National Biodiversity Authority.
The Authority may:

Advise the central government on matters
relating to the conservation of biodiversity and
the sustainable use of its components;
The selection of biodiverse areas to be notified
as heritage sites and the management of such
sites; or
Undertake any other activity necessary as per
this Act.
The Authority, on behalf of the central
government, may also oppose the grant of
intellectual property rights on any biological
resource obtained from India in foreign
countries.

The central government shall develop plans and
strategies for the conservation and sustainable
use of biodiversity, including identifying and
monitoring areas rich in biological resources
and incentives for research.
If the central government believes that an area
rich in biological diversity and resources is being
threatened by overuse, abuse or neglect, it shall
issue directives to the concerned state
government to take immediate measures to
tackle this.
The central government shall integrate the
conservation, promotion and sustainable use of
biological diversity into its plans, programmes
and policies.
It shall take measures to assess the
environmental impact of a project likely to have
adverse effects on biological diversity.
The government shall also endeavour to respect
and protect the knowledge of local people
relating to biological diversity, in the manner
recommended by the National Biodiversity
Authority.
Apart from this, the central government may
notify areas as biological diversity sites;
recognise any species on the brink of extinction
as threatened; designate repositories for
different categories of biological resources; and
exempt biological resources from falling under
the provisions of this Act.
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What are State Biodiversity Boards?
•
•
•

•
•

•

The Act says that state governments may
appoint their own Biodiversity Boards.
Their functions shall be to
Advise the state government on matters related
to the conservation of biological diversity, the
sustainable use of its components,
The fair and equitable distribution of benefits
arising from the use of biological resources;
Regulating requests by Indian citizens for the
commercial utilisation of any biological
resource; and
To undertake any other activity necessary as
per this Act.

•

•

•

mechanisms for risk assessment and risk
management.
The Protocol establishes a Biosafety ClearingHouse (BCH) to facilitate information exchange,
and contains provisions on capacity building
and financial resources, with special attention
to developing countries and those without
domestic regulatory systems
The Protocol attempts to reconcile the
respective needs of trade and environmental
protection in the light of the rapidly growing
biotechnology industry.
The Protocol addresses the obligations of
Parties in relation to the transboundary
movements of LMOs to and from non-Parties to
the Protocol.

Cartagena Protocol and Nagoya Protocol
Nagoya Protocol:
The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (CPB):
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (CPB), the
first international regulatory framework for safe
transfer, handling and use of Living Modified
Organisms (LMOs) was negotiated under the
aegis of the Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD).
It is an international agreement which aims to
ensure the safe handling, transport and use of
living modified organisms (LMOs) resulting from
modern biotechnology that may have adverse
effects on biological diversity, taking also into
account risks to human health.
It governs the movements of living modified
organisms (LMOs) resulting from modern
biotechnology from one country to another.
The protocol was adopted on 29th January
2000. The Protocol entered into force on 11
September 2003. Currently 169 countries are
Parties to the Protocol.
The Protocol promotes biosafety by establishing
rules and procedures for the safe transfer,
handling, and use of LMOs.
It includes Advance Informed Agreement (AIA)
procedures for imports of LMOs for intentional
introduction into the environment, and also
incorporates the precautionary approach, and

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Nagoya Protocol is formally known as The
Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic
Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of
Benefits Arising from their Utilization (ABS) to
the Convention on Biological Diversity
It is a supplementary agreement to the
Convention on Biological Diversity.
It provides a transparent legal framework for
the effective implementation of one of the
three objectives of the CBD: i.e. the fair and
equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the
utilization of genetic resources.
The Nagoya Protocol on ABS was adopted on 29
October 2010 in Nagoya, Japan and entered
into force on 12 October 2014.
The Nagoya Protocol creates greater legal
certainty and transparency for both providers
and users of genetic resources by:
Establishing more predictable conditions for
access to genetic resources.
Helping to ensure benefit-sharing when genetic
resources leave the country providing the
genetic resources
As it helps to ensure benefit-sharing, the
Nagoya Protocol creates incentives to conserve
and sustainably use genetic resources, and
therefore enhances the contribution of
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•

•

•

•

•

biodiversity to development and human wellbeing.
The Nagoya Protocol applies to genetic
resources that are covered by the CBD, and to
the benefits arising from their utilization.
The Nagoya Protocol also covers traditional
knowledge (TK) associated with genetic
resources that are covered by the CBD and the
benefits arising from its utilization.
Under the Convention of Biological Diversity,
and the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit
Sharing to which India is a party, it is mandated
that benefits derived from the use of biological
resources should be shared in a fair and
equitable manner among the indigenous and
local communities.
When an Indian or foreign company or
individual accesses biological resources such as
medicinal plants and associated knowledge, it
has to take prior consent from the national
biodiversity board.
The board can impose a benefit-sharing fee or
royalty or impose conditions so that the
company shares the monetary benefit from
commercial utilisation of these resources with
local people who are conserving biodiversity in
the region.

Provisions of the amendment Bill:
The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 was enacted for the
conservation of biological diversity and fair, equitable
sharing of the monetary benefits from the commercial
use of biological resources and traditional knowledge.
According to the statement of objectives of Biological
Diversity (Amendment) Bill, 2021, it seeks to:
•

•

•

•

Proposals in the Amendment Bill:
•
•

Convention on Biological Diversity:
•
• The Convention on Biological Diversity is a
multilateral treaty with 193 parties
• The convention was opened for signature at the
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro on 5 June 1992
and entered into force on 29 December 1993.
• The United States is the only UN member state
which has not ratified the convention.
• It has two supplementary agreements, the
Cartagena Protocol and Nagoya Protocol.
The three objectives of the convention are:
• The conservation of biological diversity
• The sustainable use of its components, and
• The fair and equitable sharing of the benefits
arising from the use of genetic resources.
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Reduce the pressure on wild medicinal plants
by encouraging the cultivation of medicinal
plants;
Exempts Ayush practitioners from intimating
biodiversity boards for accessing biological
resources or knowledge;
Facilitates fast-tracking of research, simplify the
patent application process, decriminalises
certain offences;
Bring more foreign investments in biological
resources, research, patent and commercial
utilisation, without compromising the national
interest.

•

The role of state biodiversity boards has been
strengthened and better clarified in the bill.
There are also significant changes proposed in
the offences section
Violations of the law related to access to
biological resources and benefit-sharing with
communities, which are currently treated as
criminal offences and are non-bailable, have
been proposed to be made civil offences.
The bill facilitates access to biological resources
and traditional knowledge by the Indian
traditional medicine sector.

How the amendment to act would benefit the
biopharmaceutical industry in India?
•

•

The bill focuses on regulating who can access
biological resources and knowledge and how
access will be monitored.
Ayush practitioners have been exempted from
the ambit of the Act, a huge move because the
Ayush industry benefits greatly from biological
resources in India.
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•

•

Registered Ayush practitioners who have been
practising indigenous medicine can access any
biological resource and its associated
knowledge for commercial utilisation, without
giving prior intimation to the state biodiversity
board.
It will also bring more foreign investments in
biological resources, research, patent and
commercial utilisation, without compromising
the national interest.

• Ayush companies have been seeking relaxation
of the benefit-sharing provisions.
• A case in point is the case relating to Divya
Pharmacy founded by Swami Ramdev and
Acharya Balkrishna in Uttarakhand.
• The Uttarakhand Biodiversity Board (UBB) sent a
notice to Divya Pharmacy in 2016 stating that
the company was in violation of the Biodiversity
Act for using biological resources from the state
for its ayurvedic formulations, without
intimating the board and that it was liable to pay
an access and benefit-sharing fee.
• Challenging the board’s notice, the company
filed a writ petition before the Uttarakhand high
court in December 2016 challenging the powers
of the biodiversity board to determine benefitsharing by Indian companies.

• The court in 2018 upheld the powers of the
biodiversity board in its judgement.
Concerns / Challenges to the biodiversity
• Contrary to the aim and objective of the
Biological Diversity Act: The amendment seems
to be done with the sole intention of providing
benefit to the Ayush industry. The main focus of
the bill is to facilitate trade in biodiversity as
opposed to conservation, protection of
biodiversity and knowledge of the local
communities. The amendments are completely
contrary to the aim and objective of the
Biological Diversity Act, 2002
• Exclusion of the term “bio-utilisation.” “Bioutilization is an important element in the Act.
Leaving out bio utilization would leave out an
array of activities like characterization,
inventorisation and bioassay which are
undertaken with commercial motive
• Exclusion of Cultivated Medicinal Plants: The
bill also exempts cultivated medicinal plants
from the purview of the Act but it is practically
impossible to detect which plants are cultivated
and which are from the wild. This provision
could allow large companies to evade the
requirement for prior approval or share the
benefit with local communities under the
access and benefit-sharing provisions of the Act.

Mould your thought:
• What is biodiversity? Critically evaluate the provisions of the Biological Diversity Amendment Bill 2021.
Approach to the answer• Define biodiversity
• Write about the provisions of Biological Diversity Amendment Bill 2021
• Discuss how the bill helps the biopharmaceutical industry
• Comment on the criticisms of the bill
• Conclusion

8. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
8.1 Coal crisis in India
Manifest pedagogy: Post-covid recovery has resulted in a surge of power demand. Domestic and international
circumstances have resulted in coal shortages that have impacted the Indian power sector.
67
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Output has been crimped in India as heavy rains flooded key production hubs. Measures have been taken by the
government to handle the situation but in the long run alternatives like hydro and renewables have a larger role
to play in the energy scenario in India.
In news: India's thermal power plants are facing a severe coal shortage.
Dimensions:
• Coal dependent energy scenario in India
• Reasons for shortage of coal
• Steps taken by Government to handle the coal shortage
• Feasible options before India
Content:

demand by 2035, accounting for 18% of the rise
in global energy consumption.

Coal dependent energy scenario in India:
•
•

India is the third biggest energy consumer after
China and USA with 5.8% global share.
About 80% of India's electricity generation is
from fossil fuels.

•
•

•

•
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India is expected to be the second-largest
contributor to the increase in global energy

•

India has the world's 5th largest proven coal
reserves with nearly 170 billion metric tons.
It is also the second-largest importer of coal
and the second-largest consumer of coal in
2018.
India is also home to the world’s largest coal
company, Coal India Ltd, which controls 85% of
the country’s coal production with 7.8%
production share of coal (including lignite) in
the world.
Other than electricity production, Coal is also
used for cement and steel production in
substantial quantities.
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Reasons for shortage of coal
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Sharp uptick in power demand as the economy
recovered from the effects of the pandemic.
Unseasonal rainfall in Indonesia, Covid-induced
production cuts in Australia, and rising power
demands in China have led to the price rise of
coal. (India currently sources 43 percent of its
imported coal from Indonesia and 26 percent
from Australia).
Heavy rains in coal bearing areas in September
month led to lower production and fewer
despatches of coal from coal mines.
A consistent move to lower imports coupled
with high international prices of coal have also
led to plants cutting imports.
Non-building of adequate coal stocks before the
onset of monsoon and legacy issues of heavy
dues of coal companies from certain states like
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.
The issue of logistics, especially railway and the
lack of a dedicated freight corridor are also the
reason in some states, those who don’t have
any coal mining within their territory and
depend on mines in other states hundreds of
kilometres away.

•

•

Feasible options before India
•

•

•

•

Steps taken by Government to handle the coal
shortage
•
•

•

Government ministries and industry are
working to closely monitor stocks, and could
move again to divert supplies away from
industrial users, like aluminum and cement
makers to prioritize power generation.
State-run Coal India Ltd has seeked to increase
daily coal supply to 1.9 million tons from about
1.7 million tons currently.

The government has allowed companies that
have been allotted coal and lignite mines for
their own use to sell 50% of their annual output
in a bid to ease shortages.
The power ministry has permitted power
generators using local coal to use up to a 10 per
cent blend of imported coal to boost coal
stocks.
Generators could seek to increase the price
they charge to discoms under Power Purchase
Agreements
with
power
distribution
companies.

•

Soaring power prices could potentially make it
viable for some coastal plants to use high-cost
imported coal, easing some of the burden on
domestic miners.
New guidelines are being drafted to allow
generation companies to sell surplus electricity
on the exchanges, in part to spur idled plants
back into action.
Solar energy and wind energy could be used as
clean sources of energy for both domestic and
commercial needs.
Large hydro-electric projects on dams are
India’s major electricity source after coal and
the monsoon is likely to boost hydro-power
generation.
Coal gas can be produced by underground coal
gasification where the coal deposits are located
deep in the ground or uneconomical to mine
the coal.
Synthetic natural gas (Syngas) production
technologies have tremendous scope to meet
the transport sector requirements fully using
the locally available coal in India. E.g. Dankuni
coal complex is producing syngas which is piped
to the industrial users in Calcutta.

Mould your thought:
• Why has the coal crisis exacerbated in India in recent times? What steps has the government taken in this
regard?
Approach to the answer• Briefly write about coal scenario
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• Reasons for coal crisis
• Steps taken by government in recent times
• Way ahead (Brief about other options available)

8.2 Climate change and India
Manifest pedagogy: Climate change includes not only rising average temperatures but also extreme weather
events, shifting wildlife populations and habitats, rising seas, and a range of other impacts. All these changes are
emerging as humans add heat-trapping greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. Hence today climate change is a
global problem which needs to be tackled in a comprehensive way.
In news: Recently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has set India’s target of net zero greenhouse gas emissions by
2070.
Static dimensions: Climate change- General causes and effects
Current dimensions:
• Effects of climate change specifically on India
• India's commitment to mitigate the climate change
Content:
Climate change- General causes and effects:
“Climate change is a broad range of global
phenomena created predominantly by burning fossil
fuels, which add heat-trapping gases to Earth’s
atmosphere”. - NASA
Causes• Greenhouse gases play a vital role in the earth’s
climate cycles. These gases in the atmosphere
trap the reflected energy, redirecting it back
down to the earth and eventually contributing
to global warming.
• Solar Activity- While the sun goes through
natural cycles, increasing and decreasing the
amount of energy that it emits to the earth,
contributes to climate change.
• Agriculture- From deforestation in places like
the Amazon to the transportation and livestock
that it takes to support agricultural efforts
around the world, agriculture is responsible for
a significant portion of the world’s greenhouse
gas emissions.
• Deforestation- Climate change increases
deforestation by way of wildfires and other
70

•

extreme weather, but deforestation is also a
major contributor to global warming through
emission of CO2.
Human activity- Transportation in the form of
cars, trucks, ships, trains, and planes emits the
largest percentage of CO2–speeding up global
warming and remaining a significant cause of
climate change.

Effects•

•
•

•

Changes to seasonal weather patterns and
disrupting food distribution for plants and
animals throughout the world, potentially
causing mass extinction events.
Intensify the challenges of global instability,
hunger, poverty, and conflict.
Health risks may include heat-related illness,
injuries and fatalities from severe weather,
Asthma & cardiovascular disease from air
pollution, respiratory problems from increased
allergies and diseases from poor water quality.
Severe weather and increased temperatures
will continue to limit crop productivity and
increase the demand for water.
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•

•

Increasing ocean temperatures and melting ice
sheets have steadily contributed to the rise of
sea levels on a global scale, potentially causing
increased flooding and decrease in ocean and
wetland habitats.
Ocean Acidification- As ph levels in the ocean
decrease, shellfish have difficulty reproducing,
and much of the oceans’ food cycle becomes
disrupted.

•

India's commitment to mitigate the climate
change:
•

Effects of climate change specifically on India:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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India’s average temperature has risen by
around 0.7°C during 1901–2018. By the end of
the 21st century, average temperature over
India is projected to rise by approximately 4.4°C
relative to the recent past (1976–2005
average).
The frequency of summer (April–June) heat
waves over India is projected to be 3 to 4 times
higher by the end of the 21st century, with
amplification of heat stress expected across
India, particularly over the Indo-Gangetic and
Indus river basins.
Sea surface temperature (SST) of the tropical
Indian Ocean has risen by 1°C on average during
1951–2015, markedly higher than the global
average SST warming of 0.7°C, over the same
period.
The summer monsoon precipitation has
declined by around 6% from 1951 to 2015, with
notable decreases over the Indo-Gangetic Plains
and the Western Ghats.
This overall decrease of seasonal summer
monsoon rainfall has led to an increased
propensity for droughts over India.
Sea-level rise in the North Indian Ocean (NIO)
has accelerated to 3.3 mm per year in the
1993–2017, which is comparable to the current
rate of global mean sea-level rise.
There has been a significant reduction in the
annual frequency of tropical cyclones over the
NIO basin, but in contrast, the frequency of very
severe cyclonic storms (VSCSs) during the postmonsoon season has increased significantly.

India is projected to potentially lose between
0.8 and 2 percent of its GDP by mid-century.

•

•

At the 26th Conference of Parties (CoP26),
Prime Minister Narendra Modi declared a fivefold strategy, termed as the ‘Panchamrita’.
○ By the year 2070, India will achieve the
target of Net Zero.
○ India will get its non-fossil energy
capacity to 500 gigawatt (GW) by 2030.
○ India will meet 50 per cent of its energy
requirements from renewable energy by
2030.
○ India will reduce the total projected
carbon emissions by one billion tonnes
from now onwards till 2030.
○ By 2030, India will reduce the carbon
intensity of its economy by less than 45
per cent.
India has abstained from signing a global deal
made at COP26 to reduce emissions of methane
gas.
India has resisted setting overall reduction
targets, saying industrialised nations should
bear a much greater share of the burden as
they have contributed far more towards global
warming over time.

According to the IPCC, global emissions must halve by
2030 and reach Net Zero by 2050. Given the enormous
inequity in emissions in the world, the OECD countries
must then reach Net Zero by 2030, China by 2040 and
India and the rest of the world by 2050. However,
OECD countries have declared a Net Zero target for
2050 and China for 2060.
Solutions for Climate Change• Adopting cleaner, more sustainable energy
solutions
• Making home energy efficient
• Buying carbon offsets
• Adopting a plant-based diet
• Following 3 Rs- Reduce, Reuse and Recycle
• Stop using fossil fuels
• Stopping deforestation
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Mould your thought:
• What are the effects of climate change? Brief about the commitments India has made to tackle climate
change.
Approach to the answer• Write the definition of climate change.
• Write the effects of climate change generally and 2-3 sentences about India specifically.
• Write down India’s new commitments to mitigate climate change
• Conclusion

8.3 Malaria, Antimalarial drugs and the resistance to drugs
Manifest pedagogy: Anti-malarial drug resistance is a global concern. With the misuse of antibiotics and
emergence of mutant parasites this resistance is crossing boundaries across the globe. Time has come to devise
new methodologies to tackle this drug resistance issue.
In news: In recent years there is increasing evidence for the failure of artemisinin-based combination therapy for
treating malaria either alone or with partner drugs.
Static dimensions:
• Malaria: Pathogens and parasites
• Antimalarial Drugs
Current dimensions:
• Antimalarial Drug Resistance (ADR) : Origin and present condition
• Solutions to ADR
Content:
Malaria: Pathogens and parasites
• Malaria is a tropical disease.
• Symptoms include: a high temperature of 38C
or above, feeling hot and shivery, headaches,
vomiting, muscle pains, diarrhoea.
• It is caused by a type of parasite known as
Plasmodium.
• The Plasmodium parasite is mainly spread by
bites of female Anopheles mosquitoes, which
mainly bite at dusk and at night.
• Malaria can also be spread through blood
transfusions and the sharing of needlesMalaria
is caused by the Plasmodium parasite.
• The 5 different types of plasmodium parasite
that cause malaria in humans are:
○ Plasmodium falciparum – mainly found
in Africa, it's the most common type of
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○

○

○
○

malaria parasite and is responsible for
most malaria deaths worldwide.
Plasmodium vivax – mainly found in Asia
and South America, this parasite causes
milder symptoms than Plasmodium
falciparum, but it can stay in the liver for
up to 3 year.
Plasmodium ovale – fairly uncommon
and usually found in West Africa, can
remain in the liver for several years
without producing symptoms.
Plasmodium malariae – this is quite rare
and usually only found in Africa.
Plasmodium knowlesi – this is very rare
and found in parts of Southeast Asia.

Antimalarial Drugs
•

Antimalarial medications are a type of
antiparasitic chemical agent, often naturally
derived, that can be used to treat or to prevent
malaria.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Specifically, antimalarial drugs may be used to
treat malaria in three categories of individuals,
(i) those with suspected or confirmed
infection,
(ii) those visiting a malaria-endemic regions
who have no immunity, to prevent
infection via malaria prophylaxis, and
(iii) or in broader groups of individuals, in
routine but intermittent preventive
treatment in regions where malaria is
endemic
Chloroquine was, until recently, the most
widely used anti-malarial and is also the least
expensive, best tested and safest of all available
drugs, however emergence of drug-resistant
parasitic strains is rapidly decreasing its
effectiveness.
Hydroxychloroquine was derived in the 1950s
by adding a hydroxyl group to existing
Chloroquine, making it more tolerable than
Chloroquine by itself.
Pyrimethamine is used in the treatment of
uncomplicated malaria. It is particularly useful
in cases of chloroquine-resistant P. falciparum
strains when combined with sulfadoxine.
Quinine, extracted from cinchona tree is an
alkaloid that acts against Plasmodium vivax and
Plasmodium malariae.
It is still very effective and widely used in the
treatment of acute cases of severe P.
falciparum and is especially useful in areas
where there is known to be a high level of
resistance to chloroquine, mefloquine, and
pyrimethamine.
Artemisinin is a Chinese herb (qinghaosu) that
has been used in the treatment of fevers for
over 1,000 years, and has demonstrated the
fastest clearance of all antimalarials currently
used and acts primarily on the trophozoite
phase, thus preventing progression of the
disease.
Practice in treating cases of malaria is most
often based on the concept of combination
therapy (e.g., using agents such as artemether
and lumefantrine against chloroquine-resistant
Plasmodium falciparum infection).

•

This offers advantages including reduced risk of
treatment failure, reduced risk of developed
resistance, as well as the possibility of reduced
side-effects.

Antimalarial Drug Resistance: origin and present
condition
• Anti-malarial drug resistance has been defined
as: "the ability of a parasite to survive and/or
multiply despite the administration and
absorption of a drug given in doses equal to or
higher than those usually recommended but
within tolerance of the subject”.
• The main drivers of AMR include the misuse
and overuse of antimicrobials; lack of access to
clean water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) for
both humans and animals; poor infection and
disease prevention and control in health-care
facilities and farms; poor access to quality,
affordable medicines, vaccines and diagnostics;
lack of awareness and knowledge; and lack of
enforcement of legislation.
• The first type of resistance was against
chloroquine in Thailand in 1957.
• It then migrated to India from South-east Asia
and then on to Africa with disastrous
consequences.
• Similarly, artemisinin resistance developed from
the six Southeast Asian countries and migrated
to other continents.
• In recent years, there is increasing evidence for
the failure of artemisinin-based combination
therapy for falciparum malaria either alone or
with partner drugs.
• In the past, chloroquine was very effective for
all types of malaria treatment in India, but it is
no longer used for the treatment of falciparum
malaria.
• In India, after the failure of chloroquine to treat
P. falciparum malaria successfully, artemisininbased combination therapy was initially
introduced in 117 districts that reported more
than 90% falciparum burden in 2008.
• In 2019, a report from Eastern India indicated
the presence of two mutations in P. falciparum
cases treated with artemisinin that linked to its
presence of resistance.
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•

Again in early 2021, artemisinin-based
combination therapy failure has been reported
from Central India.

•
•

Solutions to AMR
•

•

•

•

Preventing malaria infections developing has a
substantial effect on the potential rate of
development of resistance, by directly reducing
the number of cases of malaria thus decreasing
the need for anti-malarial therapy.
Preventing the transmission of resistant
parasites limits the risk of resistant malarial
infections becoming endemic and can be
controlled by a variety of non-medical methods
including insecticide-treated bed nets, indoor
residual spraying, environmental controls (such
as swamp draining) and personal protective
methods such as using mosquito repellent.
Molecular Malaria Surveillance has to be carried
out to find out the drug-resistant variants so
that corrective measures can be undertaken in
time to avert any consequences.
Artemisinin-based combination therapies
(ACTs) are the recommended first-line
treatment for uncomplicated P. falciparum
malaria and are used by most malaria endemic
countries.

ACTs are a combination of an artemisinin
component and a partner drug.
Some experts even advocate using triple
artemisinin-based combination therapies
where the partner drug is less effective.

Global initiatives•

•

•

A global action plan on antimicrobial resistance,
including antibiotic resistance, was endorsed at
the World Health Assembly in May 2015.
The “Global action plan on antimicrobial
resistance” has 5 strategic objectives:
○ To
improve
awareness
and
understanding
of
antimicrobial
resistance.
○ To strengthen surveillance and research.
○ To reduce the incidence of infection.
○ To optimize the use of antimicrobial
medicines.
○ To ensure sustainable investment in
countering antimicrobial resistance.
The WHO-supported Global Antimicrobial
Resistance Surveillance System (GLASS)
supports a standardized approach to the
collection, analysis and sharing of data related
to antimicrobial resistance at a global level to
inform decision-making, drive local, national
and regional action.

Mould your thought• Define Anti-malarial drugs. How has Anti-malarial drug resistance (ADR) emerged in recent years? What needs
to be done to tackle it?
Approach to the answer• Write briefly about anti-malarial drugs
• Write about origin and present status of ADR
• Brief about the solutions
• Conclude with any one global initiative

9. SECURITY
9.1 Militancy in Jammu and Kashmir
Manifest pedagogy: The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) informed the parliament that in 1,118 militant-related
incidents, a total of 269 security forces personnel have been killed in J&K in the last three years. In this context it
is prudent to know the history and the circumstances behind the rise of militancy in Jammu and Kashmir.
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In news: Militant killed in Jammu & Kashmir’s Shopian
Static dimensions:
• Rise of Militancy in 1980's
• Reasons for the rise
Current dimensions:
• Role of Pakistan
• Role of Non-state actors, Front organisations and OGW'S in militancy
• Developmental steps taken by Indian Government
Content:

•

Rise of Militancy in 1980's:
•

Jammu and Kashmir, long a breeding ground of
separatist ambitions, has been wracked by the
insurgency

•

Situation upto 1980s:
•

•

•

•

•

After independence from colonial rule India and
Pakistan were engaged in a war over the
princely state of Jammu and Kashmir.
At the end of the war India controlled the
southern portion of the princely state. While
there were sporadic periods of violence there
was no organised insurgency movement
During this period legislative elections in the
state of Jammu and Kashmir were first held in
1951 and Sheikh Abdullah's secular party stood
unopposed. He was an instrumental member in
the accession of the state to India.
However, Sheikh Abdullah would fall in and out
of favour with the central government and
would often be dismissed only to be reappointed later on.
This was a time of political instability and
power struggle in Jammu and Kashmir, and it
went through several periods of president's
rule by the Union Government.

Political changes after the demise of Sheikh Abdulla
•
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After Sheikh Abdullah's death, his son Farooq
Abdullah took over as Chief Minister of Jammu
and Kashmir.

Farooq Abdullah eventually fell out of favour
with the Central Government and the Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi had his government
toppled with the help of his brother-in-law G.
M. Shah.
A year later, Abdullah reached an accord with
the new Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and
announced an alliance with the Indian National
Congress for the elections of 1987. The
elections were allegedly rigged in favour of
Abdullah.

Rise of militancy:
•

•

•

•

•

•

In the second half of 1989 the alleged
assassinations of the Indian spies and political
collaborators by the Jammu Kashmir Liberation
Front was intensified.
Over six months more than a hundred officials
were killed to paralyse the government's
administrative and intelligence apparatus.
The daughter of then interior affairs minister,
Mufti Mohammad Sayeed was kidnapped in
December and four terrorists had to be
released for her release. This event led to mass
celebrations all over the valley.
Farooq Abdullah resigned in January after the
appointment of Jagmohan Malhotra as the
Governor of Jammu and Kashmir. Subsequently,
J&K was placed under Governor's Rule under
Article 92 of state constitution.
Under JKLF's leadership on 21–23 January large
scale protests were organised in the Kashmir
Valley.
As a response to this largely explosive situation
paramilitary units of BSF and CRPF were called.
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•

•

•

•
•

These units were used by the government to
combat Maoist insurgency and the NorthEastern insurgency.
The challenge to them in this situation was not
posed by armed insurgents but by the stone
pelters. Their inexperience caused at least 50
casualties in Gawkadal massacre. In this
incident the underground militant movement
was transformed into a mass struggle.
To curb the situation AFSPA (Armed Forces
Special Powers Act) was imposed on Kashmir in
September 1990 to suppress the insurgency by
giving armed forces the powers to kill and arrest
without warrant to maintain public order.
During this time the dominant tactic involved
killing of a prominent figure in a public
gathering to push forces into action and the
public prevented them from capturing these
insurgents.
This sprouting of sympathisers in Kashmir led to
the hard-line approach of the Indian army.
JKLF used distinctly Islamic themes to mobilise
crowds and justify their use of violence. They
sought to establish an Islamic democratic state
where the rights of minorities would be
protected according to Quran and Sunna and
economy would be organised on the principles
of Islamic socialism

Reasons for the rise:
Islamisation of Kashmir in 1980s
•

•

•
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During the early period of militancy in the
1980s, multiple militant groups strive to
Islamise Kashmiri culture and political setup to
create a conducive environment for the merger
of Kashmir with Pakistan.
Numerous Islamist groups were formed in early
1990 who emerged advocating Nizam-eMustafa (Rule of Muhammad) as the objective
for their struggle.
Militant groups like Hizbul mujahideen and
Jamaat-e-Islami asserted that the struggle of
Kashmir will continue till Islamic Caliphate is
achieved in Kashmir.

•

Murder of Kashmiri Hindus, Intellectuals,
Liberals and activists were described necessary
to get rid of un-Islamic elements.

Rigging of 1987 Assembly elections
•
•

•

•
•
•

The insurgency was sparked by the apparent
rigging of state elections in 1987.
Following the rise of Islamisation in the Kashmir
valley, during the 1987 state elections, various
Islamic anti-establishment groups including
Jamaat-e-Islami Kashmir were organised under
a single banner named Muslim United Front
(MUF), that is largely current Hurriyat.
MUF's election manifesto stressed the need for
a solution to all outstanding issues according to
the Simla Agreement; work for Islamic unity and
against political interference from the centre.
Their slogan was wanting the law of the Quran
in the Assembly.
But the MUF won only four seats, even though
it had polled 31% votes in the election.
However, the elections were widely believed to
be rigged, changing the course of politics in the
state.

Mujahideen influence:
• After the Mujahideen victory against the Soviet
Union Occupation in Afganistan, Mujahideen
fighters, under Operation Tupac with the aid of
Pakistan, slowly infiltrated Kashmir.
• The goal was to spread a Radical Islamist
ideology to Jihad against Indian occupation in
Jammu and Kashmir
Accusations of Human Rights abuses:
•
•

•

Human rights violations are said to have
contributed to the rise of resistance in Kashmir
After the insurgency started in the Kashmir
Valley in the late 1980s, Indian troops entered
the Kashmir Valley to control the insurgency.
The troops have been accused and held
accountable for several humanitarian abuses
and have engaged in mass extrajudicial killings,
torture, rape and sexual abuse.
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•

•

•

Amnesty International accused security forces
of exploiting the Armed Forces Special Powers
Act (AFSPA) that enables them to "hold
prisoners without trial".
The insurgents have also abused human rights,
driving Kashmiri Pandits away from the Kashmir
Valley, an action regarded as ethnic cleansing.
The government's inability to protect the
people from both its own troops and the
insurgency has further eroded support for the
government.

•

•

•
Religious insecurities:
•
•

•

The majority of the people of Jammu and
Kashmir practise Islam.
Many analysts say that while India itself is a
secular state, Muslims feel they are politically,
culturally and economically marginalised when
compared to Hindus in India as a whole.
The government's decision to transfer 99 acres
of forest land near Amarnath in the Kashmir
Valley to a Hindu organisation (for setting up
temporary shelters and facilities for Hindu
pilgrims) solidified this feeling and led to one of
the largest protest rallies in Jammu and
Kashmir.

•

High unemployment and lack of economic
opportunities in Kashmir are also said to have
intensified the struggle.

Psychological factors
towards militancy:
•

•
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Role of Pakistan:
•

•

•

Economic reasons:

influencing

•

youngsters

Psychologist Waheeda Khan, explaining the
rebellious nature of the Kashmiris, says that
because of the tense situations in the valley
from the 1990s, the generation gap between
parents and young generations has increased.
Young generations tend to blame their parents
for failing to do anything about the political
situation. So they start experimenting with
their own aggressive ways to show their

curbed feelings and would go against any
authority.
Also young people easily identify themselves
with the "group" rather than with their
individual identities. It leads to psychological
distress which causes antisocial behaviour and
aggressive attitude.
Often, this situation is worsened by the
availability of weapons and people becoming
familiar to violence after having been exposed
to conflict for so long.
Waheeda Khan remarks, the major concern is
that generations of children who are
experiencing long-term violence in their lives,
may reach adulthood perceiving that violence
is a fair means of solving ethnic, religious, or
political differences

•

•

The Pakistani central government originally
supported, trained and armed the insurgency in
Kashmir, sometimes known as "ultras"
(extremists).
The Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence has
encouraged
and
aided
the
Kashmir
independence
movement
through
an
insurgency
Due to its dispute on the legitimacy of Indian
rule in Kashmir, insurgency is used as an easy
way to keep Indian troops distracted and cause
international condemnation of India.
Former Pakistan President General Pervez
Musharraf in Oct 2014 said during a TV
interview, "We have sources (in Kashmir)
besides the (Pakistan) army...People in Kashmir
are fighting against (India). We just need to
incite them."
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), in
their first ever open acknowledgement in 2011
in US Court, said that the Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) sponsors terrorism in Kashmir
and it oversees terrorist separatist groups in
Kashmir
In 2019, Prime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan
publicly discouraged Pakistani people from
going to Kashmir to do a jihad. People who
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•

went to Kashmir will do an "injustice to the
Kashmiri people".
Most of the Pakistani militants who had crossed
the border over the years and were caught by
the Indian security forces were found to belong
to the Punjab province of Pakistan

•

All Parties Hurriyat Conference, an organisation
that uses moderate means to press for the
rights of the Kashmiris, is often considered as
the mediator between New Delhi and insurgent
groups.

Developmental steps taken by Indian Government
Role of Non-state actors, Front organisations and
OGW'S in militancy
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Numerous Islamist groups were formed in early
1990 who emerged advocating Nizam-eMustafa (Rule of Muhammad) as the objective
for their struggle.
Militant groups like Hizbul mujahideen and
Jamaat-e-Islami asserted that struggle of
Kashmir will continue till Islamic Caliphate is
achieved in Kashmir.
Murder of Kashmiri Hindus, Intellectuals,
Liberals and activists were described necessary
to get rid of un-Islamic elements.
Concurrently all cinema houses,beauty parlours,
wine shops, bars, video centres, use of
cosmetics and similar things were banned by
militant groups.
Many militant organisations like Al baqr,
People's league, Wahdat-e-Islam and Allah
Tigers imposed restrictions like banning
cigarettes, restrictions on Kashmiri girls
The different insurgent groups have different
aims in Kashmir. Some want complete
independence from both India and Pakistan,
others want unification with Pakistan and still
others just want greater autonomy from the
Indian government
Over the last two years, the militant group,
Lashkar-e-Toiba has split into two factions: Al
Mansurin and Al Nasirin.
Another new group reported to have emerged
is the "Save Kashmir Movement". Harkat-ulMujahideen (formerly known as Harkat-ulAnsar) and Lashkar-e-Toiba are believed to be
operating from Muzaffarabad, Azad Kashmir
and Muridke, Pakistan respectively.
Other less well known groups are the Freedom
Force and Farzandan-e-Milat. A smaller group,
Al-Badr, has been active in Kashmir for many
years and is still believed to be functioning.

The government wants to use development as tool
against the militancy in Kashmir for that it launched
several initiatives:
Udaan Scheme:
•
•

•

•

It was started with an aim to provide skill to the
youth of the valley.
The Udaan Scheme, a Special Industry Initiative
(SII) for the state of Jammu and Kashmir (J&K),
is funded by the Ministry of Home Affairs and
implemented by National Skill Development
Corporation (NSDC).
Based on the recommendations of the
Rangarajan Committee, the scheme has been a
major initiative of the central government
towards making the educated youth –
graduates, post-graduates and three-year
diploma holders in engineering – of J&K
employable.
The scheme is now in its closure.

PM’s development package for J&K: (PMDP)
•

Under this government focused on creating
new avenues of employment and better
infrastructure in transportation, health,
renewable energy, tourism etc.

Project Himayat:
•
•

Himayat – a Skill Development Programme for
the youth is under implementation since 2011.
Himayat is a placement linked skill training
programme for unemployed youth of Jammu
and Kashmir and is being implemented by the
Himayat Mission Management Unit, J&K State
Rural Livelihoods Mission (JKSRLM), Govt of
J&K.
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•

•

•

•

The Programme is an outcome of the
recommendations of Dr. C. Rangarajan
Committee report submitted to the Prime
Minister in 2011. It suggested a scheme of Skill
Development for school/college dropouts.
The Report suggested increasing employability
of youth by improving their skill-sets and
providing support for placement and selfemployment.
Youth will be provided free skill training for
duration of 3 to 12 months, in a range of skills
for which there is good market demand.
At the end of the training, the youth are
assured of a job and there is one year postplacement tracking to see how they are faring.

bridges and power stations to sever linkages
with the national mainstream. The Army then
stepped in to construct foot bridges, tracks to
improve connectivity in rural areas, orphanages,
primary health centres, etc
Project Umeed:
•

•

Project Sadhbhavana:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Army’s Sadbhavana drive is an informal
approach mechanism for the officers and
soldiers to interact with and show genuine
concern and interest in the welfare of the local
population.
Operation Sadbhavana is being carried out in all
the three divisions of the state of Jammu and
Kashmir.
The Army’s focus has been on women & youth
empowerment, providing quality education,
infrastructure development, health, veterinary
care, and educational tours to various parts of
the country.
In addition basic needs like water supply
schemes, electrification and animal husbandry
in far flung areas is given a priority with projects
based on participation of the local people,
elected
representatives
and
civil
administration.
Education has been a prime intervention, with
the Indian Army establishing about 55 modern
English medium Goodwill Schools under the
State Board and Central Board of Secondary
Education.
Another major intervention by the Army is in
the field of infrastructure development. In the
nineties the terrorists had destroyed culverts,

•

A Programme under National Rural Livelihoods
Mission (NRLM) implemented by the Jammu &
Kashmir State Rural Livelihoods Society
Aims to reduce poverty in the state by building
strong grassroots institutions of the poor,
engage them into gainful livelihoods
interventions
and
ensure
appreciable
improvement in their income on a sustainable
basis
To reach out to 66% of rural population across
the erstwhile 125 blocks,
Link
them to sustainable livelihoods
opportunities and nurture them till they come
out of poverty and enjoy a decent quality of life.

Surrender and Rehabilitation of Militants:
• Surrendering in Jammu and Kashmir has been
institutionalized over the years.
• The 1990s saw some surrender policies, while in
the 2000s, there was a policy for militants
belonging to Indian administered Jammu and
Kashmir and another for Pakistan administered
territory.
• The first surrender policy for militants in Kashmir
was launched on 15 August 1995. It was a copy
of the policies already there for Naxalites.
• Militants are also motivated by security forces at
encounter sites as well.
• Some attempts are successful, while others are
not.
• Mothers and other family members have made
videos urging their child turned militant to
surrender to the security forces.
• Sometimes the family member is brought to the
encounter site and urged to talk to their children
through loudspeakers to surrender

Mould your thought:
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• Militancy in J&K is a complex political, social, and economic problem. Examine.
Approach to the answer• Introduction to the topic
• Discuss the political roots of militancy (Indo-pak conflict, Electoral rigging, etc)
• Discuss the social roots of militancy (religious insecurity / Rise of islamic fundamentalism etc)
• Discuss the economic problems leading to militancy (joblessness, relative underdevelopment etc)
• Add the psychological issues also
• Conclusion

10.

SOCIETY

10.1 Fighting Femicide
Manifest pedagogy: Gender inequality remains at large throughout India and thousands of women face
widespread social, cultural, and economic discrimination within the family as well as in the wider community. All
the more, the on-going pandemic has affected women more than anything else.
In news: ‘Fighting Femicide’ article
Static dimensions:
• What is Femicide?
• Dimensions of Violence against Women
Current dimensions:
• Responses to Femicide
• Approaches Required to Address Femicide
Content:
What is Femicide?
• The term femicide was originally defined as the
killing of women but has been adapted over
time to represent the act of killing women
because of their gender.
• In this sense, femicide is understood to be
motivated by misogyny and prejudice against
women.
• For a case to be considered femicide there must
be an implied intention to carry out the crime
and a demonstrated connection between the
crime and the gender of the victim.
• Several crimes against women that can be
recognised as femicide include sexual murders,
mortality resulting from domestic or family
80

•

•

violence, and cultural or institutional violence
that results in mortality.
Violence against women is institutionalised
through family structures, wider social and
economic frameworks, and cultural and
religious traditions.
This violence is insidious, it is a widely accepted
method for controlling women, is largely
overlooked by law enforcement agencies, and is
ignored by those in power.

Data on Femicide:
•

•

It is estimated that one-third of South Asian
women experience violence throughout their
lives
One in three women (35 per cent) has
experienced some form of violence during her
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lifetime - more than one billion women
worldwide.
A 53% rise is seen in crime against women in
2020 from cases rising from 1411 cases/month
to 2165 cases/month after a lockdown was
imposed.
In India, the mortality rate for women from
Covid is 3.3 per cent compared to 2.9 per cent
for men.

•

•

Dimensions of Violence against Women:

and police and arc reported as suicide rather
than murder.
Data on Domestic Violence:
•

The most recent National Family Health Survey
found that in India 34% of women between the
ages of 15-49 have experienced violence at some
point since they turned 15 and that 37% of
married women have experienced violence.
During the lockdown, Domestic Violence and
Intimate Partner Violence cases have been
doubled as reported by the National Commission
for Women (NCW).
Given the extremely high rate of under-reporting
of violence against women, particularly domestic
violence, the actual number of women who
experience violence within the home is thought
to be significantly higher.
92.9% of cases of crime against women are
pending in city courts

•

Throughout India, several forms of violence against
women fit within the definition of femicide including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Domestic violence,
Honour killings,
Dowry deaths,
Sex-selective abortions,
Infanticide,
Witch-hunting.

•

Domestic Violence
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Dowry Deaths

Domestic violence is prevalent across India and
is widely accepted as a legitimate part of family
life by both women and men.
The family institution is an extremely important
aspect of Indian culture and is central to the
country's social and economic frameworks.
However, for many women the family does not
represent a safe and protective unit, rather it
reinforces
wider
patterns
of
gender
discrimination and legitimises violence as a
method for controlling and subjugating
women.
The number of women who are killed by
intimate partners or relatives in India each year
remains unknown.
But, domestic violence is one of the most
common sources of violence against women
and is therefore understood to be one of the
biggest causes of fernicide throughout the
country.
Many women activists question police
responses to suicide cases and suggest that
many crimes are covered up by family members

•

•

•
•

•

•

The dowry system also reinforces discrimination
against women and dowry-related deaths
continue to compromise women's safety
throughout India, Pakistan, Nepal, and
Bangladesh.
Dowry is a cultural tradition in which the family
of the bride gives cash and presents to the
family of the groom.
It was originally meant to support new couples
beginning their married life.
But, India's prevailing patriarchy as well as rising
economic demands have turned dowry into a
commercial transaction that is underpinned by
socio-economic standing and reinforces the
financial dependency of women on their
husbands.
Violence against women often increases when a
family requests a larger dowry after marriage or
shows dissatisfaction with the dowry they have
received.
While dowry is illegal, it continues to be
practised throughout India and dowry-related
violence is an ongoing issue for Indian women.
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•
Data on Dowry Deaths:
•

•

•

•

According to NCRB reports, on average, every
hour a woman succumbs to dowry deaths in
India with the annual figure rising upwards to
7000.
Dowry-related death is closely linked to a
woman's age at marriage, her education level,
and her exposure to mass media.
Within India, states with lower female literacy
rates, higher rates of child marriage, and less
access to mass media generally experience
more dowry deaths.
Particularly during the pandemic, there is a
spike in child marriage and early marriages.
Around 898 child marriages were stopped by
CHILDLINE (1098) during the lockdown.

•

•
•

•

•

The practice of sex-selected abortions
throughout South Asia, particularly in India,
highlights the extent of patriarchy and misogyny
throughout the region.
It is a particularly insidious form of violence
because it prevents girl children from being
born purely because they are girls.
The practice of sex-selective abortions is
growing throughout the region.
The increasing availability of prenatal
technologies means that families are able to
determine the sex of the foetus and are
choosing to abort female foetuses at an
alarming rate.
Somewhat surprisingly, gender-biased sex
selection has historically been overwhelmingly
practiced among educated, middle-class
families.
However, as the availability of the sexdetermination technology has increased there
has also been an increase in the practice
amongst lower-class and rural communities

Data on Sex Selective Abortions:
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Responses to Femicide:
India there is a strong effort in all sectors of Indian
society to stem the tide of gender-based violence and
femicide and achieve equality between men and
women.
Laws and Policies:
•

•

Sex-selective abortions
•

•

About 6.8 million lesser female births will be
recorded across India by 2030 because of the
persistent usage of selective abortions,
researchers estimate.
An estimated 10 million female foetuses have
been aborted over the past two decades

•
•

The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 bans the
request and payment of the dowry of any form
as a precondition for marriage.
Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic
Techniques (PC/PNDT) Act, 1994 prohibits the
use of prenatal technologies to determine the
sex of a foetus
Several states have launched vigilance cells to
curb incidences of female foeticide.
There is no legislation directly addressing
honour killings and currently, the crime is dealt
with under the Indian Penal Code or the
Criminal Procedure Code.

Improving implementation of laws:
•

Efforts are being made to improve the
implementation of legislation that is helping to
increase the rate of conviction and reducing the
prevalence of gender-related crimes.

Active Civil Society Groups:
•

Women's organisations have also worked to
educate women on their rights and provide
support to those who have experienced
violence.
• Many NGOs across the country provide
counselling, legal support, and livelihood
programmes for women so that they can
become more empowered and financially
independent.
www.journalsofindia.com
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•
Government initiative for Women Empowerment:
•

•

•

Government has introduced initiatives to
promote women's social and political
empowerment.
The reservation of 33% of seats in India's local
government increased women's political
participation and has led to more genderfriendly governance.
The development of further affirmative
legislation in the State of Goa, which allocates
nearly half of the state's representative council
seats for women, has led to Goa being
considered safer for women than New Delhi
and Mumbai.

•

Why is it difficult to end Femicide?
•

Data on Political Empowerment of women:
• In the year 2020, India ranked 142 among 193
countries in terms of the percentage of women in
Parliament.
• A total of 78 women MPs were elected in 2019, i.e.
14.4%.
• The number of women voters had risen from 47%
(2014) to about 48% (2019) while women MPs in
the 16th Lok Sabha stood at 11.2% after more than
70 years of Independence.
Evaluation of current efforts:
In spite of these efforts femicide persists throughout
India.
Legal hurdles:
•

While legislation may protect victims of
violence in theory in many cases the penalties
outlined within the legislation are weak.

•

Furthermore, the implementation of these laws
remains limited and in many cases ineffective in
preventing femicide or prosecuting the
perpetrators of this violence.

Lack of commitment:

83

A lack of commitment to ending Violence
against Women at the political level is evident
across India and is preventing substantive
action at the legislative, policy, and
programmatic level.
The governments must be held to account for
its failure to effectively address femicide or
ensure women's rights. Furthermore, efforts
must be made to encourage and support
governments to develop effective and
comprehensive approaches to femicide.

Tackling femicide is extremely difficult
especially beacuse gender discrimination and
violence against women are deeply embedded
within India's social, cultural, and economic
structures.

Insensitive training and policing:
•

The response of law enforcement personnel to
crimes
against
women
hinders
the
implementation of laws.
• In many cases, due to a lack of training, police
have little understanding of violence against
women legislation
• Many personnel are unaware of their duties in
responding to cases of violence, and are
influenced by social structures of gender bias
and discrimination when responding to crimes.
• The failure of police to respond to reports of
violence including their refusal to register First
Information Reports in cases of domestic
violence and dowry harassment or dowry death
is common and is compounded by widespread
harassment of women by police officers when
reporting a crime.
• These factors, as well as women's lack of
confidence in police responses to violence,
result in violence escalating and increase the
risk of femicide.
• Moreover, the perpetrators of violence are not
held to account for their actions.
Lack of funding:
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•

•

•

•

A lack of funding and infrastructure to address
violence remains one of the biggest
impediments to the effective implementation of
this legislation
Little budgetary allocations are directed
towards the reduction of violence against
women and the realisation of women's rights.
The lack of funding prevents law enforcement
bodies from effectively carrying out activities
required to implement legislation including
carrying out programmes aimed at addressing
violence.
Furthermore, the failure of government
agencies to allocate funding to services
providers for training and awareness-raising has
meant that a lack of awareness about, and
understanding of the law persists amongst the
general public as well as law enforcement
bodies.

Steps needed to tackle femicide:
Changing legislation to plug loopholes:
•

•
•

Improving Funding structures:
•

Lack of Support Structures for Women
•

•
•

There is inadequate support available for
women who experience violence and in many
cases
Their lack of resources means they are forced to
endure ongoing violence.
Currently, only approximately 1% of women
report incidences of abuse and many are not
aware of their rights or legislation protecting
them from violence and harassment.

Responses to femicide must be comprehensive and
involve the development and implementation of :
•
•
•
•
•

Strong legislation,
Gender-sensitive law enforcement policies and
protocols,
Awareness-raising at the grassroots level,
Support
for
individuals
and
families
experiencing violence, and
The realisation of women's social, economic,
and political rights.

The impact of femicide on Indian women and society is
extreme and current responses are failing to both
protect women from violence and prevent violence
from occurring.
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The development of legislation and legal
frameworks for addressing femicide is an
important step in tackling violence against
women
Strong legislation is vital for holding
perpetrators of violence to account.
Legislation is also essential for addressing
structural gender discrimination as well as
cultural and social legitimisation of violence
against women.

The development of legislation is not enough
and few efforts have been made throughout
India to ensure that women-friendly legislation
moves beyond symbolism and is implemented
effectively.

Improving Monitoring and Supervision capabilities:
•

Monitoring of the implementation of this
legislation is also vital.
• There is a lack of monitoring and supervision of
the Pre-Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic
Techniques Act (PCPNDT) including inspections
of genetic clinics and centres.
• It
resulted
in
pre-natal
diagnostic
techniques/scans continue to be used to
determine the sex of the child and abort girl
children.
• Many clinics do not maintain accurate or up-todate patient records making it difficult to follow
up on cases suspected to involve sex-selective
abortions.
• In the case of mobile clinics and other sex
selection test centres the implementation of
this legislation is even more difficult and these
areas have largely been unaffected by the
PCPNDT Act.
Sensitisation of Police Personnel:
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•

•

•

Efforts must be made to sensitise police policies
and processes related to the handling of
violence cases.
Protocols must be developed so that police
officers know how to respond when women
report crimes and appropriate monitoring
systems must be established to ensure these
protocols are being followed.
Furthermore, gender sensitisation training must
become mandatory for all police personnel in
order to breakdown structures of gender
discrimination, develop women-friendly culture
within police frameworks, and educate police
on women rights, and laws protecting women
from violence

•

Addressing Patriarchy
•

•

•

Increasing the Support Services for Women
•
•

•

•

Support
programmes
can
strengthen
infrastructure by increasing shelter homes and
improving medical facilities.
This infrastructure ensures that women who
wish to leave violent situations have safe
alternative accommodation, medical services,
and social-support services.
Support services can also educate women on
their rights and the legislation protecting them
from violence and can assist them to make
positive changes in their lives and to respond to
violence.

Awareness-building
programmes
around
women's rights are essential to addressing the
underlying causes of domestic violence.

•

Femicide cannot be fully addressed without
tackling the widespread patriarchy and
misogyny that permeates much of Indian
society.
Strong efforts must be made to engage with
local communities, build connections with
community leaders, and to develop education
programmes on women's rights.
These programmes will inform women of their
rights and the services that are available to
them in the case of violence.
They will also educate men on the
consequences of committing violence and will
demonstrate that this behaviour is both socially
unacceptable and a breach of the law.
It is vital that the overwhelming culture of
patriarchy is taken into consideration when
developing interventions so that education
campaigns highlight the value of girl children
and women to society and outdated attitudes
towards women are replaced with respect and
gender sensitivity.

Mould your thought:
• Examine the extent of femicide in India? Evaluate the efforts made to tackle the issue and suggest how the
situation can be improved.
Approach to the answer• Define Femicide and briefly mention the dimensions
• Briefly discuss how the issue is being handled so far
• Briefly discuss loopholes in these efforts
• Give suggestions to improve the situation
• Conclusion

10.2 Legal Age of Marriage for Women
Manifest pedagogy: Greater awareness and stronger laws have meant that India has come a long way in tackling
child marriage. However, despite the improvement, child marriage rates are at 23%, according to latest survey.
The rationale behind the recent bill is to make the age of marriage equal for both men and women to achieve
85
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gender equality. However, only bringing changes in the statute does not do much to serve the purpose.
Education, health and economic equality are prerequisites for achieving gender-neutral progress in society.
In news: The Prohibition of Child Marriage (Amendment) Bill, 2021, introduced in Lok Sabha has been sent to a
Parliamentary Standing Committee for further discussion.
Static dimensions:
• History of statutes on minimum marriage age
• Existing statutes on minimum age for marriage
• Why does the practice of early marriage still exist in India?
Current dimensions:
• Mandate for Task force on re-examining the minimum age of marriage
• Advantages of raising the minimum age
• Issues of raising the minimum age
• Way forward
Content:

•

Mandate for Task force on re-examining the minimum
age of marriage:
• Prime Minister Narendra Modi had announced
in his Independence Day speech that the
government would soon take a decision on the
age of marriage of women.
• Followed by this, the government appointed a
four-member task force led by former Samata
Party chief Jaya Jaitly in June 2020.
• The panel’s terms of reference (ToR) included
examining the correlation of age of marriage
and motherhood with the health of the mother
and infant.
• It included key health and population indicators
like Infant Mortality Rate (IMR), Maternal
Mortality Rate (MMR), Total Fertility Rate (TFR),
Sex Ratio at Birth (SRB), Child Sex Ratio (CSR)
etc…
• It was also tasked to suggest measures for
promoting higher education among women.
• The panel submitted its report in December
2020 and recommended that the age of
marriage of women be raised to 21.
• However, the panel’s report has not been made
public yet.
• The bill to amend the Prohibition of Child
Marriage Act (PCMA), 2006, was introduced in
LokSabha during winter session.
86

•

It seeks to raise the age of marriage for women
to 21 years, amends the definition of child to
mean “a male or female who has not completed
twenty-one years of age”.
The proposed Bill also contains amendments to
various personal laws relating to marriage of
various communities to ensure a uniform age of
marriage.

History of statutes on minimum marriage age:
•

•
•
•

•

The Child Marriage Restraint Act, 1929, passed
on 28 September 1929, in the Imperial
Legislative Council of India, fixed the age of
marriage for girls at 14 years and boys at 18
years.
It is popularly known as the Sharda Act, after
its sponsor Harbilas Sharda.
It came into effect on 1 April 1930 and applied
to all of British India.
However, the law was superseded for Muslims
of British India by the Muslim Personal Law
(Shariat) Application Act of 1937, which
implied no minimum limit and allowed parental
or guardian consent in case of Muslim
marriages.
In 1949, after India's independence, the Act
was amended to 15 for girls, and in 1978 to 18
for girls and 21 for boys.
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•

The definition of child marriage was last
updated in The Prohibition of Child Marriage
Act of 2006, which applies to all Indians.

Existing statutes on minimum age for marriage:
• The Special Marriage Act, 1954 and the
Prohibition of Child Marriage Act, 2006
prescribe 18 and 21 years as the minimum age
of consent for marriage for women and men,
respectively.
• Section 5(iii) of The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955,
sets a minimum age of 18 for the bride and 21
for the groom.
• This is the same for Christians under the Indian
Christian Marriage Act, 1872.
• In Islam, the marriage of a minor who has
attained puberty (the bride or groom turns 15)
is considered valid.
Note- The lowest legal marriage age for women
across the world is in Trinidad and Tobago, an island
country in the Caribbean (age of 12 years), followed
by Iran (13 years). The highest legal marriage age
for women is in China (20 years).
Why does the practice of early marriage still exist
in India?
• Early marriage still persists in India because of
the economic status and education levels of
women.
• Around 45% of women with no education and
40% with primary education married before
the age of 18, according to the National Family
Health Survey (NFHS)- 4.
• In terms of economic status, women from poor
households tend to marry earlier.
• Child marriages are more prevalent in rural
areas and among Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes.
Advantages of rising the minimum age:
•
•
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•

Issues of raising the minimum age:
•

•

•

Experts argue that even at the current age of
marriage of women and men, the
implementation of the child marriage law is
very hard and hence there is no basis for
increasing the age of marriage of women to 21.
As the nutritional status of women remains
low from birth onwards, getting married at 21
and having a child after that cannot improve the
condition of maternal and child health or
mortality.
This law will unfold within a society that is
deeply entrenched in patriarchy and that it will
be used primarily by parents to control the
autonomy of young girls and to penalise them
for their choices.

Legal issues•

•

•

•

•

It assures gender-neutrality.
The negative impacts on nutritional levels of
mothers and their children, and their overall
health and mental wellbeing due to early
marriages can be avoided.

It aids in self- empowerment of women who are
otherwise cut off from access to education and
livelihood due to an early marriage.

The Prohibition of Child Marriage Act does not
contain any provision that explicitly says the law
would override any other laws (personal laws)
on the issue and there is an obvious discrepancy
in the letter of the law between the Act and
Muslim law on the minimum age of marriage.
The 61st Constitutional Amendment Act of 1988
defines the voting age for elections to the
Parliament and Legislative Assemblies as 18
years.
The Majority Act, 1875, defines the age of
majority as “"the age of eighteen years and not
before”, and as 21 years if a guardian is
appointed.
Under the Indian Contract Act, 1872 a person
should have attained the age of majority in
order to be able to enter into a contract.
The law to punish sexual crimes against
children, the Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012 too recognises a
child as someone under the age of 18 and
thereby implies that the age of consent for sex
is also 18 years.
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The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act,
2015 that deals with juvenile offenders (or
children in conflict with law) and children who
need care and protection, does the same.
The Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation)
Amendment Act, 2016, prohibits the
engagement of children in all occupations and
bans adolescents in hazardous occupations, a
child is “a person who has not completed
14years” and an adolescent means “a person
who has completed his 14th year of age but has
not completed his 18th year”.
When all the above stated laws recognise that a
person has the mental capacity to make
decisions that will affect his/ her life
commercially or as a citizen at the age of 18,
amending only the age of marriage makes an
artificial distinction.

Way forward:
•

According to the National Family Health Survey5 (2019-2021), 23.3% of women in the age of 20

•

•

to 24 were married before the age of 18, which
is an improvement from 26.8% in 2015-2016. As
part of the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals, India has promised to
eliminate child marriage by 2030. To achieve
this, there should be greater emphasis on girl’s
education and making education more
accessible to and affordable for girls from poor
families.
Access to schools and colleges for girls,
including their transportation to the institutes
from far-flung areas needs to be increased.
Providing Skill and business training as well as
giving sex education in schools is necessary.
Focussed programmes and necessary budgetary
allocations to ensure that every child receives
basic education is needed.
Awareness campaigns with the help of NGOs
must be undertaken on a massive scale to
increase the age of marriage, and to encourage
social acceptance of the new legislation.

Mould your thought• The recent Prohibition of Child Marriage (Amendment) Bill, 2021 that aims to change the marriageable age of
women to bring the same at par with that of men acts as a game changer in achieving gender equality.
Comment.
Approach to the answer• Write about the changes proposed in the bill
• Write its advantages
• Write the related issues
• Conclude by saying what needs to be done
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